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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal“
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007c). A two-pronged response is required. First, there
is a need for global scale implementation of mitigation
actions to prevent or slow the degree of climate change
and second, society must develop strategies to adapt
to the impacts of a changing climate. Natural resource
managers are recognizing the potential threats of
climate change and the need to adapt to anticipated
changes at the local scale. As water resources are
fundamentally important to humans and ecosystems,
this field is often central to climate change impact
assessment activities and has received much attention in
recent research.
Climate change impact assessments are the first step
in mainstreaming climate change in management
and adaptation processes. Climate change impact
assessment procedures have advanced to the stage
where they can be applied by water resource scientists,
engineers and planners across Ontario in a wide
variety of applications. This Guide for Assessment of
Hydrologic Effects of Climate Change in Ontario (the
Guide) outlines a recommended climate change impact
assessment procedure in the context of water resource
studies in Ontario.
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rainfall events or on peak flow rates in detail and as
such, intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves are
not included in the scope of climate change impact
assessments. This is because Global Climate Models
(GCMs), which form the basis for the assessment
procedures recommended in this Guide, do not simulate
high resolution storms (i.e., thunderstorms) and therefore
cannot address climate variability and the occurrence of
extreme weather events for the future. Little guidance
is available on estimating future trends in storms at the
local scale; however, various agencies and researchers
are engaged in developing IDF curves on a site specific
basis that include the influence of changing climate. The
guidance provided in this document supports studies of
water balance, aquatic habitat and streamflow frequency
that examine the whole hydrologic cycle and its
seasonality, rather than event based stormwater – peak
flow design and management.
Framework for the Climate Change Impact
Assessment and Guide Contents
The Guide adopts a seven stage framework for climate
change impact assessment, as illustrated below. The first
three stages are common to any hydrologic assessment;
the remaining stages relate specifically to climate
change.

Purpose of the Guide
This Guide provides a methodology for conducting
assessments of the effects of climate change on water
resources in Ontario to both inform management and
adapt decision making. These assessments will need to
examine system vulnerabilities; options for operations,
management and adaptation; public education; and
methods to achieve robust and resilient water resource
systems into the future. The methodology builds upon
conventional water resource assessments by guiding the
user through additional stages including selecting future
climate scenarios, acquiring information, developing
future climate time series, using these future climates to
drive hydrologic models, and assessing the simulated
impacts. The overall objective of the Guide is to
establish a standard procedure for conducting climate
change impact assessments of hydrologic systems in
Ontario and thus, facilitate the mainstreaming of climate
change impact assessments.
The Guide does not address the influence of climate
change on the occurrence of extreme short-duration

This guidance document provides background on
global and local climate change, both in terms of
what has occurred and what can be expected in the
future; offers considerations regarding climate change
and specific programs in Ontario such as drinking
water source protection, water allocation planning,
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subwatershed studies, environmental monitoring, and
dam and reservoir management; discusses future climate
scenarios along with GCMs and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission scenarios; identifies methods for developing
future local climates; examines the hydrologic impacts
of climate change with respect to critical hydrologic
processes, with past studies conducted in Ontario
presented; and presents a step-by-step methodology for
planning and conducting hydrologic and climate change
impact assessments in the final chapter.
A case study, included in Appendix E, tests and
demonstrates a climate change impact assessment
conducted following the recommended methods. The
subject area for the case study is Subwatershed 19 in
the Credit River Watershed. This area, surrounding the
Town of Orangeville, is the subject of a Tier Three Water
Budget and Local Area Risk Assessment for the purpose
of Source Water Protection.
Observed Global Climate Change
The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
stated that “[w]arming of the climate system is
unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of
increases in global average air and ocean temperatures,
widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global
average sea level” (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), 2007b 30). In addition to global changes,
long-term continental, regional and ocean-scale changes
in climate have also been observed and are reflected in
changes to arctic temperatures, ice, extremes (droughts,
heavy precipitation and heat waves), and wind patterns.
Moreover, the human influence extends beyond global
temperature to other aspects of climate, including
ocean warming, continental-average temperatures,
temperature extremes and wind patterns.
Observed global changes in climate relevant to water
resources are summarized in the following table.

Observed changes in global climate relevant to
water resources (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), 2001b; Solomon et al., 2007; Bates et
al., 2008)
Observed Changes

• Increase in the number, frequency and intensity of
heavy precipitation events, even in areas where total
precipitation has decreased.
• Decrease in snow cover in most areas of the
cryosphere, especially during the spring and summer
months
• Higher water temperatures in lakes.
• Reductions (approximately two weeks) in the annual
duration of lake and river ice cover in the mid and
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
• Increase in actual evapotranspiration from 1950
to 2000 over most dry regions of the USA and
Russia (greater availability of water on or near land
surface from increased precipitation and larger
atmospheric capacity for water vapour due to higher
temperature).
• Increase in annual runoff in high latitudes and
some regions of the USA (decrease in West Africa,
southern Europe and southernmost South America).
• Altered river flow in regions where winter
precipitation falls as snow; more winter precipitation
falling as rain.
• Earlier snowmelt, due to warmer temperatures.
• Fewer numbers of frost days, cold days, cold nights
and more frequent hot days and hot nights.
• Decrease in diurnal temperature range (0.07°C per
decade) between 1950 and 2004 but little change
from 1979 to 2004 as maximum and minimum
temperatures increase at the same rate.
Projected Global Climate Change
Modelling experiments exploring the sensitivity of the
climate system to rising concentrations of greenhouse
gases (GHGs) project an increase in the global
mean surface air temperature over the 21st century
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
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2007c). The magnitude of the warming is related to
the emission of GHGs and resultant concentrations
of those gases in the atmosphere and their radiative
forcing. The best estimate for the global average
temperature increase for 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999
is 1.8°C to 4.0°C if all emission scenarios are considered
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007c).
Warming is projected to be greatest over land and most
high northern latitudes and the least in the Southern
Ocean and parts of North Atlantic Ocean. In most
areas of North America, the increase in annual mean
temperature is greater than the global mean cited
above. The most warming is likely to occur in winter in
northern regions and in summer in the south western
USA. Minimum winter temperatures are likely to increase
more than average temperatures in northern North
America.
Warming generally increases the spatial variability of
precipitation. Rainfall in the subtropics is projected to
decrease and precipitation is projected to increase at
higher latitudes (Christensen et al., 2007b). In Canada
and northeast USA, annual precipitation is very likely
to increase and it is likely to decrease in the southwest
USA. The seasonal distribution of precipitation is also
affected; winter and spring precipitation in southern
Canada is likely to increase and summer precipitation
is likely to decrease. The snow season length and snow
depth are expected to decrease except in northernmost
Canada where the maximum snow depth will likely
increase (Christensen et al., 2007b). The following table
lists some projected changes in global climate relevant
to water.
Projected changes in global climate as they relate to
water (Meehl et al., 2007; Bates et al., 2008)
Observed Changes

• Hot extremes and heat waves will very likely be more
intense, frequent and longer in duration.
• Number of frost days in middle and high latitudes
decrease and growing season lengthens.
• Increased likelihood of summer drying in midlatitudes and associated risk of drought (increasing
from 1% of present-day land area to 30% by 2100).

Observed Changes

• Increase in number of consecutive dry days.
• Very likely that heavy precipitation events will
become more frequent.
• Increase in the amount and intensity of precipitation
at high latitudes and in tropics; decreases in some
sub-tropical and lower mid-latitude regions.
• Area of snow cover projected to contract, glaciers/
ice caps lose mass; in many areas summer melting is
greater than winter snowfall accumulation.
• By 2050, permafrost area in Northern Hemisphere
likely to decrease 20-35%; increases in thaw depth.
• Potential evaporation projected to increase
(atmosphere’s water-holding capacity increases with
higher temperatures but relative humidity stays
same); increase in water vapour deficit.
• Runoff increases in high latitudes and wet tropics,
decreases in mid-latitudes and some parts of dry
tropics.

Observed Changes in Ontario’s Climate
Changes in the climate system have also been observed
at the local scale – in Ontario and within the Great Lakes
Basin, as summarized below:
• 	 Annual average air temperatures across the province
increased from 0 to 1.4°C; the greatest warming
occurred in the spring for the period 1948 to 2006,
(Lemmen et al., 2008).
• 	 The number of warm days and night-time winter
temperatures increased between 1951 and 2003
(Bruce et al., 2006a).
• 	 Total annual precipitation increased 5-35% since
1900, (Zhang et al., 2000) and the number of days with
precipitation (rain and snow) increased (Vincent and
Mekis, 2006).
• 	Water vapour in the Great Lakes Basin and Southern
Ontario has increased more than 3% from 1973 to
1995, contributing to higher intensity rainfall events
(Ross and Elliott, 2001).
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• 	 Increased night-time temperatures in the summer has
been linked to more intense convective activity and
rainfall contributing to greater annual precipitation
totals (Dessens, 1995).
• 	The number of strong cyclones increased significantly
across the Great Lakes over the period 1900 to 1990
(Angel and Isard, 1998).
• 	 Heavier, more frequent and intense rainfall events
have been detected in the Great Lakes Basin since
the 1970s.
• 	 The maximum intensity for one-day, 60-minute
and 30-minute duration rainfall events increased
on average by 3-5% per decade from 1970 to 1998
(Adamowski et al., 2003).
• 	 The frequency of intense daily rain events increased
from 0.9% (1910 to 1970) to 7.2% (1970 to 1999) for
very heavy events and from 1.5% to 14.1% for extreme
events (Soil and Water Conservation Society, 2003) for
the same periods.
• 	 An increase in lake-effect snow has been recorded
since 1915 (Burnett et al., 2003).
• 	Precipitation as snow in the spring and fall has
decreased significantly in the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence basin between 1895 and 1995, although
total annual precipitation has increased, (Mekis and
Hogg, 1999).
Projected Changes in Ontario’s Climate
Projected changes in Ontario climate are based upon
GCM simulations. Over 30 different GCM-scenario
combinations indicate that total annual precipitation
could increase by 2 to 6%, while temperatures could
increase by 2 to 4ºC by the 2050s over the Great Lakes
Basin (Bruce et al., 2003). The greatest warming is likely
to occur in Northern Ontario during winter. Changes in
extreme warm temperatures are expected to be greater
than changes in the annual mean temperature (Kharin
and Zwiers, 2005). The number of days exceeding 30°C is
projected to more than double by the 2050s in Southern
Ontario (Hengeveld and Whitewood, 2005) and the
number of severe heat days could triple in some cities by
the 2080s (Cheng et al., 2005). Heat waves and drought
may become more frequent and long lasting.
Most climate modelling results suggest that annual
precipitation totals will likely increase across Ontario;
however, summer and fall precipitation amounts may
decrease up to 10% in southern portions of the Province.
Winter precipitation may increase as much as 10% in the

south and 40% in the north (Lemmen et al., 2008). More
winter precipitation is very likely to fall as rain. Lakeeffect snow will likely increase until the end of the 21st
century, then snowfall may be replaced by lake-effect
rainfall events (Kunkel et al., 2002; Burnett et al., 2003).
Extreme rainfall events in Ontario are expected to
increase by 5% per decade while severe winter storms
increase in intensity. Thirty minute and daily extreme
rainfall may increase by 5% and 3% per decade,
respectively (Bruce et al., 2006b).
Hydrologic Studies and Climate Change
Managers can explore a range of adaptation strategies
that expand the coping range of a hydrologic system
by considering the potential impacts of climate change.
Since we can no longer rely on historical trends to
guide our planning for the future, water resource
managers must look forward by examining the possible
consequences of a wide range of plausible future
climates. Climate change impact assessment provides
insight into future directions in terms of water resource
system response and behaviour.
Climate change has the potential to affect both the
availability of water for municipal uses and the quality
of that water. The Clean Water Act of 2006 and the
Drinking Water Source Protection program instituted
a series of technical studies across the Province; the
results of these studies may be significantly altered by
changing climates. For example, more intense rainfall
reduces recharge rates, more prolonged drought
increases the need for stored water supplies, and higher
evapotranspiration can reduce the amount of water in
reservoirs. Water quality may be degraded by increased
aquatic plant growth instream as a result of climate
change. Also, more intense rainfall may result in greater
rates of soil and streambank erosion and transport of soil
bound pollutants to streams.
The Permit-to-Take-Water (PTTW) program will be
affected by changing climates. With warmer instream
water temperatures and higher evapotranspiration,
streamflow may be reduced to levels that threaten
aquatic communities and water supplies. Seasonal
redistribution of precipitation may result in lower
streamflow on a seasonal basis. Water users may find
their needs changing in the future as climates change.
For example, agricultural irrigation and golf course
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watering needs may shift earlier in the year and may
require more water if drought becomes more frequent.

Developing Future Local Climates as Input to
Modelling Assessments

In addition to the Drinking Water Source Protection
program and the Permit-to-Take-Water program, several
other water related programs in Ontario are affected by
climate change. These include subwatershed studies,
environmental monitoring programs, stormwater
management and dam/reservoir management.
Hydrologic assessments can also support ecosystem
and resource productivity studies in several disciplines
(i.e., agriculture, forestry etc.). In all cases climate change
can cause significant changes in hydrology and water
quality that must be recognized as part of adaptive
management planning.

Future local climates must be developed to be used as
input to hydrologic models for climate change impact
assessments. Currently, all climate scenario-generating
approaches rely upon the GCM simulations.

Global Climate Models
GCMs are coupled ocean-atmosphere models that
attempt to simulate future climate under alternate GHG
forcing scenarios. These tools have evolved since the
1970s to their present level of sophistication. Numerous
modelling centres around the world have developed
GCMs that are used for long-term simulations (i.e.,
250 year) to characterize the evolution of temperature,
precipitation, solar radiation, winds and other
parameters well into the future. GCMs produce global
scale output at grid point spacings of 250 to 400 km.
Simulations are designed to characterize future climate
on an annual, seasonal and monthly basis at relatively
coarse spatial scales. GCMs do not simulate small scale
storms (i.e., thunderstorms) and therefore cannot reflect
extreme events at the local scale.
Greenhouse Gas Emission Scenarios
A standard set of GHG emission scenarios have been
developed by the IPCC. These scenarios represent
future storylines based on alternative directions
for humanity in terms of economies, technology,
demographics and governance. Each scenario results
in a different rate and timing of GHG emissions that,
in turn, are developed into GHG concentrations that
drive the GCMs to simulate a unique future climate.
The different GCMs forced by alternate GHG emission
scenarios results in a large number of possible future
climates. Since each future climate is considered equally
plausible, the IPCC recommends that climate change
impact assessments use as many of these scenarios as
possible.

The most established methodology for estimating
future local climates uses the GCM simulations to
estimate annual, seasonal or monthly changes for each
climate variable for a future time period relative to a
baseline climate period. These relative changes, termed
change fields, are used to adjust the observed climate
station data time series to reflect future conditions.
This approach results in an altered input climate time
series that reflects the average relative change in each
parameter and, through the use of local observations,
the local climate. The change field method is a simple
approach to develop future local climates that reflect
large scale average features and allows the use of all
GCM and GHG emission scenarios. It is also important
to recognize the limitations of this approach; it does
not alter the sequence of wet and dry days nor does it
alter the patterns of intense precipitation events. GCMs
lack the local scale parameterization and feedback from
locally significant features (i.e., topography and surface
water) to reflect local scale conditions directly in model
output.
Climate downscaling methods have been developed
to reflect local conditions and address climate
variability. Two different approaches include statistical
downscaling and dynamical downscaling. Statistical
downscaling methods can be further divided into
regression type models and weather generators.
Statistical regression models are conceptually simple
approaches to climate scenario generation. Resolved
atmospheric conditions at the GCM scale are linked
to climatic features or parameters at the local scale
through statistical relationships. These tools rely upon
predictors selected from large scale (i.e., GCMs) climate
modelling output (e.g., upper atmosphere water-vapour
content, barometric pressure or geopotential thickness).
Predictors must be selected for the strength of their
influence on important local scale predictands, such as
air temperature, precipitation, wind speed and radiation,
as required in hydrologic modelling. The assumption of
stationarity, that these relationships will hold true into
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the future with climate change, is crucial to the validity
of this approach. Changes in the variability of weather
in the future and weather extremes are addressed by
this method. Predictors generated by GCMs for future
time periods reflect future climate variability and thus
influence the variability of the predictands through the
regressions. Guidance is provided on acquiring and
applying the Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM) to
generate future climates that incorporate changes in
climate variability.
Weather generators are statistically-based climate
models that replicate the statistical attributes (i.e.,
mean and variance) of local observed climate variables
(Christensen et al., 2007a; Wilby et al., 2004). Weather
generators do not replicate observed sequences of
events; they simulate the sequence of wet and dry
weather events and the transition from one to another
(de Loë and Berg, 2006). Often secondary variables such
as air temperature and solar radiation are modelled
conditionally on precipitation conditions, especially the
presence or absence of rain. Since weather generators
rely on climate statistics, long observation records are
required to develop robust scenarios. Variability of
climate is addressed with this method as GCM simulated
future climate variance can be incorporated in the future
weather model formulation. The weather generator
LARS-WG is discussed in the Guide with information on
acquiring and applying the model.

Dynamical downscaling using regional climate models
(RCMs) is one of the most promising methods for
downscaling GCM output. RCMs are physically based
3-D models capable of representing important physical
features (i.e., topography and water bodies) and climatic
processes such as the formation of convective storms
and soil moisture storage over small portions of the
globe. RCMs are typically nested within GCMs and
use one-way boundary conditions such as sea-surface
temperatures and atmospheric circulation patterns from
the GCMs to drive them (de Loë and Berg, 2006). RCMs
simulate smaller scale physical processes involving
the use of interactive land-surface models. Output is
available at finer resolution than from GCMs, typically
in the range of 40 to 50 km spacing; thus, an order
of magnitude more spatially detailed than the GCMs
output. Because of the smaller scale of the model
domain, RCMs can simulate individual storms (not
smaller convective events such as thunderstorms) and,
therefore, can be used to examine the occurrence of
future storms and extreme events.
The following table describes these approaches for
generating future climates and lists their relative
advantages and disadvantages.

Summary GCM-change field and downscaled climates for use in climate change impact assessments
Technique

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

GCM-change field

• Simulated climate at coarse
grid spacing
• Use to develop monthly
(seasonal or other) change
fields
• Provides data used in
statistical downscaling
• Wide variety of GCMs
available

• Several GCMs have been
applied to long-term
simulations for family of
emission scenarios
• Comprehensive physically
based tools
• Several variables available
• Good agreement across
GCMs on temperature
change

• Coarse spatial resolution,
unrepresentative of local
climate
• Extreme events generally
occur at a smaller scale than
GCM scales, not represented
• Modest agreement across
GCMs on precipitation
• Cannot be used to change
climate variability

Summary GCM continued next page
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Summary GCM continued
Technique

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Statistical Downscaling
with Regression

• Climates based upon
statistical relationships
between climate variables
and atmospheric predictors

• High spatial and temporal
resolution if observational
data available
• Several variables available
• Ease of application, thus
many long-term scenarios
can be tested
• Good skill demonstrated at
simulating temperature

• Assumes empirical
relationships will hold as
climates change
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Generally underestimates
extremes
• Some models do not
simulated monthly variability
well
• Poor skill in simulating
precipitation extremes
• Neighbouring stations not
correlated
• Observational data to build
statistical relationships not
available in all areas

Weather Generators

• Weather data generated
• High spatial and temporal
resolution if observational
based on statistical attributes
data available
of local climate and GCM
variables
• Several variables available
• Ease of application, thus
many long-term scenarios
can be tested
• Good skill demonstrated at
simulating temperature
• Good skill at simulating
periods of drought and
extended precipitation

• Assumes empirical
relationships will hold as
climates change
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Generally underestimates
extremes
• Some models do not
simulated monthly variability
well
• Poor skill in simulating
precipitation extremes
• Neighbouring stations not
correlated
• Observational data not
available in all areas

Regional Climate Models • Higher resolution physically
based models often
embedded in GCMs
• Local physiography and
water bodies are included

Critical Hydrologic Processes
The Guide discusses critical hydrologic processes and
the influence of climate variables on the function of
these processes. Evapotranspiration, winter conditions
(i.e., snow cover, frozen ground), groundwater recharge,
and streamflow are discussed with respect to their
sensitivity to climate change. Recommendations are
made with respect to the selection of appropriate
climate sensitive hydrologic formulations. Several

• High spatial and temporal
resolution output for several
variables
• Improved extreme event
simulation over GCMs
• Physically based and
consistent with GCMs
• May account for feedback
from anthropogenic or
natural systems

• Few model runs and GHG
emission scenarios available
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Complex model systems
precludes non-expert use
• Simulation periods are
typically short, thus fewer
extremes are represented

Ontario-based studies of the impact of climate change
in hydrologic systems are highlighted with respect to
their methods and conclusions.
Climate Change Impact Assessment
The final chapter in the Guide provides a step-by-step
procedure for conducting a hydrologic climate change
impact assessment. A Step-by-Step Guide to Hydrologic
Assessment Incorporating Climate Change, presented in
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the following section, tabulates the major steps involved
in conducting a hydrologic assessment incorporating
climate change.
The climate change impact assessment steps include:
1. Definition of Problem. This stage is designed to help
establish the scope of work and the organization of
information. It consists of a statement of goals and
objectives, and identification of primary issues and
concerns in the study area; identification of spatial
and temporal factors for the study; and a preliminary
listing of data and information needs and sources.
2. Select Hydrologic Modelling Methods. This task
includes the identification of a general hydrologic
modelling approach and the selection of specific
modelling tools. Alternative approaches include the
use of simple to complex streamflow models, linked
streamflow and groundwater models and coupled
or conjunctive models. Modellers must determine
the most appropriate type of streamflow model
and whether groundwater modelling is warranted.
Individual hydrologic process models are discussed
with special emphasis on their relevance to climate
change impact assessments.
3. Model Setup and Testing. This stage involves data
acquisition, model setup, calibration and validation,
and discussion of errors and confidence.
4. Select Climate Scenarios. There are numerous
GCMs and GHG emission scenarios to choose
from when conducting a climate change impact
assessment. The challenge is to select a subset of
scenarios that represents the larger group, such that
the level of effort is minimized without sacrificing
information. A scenario selection method (termed
the Percentile Method) is proposed that provides a
rationale for selecting GCM - GHG scenarios that are
representative of the full set of scenarios available
to the user. The percentile method selects up to
10 scenarios on a statistical basis such that five are
selected because they represent the 5th, 25th, 50th,
75th and 95th percentiles of annual temperature
change. A second set of five scenarios are chosen
at the same statistical levels based on annual
precipitation change. It is possible that one scenario
satisfies more than one criterion and less than 10
scenarios in total are selected. This subset of climate

scenarios represents the full range of predicted future
climates and therefore can be used to investigate the
central tendency among the group of climates as well
as the effect of the more extreme climates (i.e., 5th
and 95th percentiles).
5. Develop Future Local Climates. Guidance is provided
on data acquisition and manipulation, scenario
selection and processing and methods for comparing
climates. It is recommended that climate change
impact assessments include the following future local
climate scenarios:
• Ten GCM change field climates (Percentile
Method);
• At least one statistical regression climate using
SDSM;
• At least one weather generator climate using
LARS-WG;
• The corresponding GCM change field climates
used to generate the SDSM and LARS-WG
climates; and
• At least one RCM-based future climate.
6. Assessment of Hydrologic Impacts. A procedure
is proposed for reviewing simulation results and
comparing current and future conditions. The
following steps are recommended:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify reference regime;
Select metrics and identify standards/targets;
Setup future climate model scenario;
Model climate change impacts by scenario;
Compare changes in climates;
Compare hydrologic changes by scenario; and
Consider uncertainty.

This section offers an approach to interpreting results
from the full suite of scenarios and dealing with
uncertainty. The range of outcomes and the prevailing
trends provide valuable indications of likely future
conditions and necessary coping ranges.
7. Recommendations. Suggestions are provided on
the formulation of recommendations. These include
recommendations to fill data gaps, to conduct future
studies, and to monitor and identify future adaptation
measures.
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Step-by-step Guide to Hydrological Assessment
Incorporating Climate Change
This section provides a condensed version of the
major steps involved in conducting a hydrologic
assessment incorporating climate change. This list may
serve as a checklist to guide project planning. A more
detailed version is provided in Chapter 6 (Chapter 6
section numbers correspond to the steps in this table),
with necessary supporting material included in the
appendices. The Guide provides a perspective and
rationale for the recommended procedures. Areas
where improved techniques are being developed are
identified.

Assessment of the hydrological effects of climate
change is a challenging technical endeavour in an area
of rapidly-expanding knowledge. Hydrologists and
modellers who intend to conduct a climate change
analysis of their watershed should first become familiar
with all of the material in this document. Properly
used, the existing assessment techniques described
in this Guide provide a good basis for development
of adaptation strategies. Nevertheless, due diligence
requires that modellers remain in close touch with
research findings and incorporate improved techniques
as they become available.

Modelling and
Assessment Steps

Considerations/Tasks

Comments

1. Definition of Problem

Identify goals and objectives

Section 6.1.1 lists seven commonly chosen goals
and objectives

Delineate study area

Include surface and subsurface domains

Identify hydrologic issues and concerns

Specify targets, communities and water use
activities at risk, known trends and prevalent
stresses and stressors in the system

Define temporal aspects of analysis

Include modelling time step, model testing
period and future time horizons

Develop an inventory of anticipated data and
information needs

Include a list of anticipated gaps and measures
needed to fill gaps

Consider alternative approaches and select
preferred approach

Simple vs. complex models, single model vs.
two models, linked vs. conjunctive models

Review models input requirements

Question whether needs can be met and critical
gaps filled.

Review hydrologic processes

Question whether the model uses algorithms for
key processes that can accurately represent the
sensitivity of the process to climate change.

Review output capabilities

Review the degree to which the model produces
the necessary information for assessment.

Review documentation, technical support and
costs

Can the model be run by available staff and
produce results within required timelines and
budget?

Acquire and organize information and data

As listed in Step #1

Setup model for study area

Level of detail and resolution must match output
expectations and objectives

Calibrate and validate

Fully test models abilities by season and
weather condition

Estimate confidence

Identify sources of uncertainty and overall skill
of model

Establish baseline climate

Generally 1961 to 1990 for GCM and similar
period or longer for the current climatological
baseline

2. Select Modelling
Methods

3. Model Setup and
Testing

4. Select Future Climate
Scenarios

Step-by Step continued on next page
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Step-by Step continued
Modelling and
Assessment Steps

5. Select and Apply
Climate Methods to
Develop Future Local
Climates

Considerations/Tasks

Comments

Download GCM temporal data

Temperature and Precipitation

Determine GCM/SRES scenario suite

Determine how many and which scenarios to
apply

Process monthly GCM temporal data and
develop monthly change fields

At least temperature and precipitation and
possibly, solar radiation, wind and humidity

Alter existing weather data set to reflect
change fields

Basis of future climate

Download daily predictor, GCM and RCM
data sets, for current and future conditions for
downscaling

Repeat for each scenario

Generate future climates using statistical model
and weather generator (if possible)

Repeat for each scenario desired

Process RCM data to create future climate data
set (if possible)
Create evapotranspiration time series for all
scenarios

Evapotranspiration should be sensitive to future
climate

If necessary process daily data to obtain data
for sub-daily time steps
Compare future climates to baseline climate
6. A
 ssessment of
Hydrologic Impacts of
Climate Change

Design Assessment Scenarios and Future
Conditions

Land use, management practices, water usage
and other factors should reflect future time
horizons studied

Model hydrologic scenarios

7. Recommendations

Compare hydrologic conditions and climates

Tabulate and compare in hydrological and
meteorological terms and identify causes of
change

Compare hydrologic changes in aggregate

Consider all consequences in hydrologically
influenced systems

Assess overall uncertainty

Based on suite of scenario outcomes

Mitigation and adaptation

Identify potential mitigation and adaptation
measures

Future studies

List studies to fill gaps, extend data base
through monitoring and improve modelling and
technical capacity
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Introduction

1. Introduction
“Climate change impact, adaptation and vulnerability
(CCIAV) assessment has now moved far beyond its early
status as a speculative, academic endeavour… This is
propelling CCIAV assessment from being an exclusively
research-oriented activity towards analytical frameworks
that are designed for practical decision making” (Carter
et al., 2007 161).
Climate change, as evidenced by warming and other
related effects, is now an unequivocal fact in our time
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007c). Society needs to respond to climate change on
two levels: by adapting to the impacts of a changing
climate; and by implementing mitigation actions at the
global-scale to prevent or slow the degree of climate
change. Currently, natural resource managers are
adapting to anticipated change in many disciplines
at the local scale. Water resources are of fundamental
importance to humans and ecosystems; as such, this
discipline is often central to these activities and has
received much attention in recent research. That
research has concentrated on improving climate change
impact assessment methods as well as delineating future
potential impacts.
Quantifying the hydrologic effects of climate change,
through climate change impact assessments, are the first
step in mainstreaming climate change in the planning
process and thus, beginning the adaptation process.
Climate change impact assessment procedures have
advanced to the stage where they can be applied by
water managers and planners across Ontario. Water
resource impact assessments related to climate change
can be integrated into a variety of water management
aspects, including Drinking Water Source Protection,
the watershed planning process, Permit To Take Water
(PTTW) applications, and subwatershed studies.
Projected changes in hydrology need to inform decision
making and planning through adaptation strategy
development and risk based assessment.
This Guide for Assessment of Hydrologic Effects of
Climate Change in Ontario (the Guide) is intended for
use by water resource scientists, engineers and planners
in conducting climate change impact assessments.
It outlines a recommended climate change impact
assessment procedure for water resource studies in
Ontario. The procedure is designed for applications
ranging from screening level to complex water resource
assessments. Water resource and climate models are
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def
Adaptation • adjustment in natural or human
systems in response to actual or expected
climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates
harm or exploits beneficial opportunities; there
are various types of adaptation, including
anticipatory, autonomous and planned
adaptation.
Mitigation • an anthropogenic intervention to
reduce the anthropogenic forcing of the climate
system; includes strategies to reduce greenhouse
gas sources and emissions and enhancing
greenhouse gas sinks.
Vulnerability • degree to which a system
is susceptible to, and unable to cope with,
adverse effects of climate change, including
climate variability and extremes; function of the
character, magnitude, and rate of climate change
and variation to which a system is exposed, its
sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.
Impact Assessment • practice of identifying and
evaluating, in monetary and/or non-monetary
terms, the effects of climate change on natural
and human systems (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 2007a).

central to this discussion. The Guide steps through
decisions involved in selecting and developing future
climate change scenarios and the procedures needed
to generate time series of climate variables (i.e., air
temperature, precipitation, wind speed, solar radiation,
etc.) representing future time horizons (i.e., 2020s, 2050s,
2080s) for hydrologic model input. Other independent
factors that must be considered when designing future
scenarios are also addressed. Background information
concerning global climate change, climate change
in Ontario and the influence of climate change on
hydrologic processes is provided for context.
1.1 Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this Guide is to provide a methodology
for conducting assessments of the effects of climate
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change on water resources in Ontario. This process
builds upon conventional water resource assessments
by guiding the user in the selection of future climate
scenarios, acquiring relevant information, developing
future climate time series from this information, and
using these future climates to drive hydrologic models.
It is assumed that users of this Guide are familiar with
hydrologic modelling procedures and are experienced
with the use of one or more surface water and/or
groundwater models. In this document, hydrologic
models refer to surface water and groundwater models.
The overall objective is to establish a standard
procedure by which water resource scientists and
planners can generate climates to reflect plausible future
conditions under a changing climate and input these
to hydrologic models for the purpose of simulating
system response and behaviour. Ultimately, this type
of information is essential for identifying vulnerabilities
in the system, identifying options for control and
adaptation, educating the public, and developing
comprehensive and integrated adaptive management
programs in many related disciplines. In addition, a
common approach allows for inter-study comparisons,
possible data sharing and added efficiencies.
The recommendations provided in this document were
tested in a case study as part of this project. The Case
Study involved a full scale test and demonstration of the
proposed methodologies in a study area encompassing
Subwatershed 19 in the headwaters of the Credit River
Watershed. Whenever possible, the case study results
were used to support the recommendations in this
Guide.
1.2 Target Users and Applications
The Guide for Assessment of Hydrologic Effects
of Climate Change in Ontario is meant for use by
engineers, scientists and planners involved in the
management of water resource systems in Ontario; it
complies with the Clean Water Act and the CanadaOntario Agreement on the Great Lakes. This Guide
provides the step-by-step procedures to setup
and conduct assessments using the best available
technology and most recent climate change information.
This Guide is targeted towards studies that focus on
water balance and supply issues, rather than peak or
extreme flows, including studies addressing:

• Drinking Water Source Protection;
• Permits To Take Water (PTTW) and other water
allocation studies;
• Environmental monitoring programs;
• Subwatershed studies;
• Stormwater management (SWM) Master Plans; and
• Dam and reservoir supply and yield studies.
The Guide may also be applied to a variety of other
investigations in which hydrology plays a supporting
role, using the same fundamental approach as used
in purely hydrologic assessments. For example, such
studies could include:
• Great Lakes studies (Canada-Ontario Agreement,
COA);
• Remedial action plans (RAPs);
• Wetlands/aquatic wildlife studies;
• Lakewide Management Plans (LaMPs);
• Forest management studies;
• Fisheries studies;
• River-effluent assimilative capacity determinations;
• Aquatic mixing zone/zone of impact studies;
• Control and management of navigable waterways
(i.e., Great Lakes connecting channels, Trent-Severn
and Rideau waterways); and
• Agricultural productivity studies.
The Guide does not cover the specific techniques
needed by proponents to assess the effects of
climate change on the intensity, duration and
frequency (IDF) of rainfall and precipitation events.
Some types of hydrological studies, including those
associated with floodplain management or planning
and analysis of stormwater infrastructure, require
the calculation of peak catchment or watershed flow
using event-based or continuous modelling with short
time steps. The approach described in this Guide for
conducting climate change impact assessments on water
resources is not intended for these types of studies. As
described in subsequent sections, while the intensity and
frequency of extreme precipitation events is expected
to increase in the future as a result of climate change,
climate researchers are currently unable to reliably
quantify the magnitude, timing or character of these
shifts. As these types of changes to the precipitation
regime will have impacts on all aspects of hydrologic
response, from peak flows to annual water budgets, it
will be important to monitor developments in climate
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change research and incorporate new understanding
of the future distribution and intensity into impact
assessments as it becomes available.

is meant to be generic, it is suited to water resource
investigations with some minor modifications.

Undoubtedly, there will be considerable adjustment
required in treatment of input data and in choice of
hydrologic modelling procedures in order to incorporate
considerations of climate change into hydrologic
studies in which potential future changes to the intensity
and frequency of storms and extreme precipitation
events are of concern. Estimates of future intensity and
frequency characteristics are likely to be determined
using a combination of risk assessment techniques and
trend analysis; whereas, the future climates determined
using the guidance provided in this document are
based upon deterministic modelling using sophisticated
GCMs.
Some aspects of stormwater management,
subwatershed studies, and dam safety and operations
studies require investigation of peak storm flows and
frequencies/risks; however, this aspect is not addressed
by the guidance provided in this document. This Guide
focuses on methods and procedures for developing
future climates that can be used as input to continuous
streamflow generating and groundwater flow models
that address water balance and streamflow issues.
The Guide recommends the application of climate
downscaling techniques that investigate climate
variability. However, at this time, the availability of
necessary online climate data and the general wide
disparity among simulation results using these climate
downscaling techniques, especially with respect to future
precipitation patterns, precludes widespread adoption
of downscaling for the purpose of refining future
rainfall characteristics. As such, in this Guide, the use of
downscaling techniques is recommended only as a first
estimate of potential future climate variability. In this
regard, the downscaled climates are not recommended
for use in studies where the subject of investigation
is the future intensity and frequency of extreme
precipitation events and the resulting streamflow.
1.3 General Approach
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
provides guidelines for conducting assessments of
climate change impact and adaptation strategies (Carter
et al., 1994; IPCC-TGICA et al., 2007). Since the approach

Figure 1.1 Climate change impact assessment steps

The approach proposed in this Guide is shown in Figure
1.1. Each step is developed and explained in Chapter 6,
with references to the relevant subsections in this figure.
The assessment process should be formalized, as shown,
to ensure that decisions allow for balancing objectives
with capabilities and for rationalizing uncertainty given
the resolution and level of effort. In many studies,
several of the steps in this approach would already be
completed and the steps relating specifically to climate
change impact assessment (i.e., steps 4 through 7)
need only be applied. However, it is good practice in all
assessments to review each step.
The process includes feedback loops as indicated
in Figure 1.1. The first return loop at the third step
would be followed when an approach is found to be
unsuccessful or otherwise unsuitable at the hydrologic
model testing step. The second return loop at the sixth
step would be followed when additional or different
scenarios are required or when the assessment has
not achieved all of the objectives and a revised or
different approach is required. The last loop following
recommendations and follow-up could represent
situations where recommendations include another
assessment with a new set of objectives or at least a
new set of scenarios.
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1.4 Guide Layout
The Guide is organized to provide the user with the
necessary background information on climate change;
a rationale for conducting climate change impact
assessments; methods for developing scenarios; and a
stepwise guide through the assessment process. The
layout of the Guide is as follows:
• Chapter 2 sets the context by describing observed
and projected climate change on a global and
regional scale along with a limited set of climate
change studies conducted in Ontario;
• Chapter 3 describes Global Climate Models (GCMs)
and the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenarios
which are used as the drivers to assess the response
of the climate system;
• Chapter 4 outlines methods for developing local
future climates (climate change scenarios) from the
GCM runs and downscaling methods;
• Chapter 5 summarizes potential hydrological impacts
of climate change in Ontario; and
• Chapter 6 recommends a step-by-step climate
change impact assessment procedure for hydrological
studies in Ontario.

Background

2. Background
The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
stated that “[w]arming of the climate system is
unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of
increases in global average air and ocean temperatures,
widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global
average sea level” (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 2007b 30). In addition to global
changes, long-term continental, regional and oceanscale changes in climate have also been observed and
are reflected in changes to arctic temperatures, ice,
extreme weather events (droughts, heavy precipitation
and heat waves) and wind patterns. Since the mid-20th
century, most of the observed increase in global average
temperatures is very likely due to the observed increase
in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentration
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007c). This human influence extends beyond global
temperature to other aspects of climate, including
ocean warming, continental-average temperatures,
temperature extremes and wind patterns. This is strong
evidence that climate change is a real and present
threat.

def
Climate change • change in the state of the
climate that can be identified (e.g., by using
statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or
the variability of its properties, and that persists
for an extended period, typically decades or
longer. Climate change may be due to natural
internal processes or external forcings, or
to persistent anthropogenic changes in the
composition of the atmosphere or in land use
(Baede et al., 2007)

This section provides background information on
climate change at the global scale and in Ontario. It
also summarizes some recent water resource - climate
change impact assessment studies conducted in
Ontario.
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2.1 Global Climate Change – The Big Picture
2.1.1 What’s Happening Globally
Global average annual surface temperature increased
0.74°C between 1906 and 2005 (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007c). Eleven of the twelve
warmest ranked years on record occurred between 1995
and 2006 while the two warmest were 2005 and 1998
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007c). Geographically, temperatures have increased
the most in northerly latitudes with average arctic
temperatures increasing at a rate more than twice the
global rate over the last 100 years. Also, temperatures
over land areas have warmed at a faster rate than over
oceans (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), 2007b). In over 70% of the land regions where
data are available, the observed number of warm
extremes has increased and the number of daily cold
extremes has decreased. In the Northern Hemisphere,
the greatest increase has occurred in winter and spring.
Precipitation increased 0.5-1% per decade in the
20th century over most land areas in the Northern
Hemisphere (between 30°N and 85°N) and 0.2-0.3%
per decade in the tropics (10°N and 10°S) during this
period. Rainfall decreased 0.3% per decade in the
northern subtropics (10°N and 30°N) over the past 30
to 40 years (Bates et al., 2008; Trenberth et al., 2007).
The area affected by drought has expanded since the
1970s (Solomon et al., 2007). Observed global changes
in climate relevant to water resources are summarized in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Observed changes in global climate
relevant to water resources (Bates et al., 2008;
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2001b; Solomon et al., 2007)
Observed Changes

• Increase in the number, frequency and intensity of
heavy precipitation events, even in areas where total
precipitation has decreased.
• Decrease in snow cover in most areas of the
cryosphere, especially during the spring and summer
months
Table 2.1 continued next page
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Table 2.1 continued
Observed Changes

• Higher water temperatures in lakes.
• Reductions (approximately two weeks) in the annual
duration of lake and river ice cover in the mid and
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
• Increase in actual evapotranspiration from 1950
to 2000 over most dry regions of the USA and
Russia (greater availability of water on or near land
surface from increased precipitation and larger
atmospheric capacity for water vapour due to higher
temperature).
• Increase in annual runoff in high latitudes and
some regions of the USA (decrease in West Africa,
southern Europe and southernmost South America).
• Altered river flow in regions where winter
precipitation falls as snow; more winter precipitation
falling as rain.
• Earlier snowmelt, due to warmer temperatures.
• Fewer numbers of frost days, cold days, cold nights
and more frequent hot days and hot nights.
• Decrease in diurnal temperature range (0.07°C per
decade) between 1950 and 2004 but little change
from 1979 to 2004 as maximum and minimum
temperatures increase at the same rate.
2.1.2 What to Expect in the Future
All modelling experiments exploring the sensitivity of
the climate system to rising concentrations of GHGs
project an increase in the global mean surface air
temperature over the 21st century (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007c). The magnitude
of the warming is related to the emission of GHGs
and resultant concentrations of those gases in the
atmosphere and their radiative forcing. The best
estimate for the global average temperature increase
for 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999 is 1.8°C to 4.0°C if all
emission scenarios are considered (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007c). The range of
global warming and the “best estimates” of temperature
increase for a low and a high emission scenario are
shown in Table 2.2. In the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), a goal of
reducing and stabilizing the emissions of GHG is to
prevent “dangerous interference with the climate
system”. In international discussions of this definition,
a threshold of global warming greater than +2.0°C has
emerged as a key metric. Impact assessments suggest
that the effects on ecosystems and human systems are
likely to become progressively more widespread and
harmful above this threshold (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007a). In Figure 2.1, the
estimated probabilities for a mean surface temperature
change exceeding 2°C in 2080 to 2099 relative to 1980 to
1999 are presented.
Table 2.2 Projected changes in global climate for
2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999 using two emission
scenarios (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), 2007d)
Scenario

Likely Range of
Temperature
Increase

“Best Estimate”
of Temperature
Increase

Low GHG
emission scenario

1.1°C to 2.9°C

1.8°C

High GHG
emission scenario

2.4°C to 6.4°C

4.0°C

Warming is projected to be greatest over land and most
high northern latitudes and the least in the Southern
Ocean and parts of North Atlantic Ocean. In most
areas of North America, the increase in annual mean
temperature is greater than the global mean cited
above. The most warming is likely to occur in winter in
northern regions and in summer in the southwest USA.
Minimum winter temperatures are likely to increase
more than average temperatures in northern North
America and maximum summer temperatures are likely
to increase more than average temperatures in the
southwest USA.
Warming generally increases the spatial variability of
precipitation. Rainfall in the subtropics is projected to
decrease and precipitation is projected to increase at
higher latitudes (Christensen et al., 2007b). In Canada
and northeast USA annual precipitation is very likely
to increase and it is likely to decrease in the southwest
USA. The seasonal distribution of precipitation is also
affected - winter and spring precipitation in southern
Canada is likely to increase and summer precipitation
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Figure 2.1 Estimated probabilities for a mean surface temperature change exceeding 2°C in 2080 to 2099 relative to 1980
to 1999 under the mid-range GHG emission scenario (SRES A1B scenario). Results are based on a single GCM (a, c), and a
multiple GCM mean (b, d), for winter (a, b) and summer (c, d). ((Meehl et al., 2007 811) Climate Change 2007: The Physical
Science Basis. Working Group I Contribution to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, Figure 10.30. Cambridge University Press)

is likely to decrease. The snow season length and snow
depth are expected to decrease except in northernmost
Canada where the maximum snow depth will likely
increase (Christensen et al., 2007b).
The notable spatial distribution of temperature and
precipitation changes for North America is shown in
Figure 2.2. The annual, winter (December, January,
February or DJF), and summer (June, July, August or
JJA) temperature and precipitation changes (between
1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099) were averaged for 21
GCMs for a mid-range or intermediate GHG emission
scenario (i.e., SRES A1B, see Section 3, Table 3.1 for
definitions). There is greater warming in winter in the
north while, in summer, the greatest warming occurs
in the continental interior. In winter the maximum

precipitation increase approaches +50% in the
north while in summer it is about +20%. However, in
summer there is a large portion of North America - the
continental interior - where precipitation decreases; this
corresponds with the area that is likely to experience
the greatest warming (Christensen et al., 2007b). This
combination has important implications for water
availability for much of North America. Changes in
climate are very likely to have significant impacts
on hydrology such as more frequent high-intensity
precipitation events and more prolonged and severe
periods of drought. Those projected changes in global
climate that are relevant to water availability and water
resources planning and management are summarized in
Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.2 Temperature and precipitation changes (between 1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099) for North America averaged
for 21 GCMs for the mid range emission scenario (i.e., A1B) ((Christensen et al., 2007b 890) Climate Change 2007: The
Physical Science Basis. Working Group I Contribution to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, Figure 11.12. Cambridge University Press)
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Table 2.3 Projected changes in global climate as they relate to water (Bates et al., 2008; Meehl et al., 2007)
Projected Changes

• Hot extremes and heat waves will very likely be more intense, frequent and longer in duration.
• Number of frost days in middle and high latitudes decrease and growing season lengthens.
• Increased likelihood of summer drying in mid-latitudes and associated risk of drought (increasing from 1% of
present-day land area to 30% by 2100).
• Increase in number of consecutive dry days.
• Very likely that heavy precipitation events will become more frequent.
• Increase in the amount and intensity of precipitation at high latitudes and in tropics; decreases in some subtropical and lower mid-latitude regions.
• Area of snow cover projected to contract, glaciers/ice caps lose mass; in many areas summer melting is greater
than winter snowfall accumulation.
• By 2050, permafrost area in Northern Hemisphere likely to decrease 20-35%; increases in thaw depth.
• Potential evaporation projected to increase (atmosphere’s water-holding capacity increases with higher
temperatures but relative humidity stays same); increase in water vapour deficit.
• Runoff increases in high latitudes and wet tropics, decreases in mid-latitudes and some parts of dry tropics.

Impacts of climate change occur due to changes in
mean conditions and changes in variability including
the sequence, frequency, duration and intensity of
extreme events. Extreme events, rather than changes in
mean conditions, are often more relevant to assessing
the impacts of a changing climate. This is because
biophysical and human systems are more likely to
suffer harm from these extreme events which are often
outside coping capacity, than from changes in the
mean conditions. Some projected changes in extreme

events, and their likelihood of occurring, are summarized
in Table 2.4. Note that the IPCC has developed
terminology to clarify uncertainty by relating confidence
in being correct to the likelihood of an occurrence or
outcome; these findings use that language.
A changing climate is likely to affect global water
availability; many regions that are already hydrologicallychallenged will experience further stress with climate
change. But how will Ontario fare in the future?
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Table 2.4 Projected changes in extreme events and their likelihood of occurring (Christensen et al., 2007b)
Extreme

Projected Change

Likelihood of
Occurrence/Outcome1

Temperaturerelated

• Higher monthly absolute maximum of daily maximum temperatures,
more hot/warm summer days
•Longer duration, more intense, more frequent heat waves/hot spots
in summer
• Higher monthly absolute maximum of daily minimum temperatures;
more warm and fewer cold nights
• Higher monthly absolute minimum of daily minimum temperatures
• Higher monthly absolute minimum of daily maximum temperatures,
fewer cold days
• Fewer frost days
• Fewer, shorter, less intense cold extremes in winter
• Reduced diurnal temperature range
• Temperature variability in winter reduced, summer increased

• very likely
• very likely

• More intense precipitation events
• Increase in number of wet days in winter

• Increase in continental drying and associated risk of drought

• very likely
• likely at high
latitudes
• very likely over New
Zealand, Australia,
Mediterranean; likely
in subtropics
• likely at mid-latitudes

Tropical cyclones

• Increase in peak wind intensities
• Increase in mean and peak precipitation intensities

• likely
• likely

Extra tropical

• Decrease in total number of storms; a poleward shift in storm tracks
with changes in wind, precipitation and temperature patterns
• Increase number of intense cyclones and strong winds

• likely

Moisture-related

• Increase length and frequency of dry spells

1

• very likely
• very likely
• likely
• very likely
• very likely/likely
• likely
• likely

• likely

Likelihood as used in this table refers to a probabilistic assessment of some well-defined outcome having occurred or occurring in the future.
The uncertainty in specific outcomes is assessed using expert judgment and statistical analysis of a body of evidence (e.g., observations or
model results). The following likelihood ranges are used to express the assessed probability of occurrence: virtually certain >99%; extremely
likely >95%; very likely >90%; likely >66%; more likely than not > 50%; about as likely as not 33% to 66%; unlikely <33%; very unlikely <10%;
extremely unlikely <5%; exceptionally unlikely <1% (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007b).

2.2 What’s Happening Locally in Ontario
2.2.1 Changes We’ve Experienced
Changes in the climate system have also been observed
at the local scale – in Ontario and within the Great Lakes
basin. Some of the changes are summarized below:
• Annual average air temperatures across the province
increased from 0 to 1.4°C; the greatest warming

occurred in the spring for the period 1948 and 2006
(Chiotti and Lavender, 2008).
• The number of warm days and night-time winter
temperatures increased between 1951 and 2003
(Bruce et al., 2006a).
• Total annual precipitation increased 5-35% since
1900, (Zhang et al., 2000) and the number of days with
precipitation (rain and snow) increased (Vincent and
Mekis, 2006).
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• An increase in lake-effect snow in the Great Lakes
region has been recorded since 1915 (Burnett et al.,
2003).
• Precipitation as snow in the spring and fall has
decreased significantly in the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence basin between 1895 and 1995, although
total annual precipitation has increased, (Mekis and
Hogg, 1999).
• The number of strong cyclones increased across the
Great Lakes region over the period 1900 to 1990
(Angel and Isard, 1998).
With higher temperatures in the Great Lakes basin, and
subsequently less snowfall, reductions in the depth, area
and duration of snow cover and increases to the length
of the frost-free period (Great Lakes Water Quality Board
(GLWQB), 2003) have been reported.
2.2.2 Ontario’s Future Climate
Projected changes in Ontario climate are based
upon GCM simulations. GCMs are discussed in more
detail in the next chapter along with GHG emission
scenarios. While some of the projected changes in
climate presented in this section are based on global
or national research or assessments, many of them are
relevant to Ontario particularly as they build awareness
with resource managers of trends that may occur
or of potential impacts to consider in planning and
management.
The greatest warming is likely to occur in northern
Ontario during winter (Chiotti and Lavender, 2008).
Changes in extreme warm temperatures are expected
to be greater than changes in the annual mean
temperature (Kharin and Zwiers, 2005). The number of

days exceeding 30°C is projected to more than double
by the year 2050 in southern Ontario (Hengeveld and
Whitewood, 2005) and the number of severe heat days
could triple in some cities by 2080 (Cheng et al., 2005).
Heat waves and drought may become more frequent
and long lasting.
Most climate models are projecting that annual
precipitation totals will likely increase across Ontario.
However, summer and fall amounts may decrease up
to 10% in southern portions of the Province. Winter
precipitation may increase as much as 10% in the south
and 40% in the north (Chiotti and Lavender, 2008). More
winter precipitation is very likely to fall as rain. Lakeeffect snow will likely increase until the end of the 21st
century, then snowfall may be replaced by lake-effect
rainfall events (Burnett et al., 2003; Kunkel et al., 2002).
Changes in extreme daily precipitation are expected
to be greater than changes to the annual amounts
(Kharin and Zwiers, 2005). High intensity rainfall events
are likely to be more frequent and intense (Trenberth et
al., 2003), as projected using two GCMs, HadCM2 and
CCCma. In the HadCM2 model, the frequency of light
and moderate one-day rainfall events are projected to
decrease slightly while the frequency of heavy events
will increase 57% (or 6% per decade) by 2080 to 2100.
The CCCma model projects increases of 0.1 to 9% in
light and moderate events and an increase of 23% (2.5%
per decade) in heavy events for this period. The CCCma
also projects a 15 mm or 30% increase in future extreme
daily rain amounts by 2080 to 2100, or 3% increase
per decade, for the 20-year return period over 1975 to
1995 amounts (Kharin and Zwiers, 2000). Observed and
projected changes for Canada that inform the Ontario
context are summarized in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Climate changes observed and projected for Canada (as summarized in (Bruce et al., 2006b)
Variable

Observed Changes

Projected change by the 2050s (unless
otherwise noted)

Canadian Mean
Temperatures

> 1°C increase (20th century)

2 to 4°C increase (CGCM 1975-1995 to
2040-2060)

Ontario Mean
Temperatures

0.6°C increase

2 to 3°C increase

Total Precipitation

More at mid-latitudes; significantly more at high
altitudes 1950-1998

0-20% increase in north, slightly less in midcontinent in summer (HadCM3 2040-2060)

Total Rainfall (Ontario)

+1% per decade

+1% per decade

Date of Spring Breakup

82% basins earlier (1967-1996)

Earlier

Extreme Rainfall

Up to 20% increase in heavy 1-day falls in SE
Canada (early summer)

2x frequency of heavy rains for 2xCO2 (CGCM)

Extreme Rain Events
(Ontario)

+5 to 7% per decade, especially in spring (May)

+5% per decade

Severe Winter Storms

Increased intensity

+15-20% in intensity

Water Vapour

Statistically significant increase over North
American except northeast Canada

Increase

Severe Winter Storms

Increased frequency and intensity N of 60°N
Increased intensity S of 60°N (1959-1997)

+15 to 20% for 2xCO2 (CGCM)

30 minute Extremes

+5% per decade
+4.6% per decade to 1996

+5% per decade

Daily Extremes

+7% per decade (M, J, J)
+5% per decade to 1996

+3% per decade (20-year return period)
+2.5 to 6% per decade (rainfall probability
<5%)

Annual Rainfall

+1 to 3% per decade

+1% per decade

2.3 Considerations for Climate Change Impact
Assessments in Ontario
This section identifies water resource programs and
studies, commonly conducted in Ontario, that are likely
to be affected by a changing climate. The rationale for
conducting climate change impact assessments as part
of these programs and studies is identified.
Changes in future climate may significantly alter
water budget components (i.e., recharge, runoff,
evapotranspiration, and precipitation); affect the
variability, amount and seasonality of streamflow; and
reduce the availability of groundwater. There will be
a significant impact on the hydrologic response of
watersheds. The potential degree of climate change
will undoubtedly test the resilience of existing water
resources policies and water management practices
and affect the performance, operation and reliability of
water handling systems and other infrastructure (e.g.,
dams, bridges, storm sewers, municipal drinking water

systems, etc.). Some regions already demonstrate
vulnerability with difficulty in responding to/coping with
current climate variability and extremes (e.g., droughts
and floods). In the future, water resources management
practices and infrastructure may be more vulnerable as
they may not be robust enough to cope with the impact
of a changing climate.
Both natural and designed/constructed systems have
“coping ranges”. If due to climate change, critical
thresholds beyond the coping range are reached,
significant impacts are likely to occur (e.g., flooding,
insufficient water). The concepts are described
graphically in Figure 2.3 exploring the implications of
too much and not enough water in current and future
conditions. For example stormwater control systems are
designed to accommodate the runoff from all storms
up to and including those equal in magnitude and
intensity to the local design storm (Figure 2.3, Graph
A). Larger storms overwhelm the system resulting in
flooding. Likewise, water availability becomes an issue
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when historic low flows or low aquifer levels occur. An
established level of risk is implied in designing the
stormwater control system and the water supply systems.
Climate change has the potential to modify hydrologic
systems in such a way, that the frequency of significant
events increases beyond historic levels (Figure 2.3,
Graph B), thus increasing the risk of too much water or
too little water and vulnerability to associated system
failure.

def
Coping range • 1. variation in climatic stimuli
that a system can absorb without producing
significant impacts (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), 2001a); 2. range
of circumstances within which, by virtue of the
underlying resilience of the system, significant
consequences are not observed (Lemmen and
Warren, 2004).

Graph A: Historical time series of river flow. Note that, over
the time period of record, flooding occurs three times and
there is insufficient water to meet demand two times.

Natural aquatic ecosystems adapt autonomously; that is,
individuals of various species react automatically to the
stresses and opportunities of changing environmental
cues and conditions. Sometimes aquatic ecosystems
will be forced to evolve rapidly with the invasion by
non-native species and the disappearance of locally
indigenous species. The loss of coldwater fisheries
habitat as a result of global warming is an example.
While humans can react to social, environmental
and economic conditions, they can also undertake
anticipatory, planned adaptation to climate. This
adaptation is undertaken with the awareness that
climate varies or that climate is changing and purposeful
planning and action can reduce vulnerability or risk
by explicitly incorporating climate information. By
considering the possible impacts of climate change on
the hydrology of a watershed, the range of possible
adaptation strategies (e.g., water conservation, higher
dykes, increased floodplain, and water storage) which
expand the system’s coping range (Figure 2.4) can be
explored.

Graph B: Hypothetical future river flow regime with increased
variability and trend of increased flow. Note that flooding now
occurs five times and there is insufficient water to meet demand
five times.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of coping range (Lemmen and Warren, 2004)

Figure 2.4 Adaptive measures to increase coping range (Lemmen and Warren, 2004)
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Meteorological data are fundamental inputs for
hydrologic design applications or hydrologic
assessments and investigations. A critical issue is that
“due to a changing climate, the past climate and
hydrologic experience may no longer be a reliable
guide for decision making” [Baer, 2008, water]. A key
assumption in hydrologic planning and design, the
stationarity of climate (i.e., the consistency of climate
statistics over time), is being challenged (Milly et al.,
2008). Conventionally, water resource investigations have
relied on historical meteorological data to estimate the
risk or likelihood of the occurrence of extreme storms
or periods of extreme low flow, or to define the water
balance of a watershed, for example. Climate change
impact assessments of hydrologic systems should
examine a wide range of plausible futures, scenarios,
and levels of risk to build resilience into the systems.
Consideration of multiple climate change scenarios, and
their variable potential to result in widespread impacts,
is needed to ensure the designed systems, policies and
management practices provide an acceptable level of
protection in the future. The following sections outline
possible implications of climate change for a variety of
water resources programs and issues within the Province
of Ontario.
2.3.1 Drinking Water Source Protection
Following recommendations made as part of the
Walkerton Inquiry, the Province of Ontario passed the
Clean Water Act in 2006. The Clean Water Act ensures
that communities identify both water quality and water
quantity risks related to their drinking water supplies,
and if necessary, take actions to reduce these risks.

to the 25-year projected water demand and land use
change and do not extend to consider changes in
climate. The future scenarios could be expanded to
include climate change and this process change could
be accommodated in the existing Water Quantity Risk
Assessment Framework. This would give water resource
managers a wider range of the future water balance in a
watershed.
In addition to affecting water quantity, climate change
has the potential to adversely impact water quality
and may create additional water quality risks. Warmer
water temperatures promote vigorous aquatic plant/
algal growth; which in turn causes extreme fluctuations
in dissolved oxygen, critical to the health of the local
fishery. More intense rainfall events cause additional
soil erosion, increasing nutrient loads and bacterial
levels within receiving waters. Extended droughts in the
future could result in very low baseflow in streams and
an increase in the extent of the headwater ephemeral
stream system such that a loss of habitat would be
experienced.
With the ability to characterize the future state of the
watershed and identify future threats, water resource
managers would be able to build adaptive measures
into municipal water supply systems, and thereby reduce
the risk of a significant shortages being experienced in
the future.
2.3.2 Water Demand Estimates and Water Allocation
Planning

Multi-stakeholder committees, including municipalities;
conservation authorities; industrial, commercial and
agricultural representatives; and community groups are
actively engaged in completing technical studies to
better characterize municipal water supplies and identify
possible threats and risks to those water supplies.

Within the Province of Ontario, the Ministry of
Environment (MOE) is responsible for regulating water
taking. The MOE requires most water users taking
greater than 50,000 L/d to apply for, and obtain a Permit
To Take Water (PTTW). The MOE reviews the PTTW
applications to ensure that the proposed taking does
not interfere with surrounding water takings, or cause an
adverse environmental impact.

Thus far, technical studies to identify water quality and
quantity related threats have been limited to analyzing
historical meteorological conditions. To consider climate
variability, drought scenarios have been investigated
as part of the water quantity risk assessment; however,
no climate change impact assessments have been
undertaken. Future scenarios are included as part of
the water quantity stress assessments, but are limited

Future climates in Ontario are expected to be
warmer, affecting evapotranspiration, with more dry
periods and a seasonal redistribution in precipitation.
This will lead to changes in runoff timing and water
availability. When considering the impact of a changed
climate on water taking, the water availability and the
possible changes in water use requirements should be
considered. For example, to offset possible increases
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in evapotranspiration and lower summer streamflow
due to climate change, agricultural operations that
rely on irrigation may be required to irrigate earlier in
the growing season, and more frequently throughout
the year. Other water users such as municipalities, golf
courses and industries may also experience increased
water requirements due to higher temperatures, higher
potential evapotranspiration, and less frequent rainfall
events. Water allocation issues caused by an increase in
water demand may be exacerbated by reduced water
availability (streamflow) during low flow seasons.
To date, within the Province of Ontario, only a small
number of large-scale water allocation plans have
been undertaken. This is gradually changing with the
identification of “High Use Watersheds” by the MOE;
whereby, water taking proposals in watersheds with high
relative water use require additional scrutiny. The PTTW
program, traditionally focused on local impacts of well
drawdown and stream interference, is moving towards
larger basin-scale water management plans. Should
this trend continue and basin-scale water allocation
planning be undertaken province-wide, investigations
will be required to determine water availability under
future climates and under additional stresses and
demands; such as those associated with population
growth and changes in consumptive patterns, land use,
and vegetation. In fact, water allocation in the future
needs to be flexible and under regular review as climate
change will likely exert a non-steady influence upon
hydrologic systems over time.
2.3.3 Subwatershed Planning
In the Province of Ontario, municipalities, developers
and conservation authorities work cooperatively to
develop and implement subwatershed plans. The
subwatershed planning process involves an integrated
team of planners, scientists, engineers and the public
to develop environmentally sound approaches to
guide land use planning and development decisions.
Subwatershed plans are developed to:
• Promote an ecosystem approach to environmental
planning in the watershed;
• Foster early integration of environmental and
ecosystem considerations in preparation of land use
plans;
• Assist municipal and government agencies,
consultants and the development industry in

understanding the ecological needs of the watershed;
and
• Enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of land use
plan preparation and review process.
Future subwatershed plans developed in the Province
will need to account for potential hydrological and
ecological impacts of climate change and explore
adaptation options. These plans will be required to
assess the impact of recent climate change and future
climates, especially as these assessments can inform
management planning and policy adaptation processes.
Water resource assessments at the subwatershed scale
are very important to the management of aquatic and
terrestrial flora and fauna in addition to human needs.
2.3.4 Environmental Monitoring Programs
Environmental monitoring in the Province of Ontario
is carried out by a number of agencies. While existing
monitoring networks were designed to facilitate the
characterization and understanding of the systems as
viewed in the past, these networks may be inappropriate
for future water resource management. The various
environmental monitoring programs within the Province
are listed in Box 2.1, with recommendations for
modifications to the various programs.
2.3.5 Stormwater Management
Municipalities in Ontario prepare stormwater
management (SWM) master plans to develop longterm strategies for the safe and effective management
of stormwater runoff from urban areas along with
protection of ecosystem health and assurance of
ecological sustainability of receiving waters. A SWM
master plan approach integrates flood control,
groundwater and surface water quantity and quality
management, ecosystem protection, and system
drainage issues.
Municipalities complete a SWM master plan in
accordance with the Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment planning and design process (October
2000, as amended in 2007). A SWM master plan may
be prepared to guide a municipality’s storm water
management planning over a long period of time (+25
years). Moving ahead, the process must consider the
potential impacts of climate change; the impacts that
may affect the magnitude and frequency of flooding
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events, water quality, and the ecosystem. In the future,
these studies will evaluate adaptation alternatives with

consideration of potential climate change impacts.

Box 2.1 Environmental monitoring programs in Ontario and issues associated with climate change
• Meteorological Monitoring. Climate data are collected for the most part by the Meteorological Service of Canada
(MSC), a branch of Environment Canada, throughout Ontario. The MSC climate network is supplemented by municipal,
conservation authority and university-based climate stations. However, these stations are not installed, operated
or maintained to the same standards as the MSC stations. The parameters typically observed at these stations are
temperature and precipitation, and stations with a full range of meteorological observations relevant to hydrology
(evaporation, wind speed, relative humidity, solar radiation, etc.) are in short supply. The lack of detailed meteorological
data causes most water managers to rely upon temperature-based relationships to estimate significant hydrologic
processes such as evapotranspiration or snowmelt.
• Long time series of climate information are necessary for the identification of climate and hydrologic trends.
There is a deteriorating trend in the integrity of the existing observation system; it is critical that there is an adequate
network of long-term high quality observation stations in light of issues with respect to a changing climate. Challenges
include maintaining the current long-term stations and filling gaps in the network.
• Water Quantity Monitoring. Water quantity monitoring is undertaken by an Environment Canada, Ministry of Natural
Resources and conservation authority partnership. This interagency cost-share agreement constructs, operates
and maintains stream gauges that are of federal and provincial significance. Local conservation authority gauges
supplement the federal/provincial stream gauge network; however, they are not typically operated to the same
standards.
Historically, stream gauges have been installed to provide flood warning and flood forecast information; as such,
stream gauges have not been installed with the goal of characterizing baseflow conditions. Since baseflow could be
significantly affected by climate change, the stream gauge network may need to be evaluated and expanded. In fact
modelling studies in Ontario are often limited in their ability to achieve high quality calibrations due to a shortage of
gauged sites with high quality continuous data streams. To better evaluate changes in baseflow-driven systems, the
stream gauge network should include more headwater sites and watercourses which are not typically flood prone.
Groundwater levels are also monitored throughout the Province in a partnership between the MOE and conservation
authorities. The Provincial Groundwater Monitoring Network, started in 2001, now has over 400 wells which monitor
ambient groundwater level and water quality information from key aquifers. This monitoring network is continuing to be
expanded, and despite its short record, will be in a good position to observe possible changes in groundwater levels
as a result of climate change. The system integrity must be maintained so that long-term records, necessary for the
investigation of climate-related trends, will be available.
• Water Quality Monitoring. Water quality monitoring is the responsibility of the MOE, through the Provincial Water
Quality Monitoring Network (PWQMN). This monitoring program consists of eight grab samples conducted at various
times throughout the year at specific locations. Each sample is analyzed for a comprehensive list of water quality
parameters. This program is capable of providing a reasonable characterization of water quality under prevailing interevent dry weather conditions.
Some impacts of climate change on water quality may be transient in nature, occurring during extreme events (i.e.,
storms, drought or heat wave). Water quality during these critical time periods is not characterized with the PWQMN.
This could be accomplished with strategic sampling that collects flow weighted or time intensive samples during
selected storms or droughts specifically so that these events may be characterized.

In addition to the consideration of climate change when
designing new SWM facilities, the ability of current SWM
controls to cope with climate change impacts should
be investigated. Anticipated future precipitation events,
with both higher volume and intensity, will (unless

effectively mitigated) translate into higher peak flows.
These higher peak flows increase the probability of
exceeding conveyance and treatment system capacity
which could result in reduced effectiveness or complete
failure.
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2.3.6 Dams/Reservoirs
Climate change has the potential to alter both the
frequency and magnitude of extreme events, both
of which are critical dam design criteria. Hydrologic
impacts associated with extreme events include changes
in the quantity and timing of river flows, increased
reservoir evaporation, decreased snow/ice cover depth
and duration, and timing of spring melt. As dams are
designed to operate over a long period of time and
many were built well before climate change became
apparent, climate change may impact the assumptions
made with respect to dam design and operating
procedures. Climate change impacts could affect
the operation, effectiveness and safety of all types of
hydraulic dams.

In addition to extreme events, seasonal shifts in
streamflow should likely be considered when
establishing a reservoir’s operational rule curves.
Operational rule curves dictate to the reservoir operator
what the appropriate water level should be at any given
day throughout a year. In multi-purpose reservoirs,
designed to provide both flood protection and
hydropower generation/low flow augmentation, the rule
curves are designed to maximize the effectiveness of the
structure for all purposes. For such reservoirs, rule curves
typically specify a low elevation during winter months, to
allow flood reduction during the spring freshet period,
and a high elevation in late spring, to ensure adequate
water to maintain hydropower generation or low flow
augmentation throughout the summer (Figure 2.5). Since
climate change will likely alter the annual pattern of
runoff, the rule curve will require modification to remain
effective.

Figure 2.5 Example reservoir rule curve Grand River Conservation Authority (data source at http://
www.grandriver.ca/index/document.cfm?sec=2&sub1=0&sub2=0)
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3. Future Climate Scenarios
Scenarios support the understanding of, and decisionmaking for, global environmental issues such as
climate change (Parson et al., 2007). Scenarios have
figured prominently in strategic planning, analysis and
assessment as they describe a range of potential future
conditions that assist when dealing with uncertainty
(Parson et al., 2007). Scenarios can inform adaptation
and mitigation by characterizing potential impacts and
the severity of these impacts; scenarios can assist in
identifying key vulnerabilities or priorities, or provide
a framework for evaluating alternative adaptation
measures (Parson et al., 2007).
This section provides background information on how
the sensitivity of the climate to increasing concentrations
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) is assessed using global
scale modelling. This section describes Global Climate
Models (GCMs); the primary tool used to derive
projections of future climates due to anthropogenic
influences. Also discussed are the GHG emission
scenarios resulting from plausible future economic,
technological and social conditions, and that influence
the evolution of climatic conditions in the future.
3.1 Global Climate Models (GCMs)
A GCM is a complex computer program that is usually
executed on a state-of-the-art super computer. Physical
laws governing the behaviour of the earth’s atmosphere,
oceans, sea-ice and land surface, as well as, the
interacting physical processes that determine weather
and climate are represented as mathematical algorithms
(see Figure 3.1). The computer program simulates short
(approximately 15-minute) time steps on a global threedimensional grid. Questions with respect to the past,
current and future climate (long-term average of daily
weather patterns) are explored through simulations
using these models. The focus is on the long-term
energy budget of the Earth’s atmosphere – balance of
absorbed incoming short-wave radiation from the sun
and losses of long-wave radiation from the Earth to
space. The climate is recreated by running the model for
very long periods of time, simulating the slow changes
of past climate and then projecting it decades or even
centuries into the future. A typical 100-year simulation
can take several months to complete. Derived products
such as daily, monthly and seasonal statistical summaries
or maps are usually used for climate change impact
assessments. Direct output of many meteorological
variables (e.g., air temperature, winds, surface pressure
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and precipitation amount) is available on this grid (see
Chapter 6).

def
Scenario • 1. coherent, internally consistent and
plausible description of a possible future state of
the world (Parson et al., 2007); 2. plausible and
often simplified description of how the future
may develop, based on a coherent and internally
consistent set of assumptions about driving
forces and key relationships; scenarios may be
derived from projections, but are often based
on additional information from other sources,
sometimes combined with narrative storylines
(Baede et al., 2007).
Climate scenario • plausible and often simplified
representation of the future climate, based on
an internally consistent set of climatological
relationships that has been constructed for
explicit use in investigating the potential
consequences of anthropogenic climate change,
often serving as input to impact models; climate
projections often serve as the raw material for
constructing climate scenarios, but climate
scenarios usually require additional information
such as the observed current climate (Baede
et al., 2007).
Projection • used in two senses in the climate
change literature. In general usage, a projection
can be regarded as any description of the
future and the pathway leading to it. However, a
more specific interpretation has been attached
to the term “climate projection” by the IPCC
when referring to model-derived estimates of
future climate (http://www.ipcc-data.org/ddc_
definitions.html).
Forecast/Prediction • When a projection is
branded “most likely” it becomes a forecast or
prediction. A forecast is often obtained using
multiple deterministic models. Where multiple
models produce similar output, some level of
confidence can be attached to the projections
(http://www.ipcc-data.org/ddc_definitions.html).
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Figure 3.1 Conceptual structure of a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (Viner and Hulme, 1997)

def
Global climate model (GCM) • numerical
representation of the climate system based on
the physical, chemical and biological properties
of its components, their interactions and
feedback processes, and accounting for all or
some of its known properties (Baede et al., 2007)

A number of international climate modelling centres
exist. Eighteen modelling groups using 21 climate
models performed a suite of coordinated climate
simulations in the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 3 (CMIP3); a significant contribution
to the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the IPCC.
The formulations of these GCMs and their simulation

results are currently the most up-to-date results on
the sensitivity of the climate system to increasing
concentrations of GHGs available for climate change
impact assessments (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 2007c).
Climate models have progressed from simple
atmosphere only models to the highly complex
coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models
(AOGCMs) used for simulations today (Figure 3.2).
Early simulations were based on atmospheric general
circulation models (AGCMs) that had their origins in
numerical weather prediction. Land surface processes,
ocean general circulation models and sea-ice dynamics,
and sulphate aerosol modules were added to AGCMs
to develop AOGCMs. Now, ecosystem processes
and the carbon cycle are being incorporated into
AOGCMs to develop Earth systems models. Advances
in GCMs have been made by adding new features;
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Figure 3.2 Development of climate models through incorporation of new components/processes ((Albritton et al., 2001)
Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Third Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Box 3, Figure 1. Cambridge University Press)

however, improvements have also continued in existing
components and model resolution - in the vertical for
atmosphere and ocean layers, and in the horizontal grid
spacing. Developments in GCMs have been limited by
computing capability as well as understanding of the
physical processes that influence climate.
A complementary development to GCMs is limited-area
modelling or a regional climate model (RCM). RCMs
cover only a portion of the globe, use a finer scale
grid than GCMs and incorporate smaller-scale physical
processes particularly interactive land-surface models.
RCMs are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 along
with other methods for developing local scale climate
data.
The performance of GCMs in reproducing features
and trends of past and recent climate is treated
extensively in Bader et al. (2008) and Randall et al.
(2007). The availability of the CMIP3 results allowed for
the development of metrics from a wide range of GCM
output to compare model results (Gleckler et al., 2008;
Randall et al., 2007). Current climate models simulate the

seasonal cycle and large-scale geographical variations
in surface temperature very well; correlation between
observed and modelled temperature is 95% or better
(CCCP, 2008) (Covey et al., 2003). These models are
also very good at simulating storms and jet streams in
the mid latitudes. Simulation of precipitation, however,
remains a challenge with a correlation of only about 50
to 60% for seasonal mean precipitation at the scale of
a few hundreds of kilometres (CCCP, 2008; Covey et al.,
2003). When precipitation is sorted into light, moderate
and heavy categories, models reproduce the observed
extent of moderate precipitation (10 to 20 mm/day)
but underestimate that of heavy precipitation and
overestimate the extent of light precipitation (Dai, 2006).
An emerging area of research is the development of
quantitative metrics to assess the performance of GCMs
in simulating large-scale climatological features to
provide information to aid in the selection of GCMs for
climate change scenario development (Gleckler et al.,
2008; Randall et al., 2007). It is not clear what aspects
of current climate need to be well simulated in order to
provide the best projections of future climate (Gleckler
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et al., 2008), or whether the assumption that GCMs that
replicate current climate well will also perform well in
projecting future climate.
GCMs have been one of the most commonly used
resources for developing changed climate input data
for water resource impact assessments. Methods used
range from those that rely entirely on the GCM to
modify historic time series on a monthly average basis
(i.e., change field or delta method) through to those that
use the GCM output to inform local climate modelling
tools/approaches (see Chapter 4). In any case, gridded
output from GCMs is not suitable for direct use in
hydrologic models. The GCM resolution, usually on the
order of several hundred kilometres and poor reliability
at a single time step at a particular grid point, preclude
using these data directly to represent present-day and
future climates. The change field method is outlined in
Sections 4.1 and 6.5.2.
“Our understanding of climate is still insufficient to
justify proclaiming any one model “best” or even
showing metrics of model performance that imply
skill in predicting the future. More appropriate in any
assessments focusing on [climate change] adaptation
or mitigation strategies is to take into account, in a
pertinently informed manner, the products of distinct
models built using different expert judgements at
centers around the world” (Bader et al., 2008 11).
Essentially, the current recommendation is that climate
change impact assessment should use as many
scenarios of climate change as possible to cover a
wide range of potential outcomes; scenarios can be
derived from differences in climate model formulations
or differences in emission scenarios that drive the
climate response. This point is crucial to developing an
unbiased assessment, understanding the uncertainties
surrounding future climate estimation and developing
adaptation strategies that improve resilience to a wide
range of future stresses.
3.2 GHG Emission Scenarios
“Future greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the
product of very complex dynamic systems, determined
by driving forces such as demographic development,
socio-economic development, and technological
change. Their future evolution is highly uncertain.
Scenarios are alternate images of how the future might

unfold and are an appropriate tool to analyse how
driving forces may influence future emission outcomes
and to assess associated uncertainties” (Nakicenovic
et al., 2000 3).

def
Emission scenario • plausible representation
of the future development of emissions of
substances that are potentially radiatively active
(e.g., GHGs, aerosols), based on a coherent and
internally consistent set of assumptions about
driving forces (such as demographic and socioeconomic development, technological change)
and their key relationships; concentration
scenarios, derived from emission scenarios, are
used as input in a climate model [e.g., GCM] to
compute climate projections (Baede et al., 2007)

Early modelling of the sensitivity of the climate system
to increasing GHGs was based on equilibrium doubling
or quadrupling of carbon dioxide (2xCO2, 4xCO2)
experiments. As the climate models developed into
the transient response, coupled atmosphere-ocean
GCMs, the emission scenarios also evolved. In 1992,
the IPCC developed six alternative emission scenarios
that included GHG increase only and GHG (CO2) and
sulphate aerosols combined (the IS92). The IS92a
(“business as usual”) scenario represented a mid-range
scenario; emissions were based on historical increases
until 1990 then compounded annually at a rate of 1% per
year (Leggett et al., 1992). Although IS92a was the most
frequently used emission scenario for climate model
simulations, the IPCC recommended using all six IS92
emission scenarios to capture the range of uncertainty in
future emissions (Barrow, 2002).
In 2000, the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios
(SRES) published a set of new emission scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000). The SRES scenarios were
the “most comprehensive, ambitious, and carefully
documented emission scenarios produced to date” and
presented a “substantial advance from prior scenarios”
(Parson et al., 2007 34). There were 40 SRES scenarios
in total, each covering a range of GHG and sulphur
emissions identified in the literature and the SRES
scenario database (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). These new
scenarios contributed to both the IPCC Third and Fourth
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Assessment Reports (TAR and AR4, respectively) and
were used in climate impacts and adaptation research
(Parson et al., 2007 34). These scenarios currently
represent the best available set of scenarios for climate
change impact assessments.
Four narrative storylines were developed to describe
the SRES marker scenarios: A1, A2, B1 and B2 (Table
3.1). The A1 scenario storyline was further divided
into alternative development pathways for energy
technology: A1FI (fossil fuel intensive), A1B (balanced)
and A1T (predominately non-fossil fuel) (Nakicenovic
et al., 2000). Each storyline was based on different
driving forces of GHG and sulphur emissions (see
Figure 3.3). The storylines represented different
demographic (population), economic (product, financial
and labour markets), social (inequality, poverty), cultural

(globalization, information technology, electronic media),
environmental, technological and governance conditions
(Raskin et al., 2002). The A1 and A2 families emphasized
economics while the B1 and B2 families focused on
environmental sustainability. The A2 and B2 families
are the most widely used in simulations by the climate
modelling community; however, the IPCC recommends
using all six of these SRES scenarios (i.e., A1FI, A1B, A1T,
A2, B1, B2) in climate model experiments to generate
climate scenarios (IPCC-TGICA et al., 2007).
In the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, a subset of
three IPCC SRES scenarios was selected from the six
commonly used marker scenarios for projecting climate
change in the 21st century. This subset included B1, A1B
and A2 and represented ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ nonmitigation scenarios (Meehl et al., 2007).

Table 3.1 Characteristics of the SRES storylines (Carter et al., 2007; Nakicenovic et al., 2000)
Driving Factor

Storyline
A1 (A1FI, A1B, A1T)

A2

B1

B2

World

Market-orientated

Differentiated

Convergent

Local solutions

Economy

Very rapid growth; GDP
$550 trillion by 2100
Fastest per capita
growth
Reduction in regional
differences

Slow, fragmented,
even; GDP $250 trillion
by 2100
Lowest per capita
growth
Regionally orientated

Rapid but lower than
A1; GDP $350 trillion
US by 2100
Service, information
based
Reduction in material
intensity

Intermediate economic
growth; GDP $250
trillion US by 2100

Population

Low increase
Peaks 2050, then
declines (8.7 billion by
2050, 7 billion by 2100)

High increase
Continuously increases
(15 billion by 2100)

Low, same as A1
Peaks 2050, then
declines (8.7 billion by
2050, 7 billion by 2100)

Moderate increase
Continuous but lower
than A2 (10.4 billion by
2100)

Governance

Strong regional
interactions
Income convergence
Capacity building

Regional diversity
Self-reliance
Preservation of local
identities

Global solutions
Economic, social,
environmental
sustainability

Local solutions
Social equity
Environmental
protection

Technology

Rapid introduction of
new, more efficient
technology; adaptation
Abundant energy and
mineral resources

Slowest, most
fragmented

Clean, resourceefficient

More rapid than A2
Less rapid, more
diverse than A1/B1

Emissions

High CO2 range
3 sub-scenarios
based on alternative
technological change:
A1F1 (intensive fossil
fuels), A1B (balanced),
A1T (non-fossil fuels)

Medium-high CO2
range

Low CO2 range

Low-medium CO2
range
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For the upcoming Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of
the IPCC, four new benchmark emission scenarios,
called Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs),
are being developed and coordinated by the research
community for use in climate model simulations and in
developing climate scenarios (Moss et al., 2008). Global
scenarios will be developed for two periods that reflect
important time-related considerations with respect to

climate modelling capabilities, climate system responses
and climate policy making time horizons. They include:
• “Near-term” scenarios that cover the period to about
2035; and
• “Long-term” scenarios that cover the period to 2100
and, in a more stylized way, the period out to 2300
(Moss et al., 2008).

Figure 3.3 Fossil CO2, CH4 and SO2 emissions for six illustrative SRES non-mitigation emission scenarios, their
corresponding CO2, CH4 and N2O concentrations, radiative forcing and global mean temperature projections based on an
SCM tuned to 19 atmosphere-ocean GCMs (Meehl et al., 2007, 803)
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Scenario development will proceed in parallel with
GCM development to establish reliable, plausible future
climates at the global scale. This line of research is likely
to lead to a greater number of potential outcomes
for the future. This challenges those conducting
assessments to choose scenarios for their studies.
Guidance in this area is provided in Chapter 6.

Estimating Future Local Climates

4. Estimating Future Local Climates
This chapter discusses the methods available for
developing future local climates for use in climate
change impact assessments. Detailed guidance is
provided in Chapter 6. Methods examined include
those that use GCM output to generate changes in
average variable values on a monthly basis, that is,
the change field method, as well as methods for
developing synthetic and analogue scenarios and
more sophisticated methods that rely upon the GCMs
in conjunction with downscaling methods/models that
provide high resolution estimates of future climates.
4.1 GCM-Based Scenarios
As discussed in the preceding chapter, GCMs are used
to simulate future climates for a family of emission
scenarios that extend to the end of the 21st century
at coarse spatial scales. Output from the GCMs is
available in a spatially gridded format on a long-term,
continuous basis. The change field method involves
calculating mean monthly changes in future climate
from the baseline climate, and applying those changes
(e.g., +2.5°C, +10% precipitation for January) to existing
climate data. The change field method can be used
in climate change impact assessments related to
water balance or water supply investigations; wherein
the spatial and temporal scales of this approach are
acceptable and changes in the frequency and magnitude
of extreme events are not of primary concern.
For the change field method, the gridded output from
the GCMs is summarized as monthly (or seasonal, or
annual) averages for each selected climate parameter.
Usually 1961-1990 is used as the reference (or baseline)
climate and the 2020s (2010-2039 or 2011-2040), 2050s
(2040-2069 or 2041-2070) and 2080s (2070-2099 or
2071-2100) are used for future time periods. Ratios
(e.g., precipitation) or differences (e.g., temperature)
between the average for the reference climate and the
averages for the future climate horizons are computed
on a monthly basis to derive the net change field by
parameter. These change field data have been preprocessed and are available at the Canadian Climate
Change Scenarios Network (CCCSN) for many GCM
runs (Chapter 6). These changes are applied to a time
series of archived daily (or other averaging period)
observations from climate stations within the study area
to develop the future climate conditions. These “new”
climate conditions or scenarios are input to hydrologic
models to assess impacts of the new climate conditions.

Examples of studies conducted in Ontario that have
applied the change field method are presented in
Chapter 5, Section 5.1.
The change field method has been widely adopted
by water managers due to its ease of use. The primary
advantage, however, is the the availability of numerous
GCMs and associated emission scenarios and the
subsequent ability to generate change fields for most
GCM/emission scenario combinations. This allows the
water manager to investigate the full range of predicted
changes, as well as the most frequently predicted
change, and provides the ability to obtain a detailed
understanding of uncertainty associated with future
climate selection. Developing an awareness of this range
of uncertainty is fundamental to understanding the
potential impacts of climate change on water resources.
One of the key limitations of the change field method
for hydrologic impact assessment is that potential
impacts of climate change on inter-annual or day-to-day
variability of climate parameters are not represented.
The change field method alters the time series averages
while the variability inherent in the dataset remains the
same. Changes in sequences of wet and dry days are
not altered by this method nor are patterns of intense
precipitation events. This can lead to an underestimation
of future floods, droughts, groundwater recharge and
snow-melt timing (Bates et al., 2008). As such, the
methods described in this Guide are not applicable,
or are limited in their applicability, to studies in which
short-duration and/or peak flow characteristics are
the subject of investigation. Furthermore, as changes
to sequences of wet and dry days and the patterns of
intense precipitation events as a result of climate change
may also have a significant effect on long-term flow
characteristics and water budgets, users should consider
this as a source of uncertainty when evaluating results.
As climate science is not yet able to accurately quantify
these changes, the significance of this uncertainty is not
well known.
In addition, the coarse-scaled GCM output that lacks
the local-scale parameterization and feedback from
locally significant features (i.e., topography and surface
water bodies). GCMs do not have the detailed accuracy
at the local scale and are instead more representative
of large-scale, average climate characteristics and
potential changes. Further, limited agreement between
the various GCMs on changes to future precipitation
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amounts raises questions regarding their level of
uncertainty in simulating this important parameter.
These spatial and temporal limitations of GCMs and
their output should be kept in mind while conducting
hydrologic studies of the potential impacts of climate
change and in interpreting results, whether utilizing the
change field method or another type of downscaling
methodology (Chapter 4).
Since all SRES scenarios (see Table 3.1) are developed
from plausible versions of the future from a
demographic, economic, social, cultural, environmental,
technological, and governance perspective, they are all
candidates for use in an assessment. Ideally all scenarios
would be used in each assessment. The advantage of
this approach is that it results in a range of outcomes.
The range creates a distribution of possible outcomes
and allows the likelihood and the uncertainty associated
with the simulation results to be estimated. However,
the level of effort required makes this approach
challenging if not impractical in most cases. Mortsch et
al. (2005) outline one process for selecting GCM scenario
combinations for climate assessments that attempts to
bracket the range of possible outcomes using a four
GCM scenario set. A rationale for scenario selection
is included as part of the guidance offered in this
document (see Section 6.4).
Many climate change impact assessments require
information at a smaller spatial scale than the GCMs
provide to reflect local conditions and may also require
a better attempt to capture changes in future variability
(i.e., extreme events) for key variables. Several optional
methods and many variations on these methods are the
subject of active research in Canada and worldwide. The
remainder of this chapter focuses on the major findings
relating to the development of high resolution future
climate data that are useable for studies at the local scale.
4.2 Synthetic and Analogue Scenarios
4.2.1 Synthetic Scenarios
The simplest future climates to construct involve
synthetic scenarios. Synthetic scenarios are created by
adjusting meteorological parameters in a time series by
arbitrary amounts or by amounts loosely-based on GCM
outputs or paleoclimatological reconstructions. Often
the parameter adjustments are made to the monthly or
annual averages in the time series. The objective of this

type of scenario is both to provide a basis for testing
the sensitivity of a system to change and to identify
critical climate related thresholds in terms of system
behaviour. Synthetic scenarios are easy and inexpensive
to apply, require minimal resources, and can be setup
with incremental degrees of change (e.g., +1C o, +2C o,
or ±10%, ± 20% change in precipitation) to test various
levels of climate change and to potentially identify
thresholds (Willows and Connell, 2003). These synthetic
scenarios are, however, not consistent with estimates of
change made using GCMs with SRES scenarios (Feenstra
et al., 1998) and may not be physically plausible (Mearns
et al., 2001). Synthetic scenarios have been used as an
exploratory step in early impact assessments to identify if
the system or region of interest is climate sensitive. They
are not suitable for continued use in Ontario for climate
change impact assessment of hydrologic systems.
4.2.2 Analogue Scenarios
An analogue scenario is one that relies upon climate
information “borrowed” from a different time period
(i.e., temporal analogue) or place (i.e., spatial analogue).
In applying analogues, a period in history or another
place on the planet that may have a similar climate to
that anticipated for the study area at a future time is
located. Alternatively, extreme events can be transposed
from a region and superimposed on the study area to
assess the sensitivity of the study area to that event.
In one study, a climate from Virginia was substituted
for a Southern Ontario climate to reflect anticipated
warming trends (Kling et al., 2003). In another study, the
water balance, flows and lake levels in the Great Lakes
was assessed using four spatial transposition scenarios
(Croley et al., 1996). The selection of the four climates
was guided by GCM projections and they represented
warmer and wetter or warmer and drier conditions to the
south of the Great Lakes basin. The climates from these
regions were input to Great Lakes hydrologic models to
assess the impacts.
Analogue scenarios developed using extreme events
have also been proposed; these emulate the 2003
European heat wave and flooding events relating
to intense precipitation in Bangladesh (Mirza, 2003).
Paleoclimatic information for a historical warm period
may be used to construct a climate time series for the
study area to represent the future. These scenarios have
the advantage that they may be easy to apply and can
include a wide array of physically realistic and consistent
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climate parameters at high spatial and temporal
resolution that are not normally available from a GCM
scenario output.
Spatial analogues are effective educational tools; they
can be graphically communicated to the public and
policy makers. Analogues are also useful tools for
validating system response and vulnerability to extreme
events (de Loë and Berg, 2006), as the scenarios may
force a simulated response that lies well outside the
range of conditions normally experienced in the study
area (Mearns et al., 2001; Willows and Connell, 2003).
The disadvantages of analogue scenarios are that the
changes affected are not related to GHG concentrations;
the physical differences between the study area and
spatial analogue areas are not considered (i.e., physically
implausible); and climates for two areas are not likely
consistent across the range of climate parameters
(Feenstra et al., 1998). Temporal analogues are physically
plausible; however, it is unlikely that a wide range of high
resolution climate parameters are available, or that the
degree of future climate change can be closely reflected
with historical information.
While useful as educational tools and for testing
an area’s sensitivity to change, analogues are not
recommended for climate change impact assessment
as they are not plausible with respect to future GHG
concentrations, nor do they provide a consistent set of
high resolution and locally realistic climate parameters.
4.3 Downscaling
The most promising areas of future climate prediction
for climate change impact assessment involve the use
of GCM output downscaled to reflect local conditions.
Two fundamentally different approaches exist: statistical
downscaling (SD) and dynamical downscaling (DD).
While many variations on statistical downscaling exist, in
general, they rely on empirical relationships and statistics
to generate climate time series on a site specific basis.
With dynamical downscaling finer resolution physically
based regional climate models (RCMs) are embedded
within the GCMs. Regional climate models can be setup
to represent large regions (e.g., North America, Europe)
and to simulate climates that reflect local conditions (i.e.,
topography and large water bodies). Both approaches
incorporate local climate factors; either statistically or
physically.

With both downscaling approaches, the GCM scenario
runs are used to develop future climates. With statistical
downscaling, the underlying statistical relationships or
characteristics determined for current climate conditions
are adjusted to reflect the changed climate projected
by the GCMs. RCMs are embedded directly within
the GCMs and take all climate changes as boundary
conditions from the GCM.
Downscaled scenarios reflect future global GHG
concentrations and atmospheric-oceanographic forcing
functions along with local physical and climatological
characteristics. These techniques have been used to
yield plausible future climates at much higher spatial
resolution than the GCM outputs.
The underlying assumption with both statistical and
dynamical downscaling is that the local climate (the
predictands) is affected by large scale climate patterns
(the predictors) and modified by local or regional
features. These relationships are assumed to hold true
in the future with changed climates (i.e., stationarity)
(de Loë and Berg, 2006). Examples of pridictors include:
mean sea level pressure; 500 hPa geopotential height
(height of the 500 hPa pressure surface in the free
atmosphere); near surface relative humidity; relative
humidity at 500 hPa height; vorticity (measure of the
rotation of the air); and the zonal velocity component
(velocity component along a line of latitude (e.g.,
east-west). Examples of predictands include: daily
temperature ranges, precipitation, wind speed, sunshine
duration, and solar radiation. The choice of predictors is
critical to the downscaling process and the following key
assumptions apply (Giorgi et al., 2001; Wilby et al., 2004):
• The modelled climate predictors are realistically
represented within the GCMs;
• The relationship between the predictors and other
climate variables are valid into the future; and
• The degree of change, as measured by the chosen
predictors, fully reflects the changing climate
throughout the period of interest.
The common advantages of downscaling methods
are that they are physically plausible and consistent
with GCM output; they provide high resolution climate
information; and they address weather extremes (i.e.,
variance) and prevailing weather patterns (i.e., means).
The main disadvantages of downscaling methods are
that the primary underlying assumptions cannot be
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easily or conclusively tested, and many downscaling
approaches do not yield a sufficiently wide array of
parameters at short time intervals (i.e., hourly) necessary
for hydrologic modelling. Downscaling methods can be
computationally intense and software applications range
from inexpensive and straightforward to expensive
and complex in nature. The following sections provide
descriptions of the major downscaling approaches to
constructing climate sets for climate change impact
assessment.
4.3.1 Statistical - Regression
Statistical regression models, as a downscaling method,
are conceptually simple approaches to climate scenario
generation. In this approach, resolved behaviour at
the global scale is linked to climate in the study area
through statistical relationships. These tools rely upon
predictors selected from large scale climate modelling
(i.e., GCM) output (e.g. upper atmosphere water-vapour
content, barometric pressure or geopotential thickness).
Predictors must be well selected for the strength of their
influence on important local scale predictands such as
air temperature, precipitation, wind speed and radiation.
The importance of predictands varies with hydrologic
models. The assumption of stationarity, that these
relationships will hold true into the future with climate
change, is crucial to the validity of this approach.
Various methods exist among the many statistical
regression models for establishing the relationships
between predictors and predictands including multiple
regression, linear and non-linear correlation analysis
(i.e., artificial neural networks), and canonical correlation
analysis. Statistical methods and application issues are
discussed in detail in the Fourth Assessment Report
of the IPCC (Carter et al., 2007) and other guidance
documents focussed on statistical downscaling methods
(Wilby et al., 2004; Willows and Connell, 2003).
With statistical regression, the climate time series are
generated using the regression relationships established
between the large scale predictors and the local scale
predictands. Predictors for current conditions are
available either from GCM runs covering the current
time period or from reanalysis data. Reanalysis data are
atmospheric information that are created from observed
weather maps and are a retrospective of what has
happened. For the future, the climate changed series
of GCM-based predictors are used to generate climate

changed predictands. If the relationship between
predictor and predictand still hold in the future, then the
climate generated will accurately reflect the changed
climate conditions.
The challenge in applying statistical regression type
statistical downscaling methods is to find predictors
that both have a strong statistical relationship with local
scale predictands, and are physically related to the
predictor they address. For example, when the objective
is to simulate local precipitation one should focus on
atmospheric water-content variables in the suite of
potential predictors. It is possible to identify apparent
correlations between predictors and predictands that are
coincidental and will, therefore, not provide a good basis
for projecting future conditions.
When various statistical models were compared in
one study (Wilby and Wigley, 1997) results varied
considerably between methods, especially for
precipitation. It was concluded that additional
atmospheric predictors such as water-content related
variables were needed to effectively characterize
atmospheric saturation. Wilby et al. (2004) have noted
that the choice of predictors is critical in statistical
downscaling methods especially when simulating
precipitation.
In general, statistical regression type models under
predict extreme event intensity, duration and frequency.
This is primarily due to the bias in statistical fitting
procedures towards the more commonly occurring mean
conditions. This problem is lessened where very long
meteorological records exist, wherein extremes are well
represented.
The advantages of the statistical – regression approach
include (Gachon et al., 2005; Goodess et al., 2003; Wilby
et al., 2004):
• Ease of application as user friendly software
(i.e., SDSM) is available and methods are well
documented;
• Applicable to any site or region with observational
data, so resulting climates are site- specific to local
weather station records;
• Long time series and multiple scenarios can be
generated leading to a better understanding of
extremes and uncertainty;
• May overcome certain GCM scale biases;
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• Generally, good demonstrated skill at temperature
simulation, especially with mean values;
• Generally, moderate skill at mean precipitation
simulation; and
• A potentially large group of predictors and
predictands can be tested and selected.
The disadvantages and commonly found weaknesses
with this approach are:
• Sensitivity to choice of predictor variables;
• A limited array of scenarios and predictors are
available from the full suite of GCM scenario results;
• Generally models under predict variance, particularly
with precipitation;
• Large amounts of observed data are required,
especially for developing statistics around extreme
weather conditions;
• Extreme events may not be simulated as well as mean
conditions especially for precipitation;
• Correlation across two or more sites is not generally
possible;
• Feedback from climate subsystems such as vegetation
or anthropogenic forcing such as land use change
may affect climate change but is not represented
in statistical downscaling as it relies upon historical
climate relationships;
• Generally, the highest frequency of simulation output
is daily; and
• Weakness in primary assumption regarding the
stationarity of the predictor-predictand relationships
into the future.
With respect to the simulation of weather extremes,
Goodess et al. (2003) has identified the following
disadvantages of regression-based statistical
downscaling:
• Danger of over extrapolation in the future;
• Danger of over fitting;
• Difficulty identifying best suite of predictors for
present-day and future climates; and
• Tendency to perform less well for precipitation than
for temperature.
Since the Third Assessment Report of the IPCC,
statistical downscaling has been viewed as a
complementary tool to RCMs for developing future
climates. Both methods have strengths and weaknesses
in terms of their skill in simulating climates. Statistical

downscaling has stood-up well against RCMs (Mearns et
al., 1999; Schmidli et al., 2006; Wilby et al., 2000) in direct
comparison studies.
Statistical regression tools do offer a reasonable option
for generating future scenario-based climates when
reliable long-term observational data exists; however,
a fair bit of skill is required in selecting appropriate
predictors.
4.3.2 Statistical - Weather Generators
Weather generators are statistically-based climate
models that replicate the statistical attributes (i.e., mean
and variance) of local climate variables (Christensen et
al., 2007a; Wilby et al., 2004). Weather generators do not
replicate observed sequences of events. These models
typically model the distribution of wet and dry weather
and the transition from one to another (de Loë and Berg,
2006). Often secondary variables such as air temperature
and solar radiation are modelled conditional on
precipitation conditions, especially the presence or
absence of rain. Since weather generators rely upon
climate statistics, long observation records are required
to develop robust scenarios.
Weather generators provide simulation results for single
points (i.e., weather stations), although considerable
work has been done to develop generators that
correlate several locations to produce spatially
consistent output (Sharif and Burn, 2007; Wilks and
Wilby, 1999). They are used to simulate future climates
by adjusting their parameters (termed conditioning)
based upon the global scale (i.e., GCMs) predictors,
rainfall characteristics or weather states (Semenov and
Barrow, 1997; Wilks, 1999). Weather generators can be
useful tools for disaggregating low frequency time series
into high frequency time series (i.e., daily to hourly)
(Kilsby et al., 1998).
With respect to weather extremes, weather generators
share the same fundamental problem with regression
type models, namely under representation of their
intensity, duration and frequency.
Weather generators have the following advantages
(Gachon et al., 2005; Goodess et al., 2003; Wilby et al.,
2004):
• Ease of operation;
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• Capability to produce long time series, important for
extreme event simulations;
• High frequency output is possible (i.e., sub-daily
output);
• Good performance for temperature simulation (i.e.,
means and extremes) and precipitation (means only);
• User friendly software readily available; and
• Model parameters can be related to landscape
characteristics with interpolation.
The weaknesses in weather generators for climate
simulation include the following:
• Procedure for adjusting parameters for future
conditions is critical, yet not standardized, and may be
somewhat arbitrary;
• Adjustments to precipitation parameters can affect
other parameters to unanticipated degrees, therefore
possible difficulties exist in adjusting parameters for
future conditions;
• Large amounts of observed data are required;
• Some models demonstrate poor skill in simulating
precipitation variance and extremes;
• As statistical downscaling relies upon historical
climate relationships, feedback from climate
subsystems such as vegetation, or anthropogenic
impacts such as land use change, cannot be
represented; and
• Weakness in primary assumptions regarding the
continuity of the statistical relationships during
climate change.
Weather generator software is readily available. One
version, LARS-WG, produces daily precipitation,
maximum and minimum air temperature, and solar
radiation under current and future conditions for a single
site (Semenev and Barrow, 2002). This model overcomes
a problem experienced with many weather generators
in that they do not well represent periods of extended
drought or rainfall. The improved approach, employed in
LARS-WG, simulates the sequence of wet and dry days
first and then determines other parameters conditional
on the precipitation. The model has been redeveloped
since the early 1990s; in its latest version produces
synthetic weather data for a wide range of climates.
Future climate change can be incorporated in terms of
changes in mean values on a monthly basis as informed
by the GCM scenario runs. Models of this type do not
well reproduce the annual variability of monthly means
of the variables (Sharif and Burn, 2007).

Sharif and Burns (2007) describe a K-nearest neighbour
weather generator. This variation improves upon
extreme event simulation using a process involving
re-sampling of the historical data with perturbations,
while preserving prominent statistical characteristics and
inter-station correlations. The advantage of providing
multi-station output for larger watersheds is that a
single site weather generator cannot provide spatially
consistent output across larger areas. The model is
also demonstrated to reproduce monthly variations in
means of daily maximum and minimum air temperature
and precipitation. The model performed very well
in comparisons of simulated and observed data in
Ontario’s Upper Thames River Watershed.
Weather generators are valuable tools to generating
future climates when reliable long-term observational
climate data exists.
4.3.3 Dynamical - Regional Climate Models (RCMs)
Dynamical downscaling using regional climate models
(RCMs) is one of the most promising methods for
downscaling GCM output. RCMs are physically based
3-D models capable of representing important physical
features (i.e., topography and water bodies) and climatic
processes such as the formation of convective storms
and soil moisture storage over small portions of the
globe. RCMs are typically nested within GCMs and thus
use one-way boundary conditions such as sea-surface
temperatures and atmospheric circulation patterns (from
the GCM runs) to drive them (de Loë and Berg, 2006).
RCMs simulate smaller scale physical processes using
interactive land-surface models. Output is available
at finer resolution than from GCMs, typically in the
range of 40 to 50 km spacing; an order of magnitude
more spatially detailed than the GCMs output. This
increased level of discretization allows one to include
additional land forms not included in GCM models. For
example, RCM scenarios for Ontario include the Great
Lakes while GCM scenarios do not. Because of the
smaller scale of the model domain, RCMs can simulate
individual storms (albeit not smaller convective events
such as thunderstorms) and, therefore, could be used to
examine future storm events.
The strengths of RCMs are as follows (Bader et al., 2008;
Carter et al., 2007; Goodess et al., 2003):
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• High spatial and temporal resolution leads to
improved simulation skill and reduces biases apparent
in the GCM;
• Many physically consistent climate variables available
(Jones and Mearns, 2005);
• Improved extreme event simulation for several
variables (i.e., precipitation, wind speed and
temperature); RCMs can simulate cyclones and
hurricanes (Jones and Mearns, 2005);
• It is possible to considerfeedback from climate
subsystems such as vegetation, or human impacts
such as land use change;
• Better treatment of circulation features and diurnally
variable convective processes;
• Better treatment of the effect of large water bodies
(i.e., Great Lakes) (Lofgren, 2004); and
• Directly linked to GCM and so climate changes are
directly transferred to the RCM.
The weaknesses of RCMs include:
• Multiple scenario, multiple GCM runs for different
time periods are not readily available;
• May be affected by underlying biases in the GCM;
• Expensive and computationally complex requiring
significant resources (i.e., not user friendly, software
not available to non-experts);
• Shorter simulations are typical, reducing the usefulness
of the output for extreme event analysis; and
• Possible inconsistencies between the RCM and the
GCM in terms of storm track speed as RCMs do not
provide feedback to GCMs.
RCMs compared favourably with statistical downscaling
methods in side-by-side comparisons (Mearns et al.,
1999; Wilby et al., 1998) over daily and monthly time
frames for present climate conditions.

Regional Climate Model (CRCM) for the period 2039 to
2070 (centred on 2050). Each RCM will be embedded
within at least two GCMs and will be run for the SRES A2
emission scenario (Table 3.1).
These runs will generate output at a 3-hour interval
for the following meteorological variables relevant to
hydrologic modelling:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specific humidity;
Precipitation;
Air pressure;
Air temperature;
Shortwave radiation;
Zonal surface wind speed; and
Meridional surface wind speed.

Once the results of these runs are made available in
the form of meteorological time series, hydrological
assessments will be possible at a 50 km grid spacing for
the GCM and SRES A2 emission scenario combinations.
Some form of uncertainty analysis will also be available
to support these results. While runs are currently
underway and one run is archived, the availability of the
final suite of products is unknown and will be at least
several months after the release of this document.
While they offer a promising alternative to statistical
downscaling methods, RCM-based output is not
currently available in multi-scenario form and is
therefore limited in supporting climate change impact
assessments. However, when complete, the NARCCAP
simulations will be a valuable resource to assess
multiple RCM scenarios and will support practitioners
investigating the range of impacts predicted by multiple
future climates.
4.4 Summary of Local Climate Generation Techniques

Of specific interest to this region is the North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program
(NARCCAP). This international program provides high
resolution climate scenario needs for North America.
RCMs coupled to GCMs are being run in multiple
experiments. Information on the program is available at
http://www.narccap.ucar.edu.
NARCCAP is currently conducting simulation runs for
climate change. Once complete and archived, these
runs will provide output for future climates over North
America based upon six RCMs including the Canadian

The advantages and disadvantages of the five climate
generation methods reviewed in this Guide, including
the change field method, synthetic and analogue
scenarios, statistical downscaling, weather generators
and regional climate models, are summarized in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1 Summary of general advantages and disadvantages of GCM-change field, synthetic, analogue and
downscaled climates for use in assessments
Technique

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

GCM-change field

• Simulated climate at coarse
grid spacing
• Use to develop monthly
(seasonal or other) change
fields
• Provides data used in
statistical downscaling
• Wide variety of GCMs
available

• Several GCMs have been
applied to long-term
simulations for family of
emission scenarios
• Comprehensive physically
based tools
• Several variables available
• Good agreement across GCMs
on temperature change

• Coarse spatial resolution,
unrepresentative of local climate
• Extreme events generally occur
at a smaller scale than GCM
scales, not represented
• Modest agreement across GCMs
on precipitation
• Cannot be used to change
climate variability

Synthetic and
• Artificial or based on spatial
Analogue Scenarios
or temporal transposition of
climates

• Can be realistic if well informed
• Complete sets of variables
relevant to hydrology may be
readily available
• Supports examination of
sensitivity and vulnerability

• Not related to SRES scenarios
• Usefulness limited to smaller
changes
• Analogues for enhanced GHG
conditions likely not available
• May be physically implausible

Statistical
Downscaling with
Regression

• Climates based upon
statistical relationships
between climate variables
and atmospheric predictors

• High spatial and temporal
resolution if observational data
available
• Several variables available
• Ease of application, thus many
long-term scenarios can be
tested
• Good skill demonstrated at
simulating temperature

• Assumes empirical relationships
will hold as climates change
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Generally underestimates
extremes
• Some models do not simulate
monthly variability well
• Poor skill in simulating
precipitation extremes
• Neighbouring stations not
correlated
• Observational data to build
statistical relationships not
available in all areas

Weather
Generators

• Weather data generated
based on statistical attributes
of local climate and GCM
variables

• High spatial and temporal
resolution if observational data
available
• Several variables available
• Ease of application, thus many
long-term scenarios can be
tested
• Good skill demonstrated at
simulating temperature
• Good skill at simulating periods
of drought and extended
precipitation

• Assumes empirical relationships
will hold as climates change
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Generally underestimates
extremes
• Some models do not simulate
monthly variability well
• Poor skill in simulating
precipitation extremes
• Neighbouring stations not
correlated
• Observational data not available
in all areas

Regional Climate
Models

• Higher resolution physically
based models often
embedded in GCMs
• Local physiography and water
bodies are included

• High spatial and temporal
resolution output for several
variables
• Improved extreme event
simulation over GCMs
• Physically based and consistent
with GCMs
• May account for feedback from
anthropogenic or natural systems

• Few model runs and GHG
emission scenarios available
• May perpetuate GCM biases
• Complex model systems
precludes non-expert use
• Simulation periods are typically
short, thus fewer extremes are
represented

Hydrological Impacts

5. Hydrologic Impacts
This section discusses climate change from a water
resources perspective. It identifies some water resourceclimate change studies conducted in Ontario and also
provides a review of fundamental hydrologic processes
and the effects of climate change.
The hydrologic cycle describes the pathways that
water takes as it moves between the atmosphere, land
surface, subsurface and surface water bodies. These
pathways, representing hydrological processes, result
from the interaction of climatic, geologic and ecologic
conditions. The radiation energy from the sun initiates
the hydrologic cycle by evaporating water from the land
and oceans. The water vapour enters the atmosphere,
is transported by air masses and condenses to form
clouds. The clouds produce precipitation in the form of
rain or snow. Precipitation falls on land surfaces, initially
wetting the surfaces (wetting includes interception
by vegetated surfaces). If sufficient rain or snowmelt
occurs surface depressions are filled and overland
runoff moves downslope to reach stream channels. The
remaining water at the land surface, after accounting
for runoff, either evaporates from the wetted surfaces
or infiltrates below the ground surface where it is stored
(soil water storage) or seeps down to the watertable and
recharges groundwater. Soil water storage is depleted
by evapotranspiration. Groundwater storage is depleted
by downslope flow to locations where groundwater
discharges to the land surface.
Climatic conditions are the driving forces of the
hydrologic cycle. As such, climate change that alters
the historic pattern of variation in climate will impact all
components of the hydrologic cycle, both in terms of
timing and quantity. Changes in seasonality, variability
and extremes will be more disruptive than average
changes (Smith et al., 2005).
The impacts of climate change on surface water
resources are directly experienced in all components
of the water balance, while the impacts to groundwater
resources are experienced through water recharge
reaching the aquifer (Loaiciga, 2003). Due to the
relatively greater amount of water in the ground than on
the ground surface, the rates of change due to climate
will be slower and less influenced by short term events.
Consequently, relative to surface water resources,
aquifers are buffered from the effects of a changing
climate, and as such will become an increasingly
important resource (Chen et al., 2004). It is important to
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recognize, however, that groundwater and surface water
are essentially a single resource (Winter et al., 1998);
impacts to any hydrological process will influence all
other hydrological processes. For example, any increase
in consumptive groundwater use has consequences
on streamflow for watercourses receiving groundwater
discharge from the same aquifer.
In general, an increase in temperature is expected to
elevate potential evapotranspiration rates, diminish
snowpack accumulation and reduce the number of
freezing days leading to seasonal increases in infiltration.
An increase in the frequency of severe storms promotes
increased amounts of surface runoff. In other words,
climate change is likely to intensify the extremes in
hydrological cycle processes (Loaiciga et al., 1996).
Consideration also needs to be given to societal
responses to changing climatic conditions as changes in
water demand and land use practices can also alter the
local and regional behaviour of hydrologic systems.
5.1 Studies Completed in Ontario
Several climate change impact assessment studies have
been completed within the Province of Ontario. The
following sections describe the investigations, their
methodology and results, and some identified gaps.
5.1.1 Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) (Walker and
Dougherty, 2008)
As part of the CVC Water Management Strategy
process, a Hydrological Simulation Program-FORTRAN
(HSP-F) based surface water flow and water quality
model (Bicknell et al., 2001) was setup and calibrated
at the watershed level. Several scenarios representing
future conditions were devised to test the sensitivity of
the watershed to further urbanization and to various
water management strategies. In addition, two climate
change scenarios were developed and used as input for
simulations. The GHG scenarios were from the family
of SRES scenarios (Table 3.1) and were based upon the
simulation results from two GCMs, the Canadian CGCM2
and the UK HadCM3, for the 2050s. These GCM-GHG
runs were selected to represent the largest projected
changes in air temperature and precipitation and thus,
bracketed the larger group of GCM-GHG emission
scenario combinations. The scenarios represented warm
and drier conditions (CGCM2) and warmer and wetter
conditions (HadCM3) in annual average terms.
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The change field method employed average monthly
GCM-based change fields for four variables (i.e.,
precipitation, air temperature, solar radiation and
wind speed). Changes were applied to a time series
of historical meteorological data, adjusting individual
observations by the monthly change field values.
Downscaling was not conducted and this method does
not account for changes in extreme events. Figure 5.1
shows the precipitation and temperature change fields
by month applied to a station used in the CVC Water
Quality Strategy to characterize the two future climates
for the 2050s.
Simulation results indicated that the warmer future
climates would result in much less snowpack
accumulation and greatly reduced spring freshets. In
both scenarios, the annual hydrograph with climate
change displayed much higher fall and winter
streamflow. Summer results differed in that the drier
CGCM2 case resulted in lower summer flow rates and
the wetter HadCM3 case resulted in a small increase
in summer flows. Potential evapotranspiration was
significantly higher in both climate change cases due

to warmer air. Actual evapotranspiration was elevated
in the warmer wetter case and similar in the warmer
drier case. Water quality was greatly impacted with
both future climates as bare winter soils in these cases
resulted in elevated erosion.
One of the most significant sources of error in this
analysis is likely due to the method of estimating
potential evaporation and the method of
obtaining actual evapotranspiration from potential
evapotranspiration. The method used is sensitive to
changing air temperature and solar radiation, but
does not account for potential changes in the soil
water/vegetation relationship and may not accurately
account for winter conditions. The assessment is also
not appropriate for storm event analysis as the change
field method does not alter the frequency of extreme
events in the climate time series. Results differed
significantly between the scenarios tested, highlighting
the uncertainty involved in using only two GCM-based
scenarios in the estimation of future climates and the
interpretation of output.

Figure 5.1 Monthly change fields for precipitation and air temperature for 2050s in the Credit River Watershed as
projected by two GCMs (CGCM2 and HadCM3) (Walker and Dougherty, 2008)
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5.1.2 Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA)
(Walker, 2006)
In the development of the Rouge River Watershed Plan
(TRCA, 2008), hydrological analyses of the effects of
future land use and climate change on both surface
and groundwater were conducted. A conventional
deterministic hydrologic model was used to assess
changes to streamflow and water quality; a groundwater
flow model coupled with a surface water budget model
was used to investigate the groundwater regime.
Four climate change scenarios were used in these two
calibrated models including the same two GCM-GHG
runs used in the CVC study described above (CGCM2
and HadCM3) combined with two urban development
schemes. In one scheme, conventional SWM practices
were modelled and in the other, sustainable community
design features (i.e., low impact development, LID) were
assessed.
The change field method was used to develop future
climate time series in the same manner as used in the
CVC study. There was no attempt to downscale the
climate. Two separate hydrologic impact analyses were
conducted, one using the surface water hydrology
model.
The results of climate change simulations using the
surface water hydrology model indicated that streamflow
would likely decrease throughout the Rouge River
system, especially in summer months due to reduced
infiltration and recharge, and much higher anticipated
evapotranspiration. Total annual streamflow was
predicted to decrease by as much as 31%. Peak flow
rates (i.e., top 10 percentile) also decreased by up to
33% compared to simulations using the current climate
time series. In the two climate change scenarios, the
water quality was predicted to deteriorate as summer
streamflow rates decreased and winter erosion
increased.
Results of the groundwater and coupled water balance
simulations differed from the surface water simulations.
Where the surface water simulations indicated a
decrease in infiltration and groundwater recharge as a
result of increased evapotranspiration, the groundwater
model simulations indicated an increase in groundwater
recharge as increased precipitation offset the increase in
evapotranspiration.

In general, the Rouge River Watershed was shown to be
sensitive to possible future climates and concomitant
stresses, especially in terms of reduced summer
streamflow and elevated contaminant concentrations.
The groundwater system was also judged to be
sensitive to climate change but further investigation was
recommended given the uncertainty in the direction of
effects. Similar modelling assessments of surface and
groundwater response by the TRCA for the Humber
Watershed Plan (2008) resulted in virtually identical
conclusions.
As in the CVC study, evapotranspiration was estimated
with considerable uncertainty and the frequency of
extreme events was not changed in the input data.
Results differed significantly between scenarios,
highlighting the uncertainty that results from the use of
only two climate change scenarios. Further, the disparity
in the results of the two different modelling techniques
indicated that model type and structure, as well as
calibration, may significantly affect the outcomes of
hydrologic impact assessments.
5.1.3 Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA)
(Bellamy et al., 2002)
As part of the Grand River Water Budget project in 2000,
the GRCA investigated the impacts of a future climate
on the hydrology of the watershed. Output from two
GCMs (HadCM2 and CGM1 using the IS92a emission
scenario) was used to adjust a 1961-1999 climate dataset
to 2030s, 2060s and 2090s conditions. Changes in
monthly precipitation and temperature from the GCMs
were applied directly to observed climate data using
a change field approach. The climate data were not
downscaled.
The adjusted climate datasets were used as primary
input into a continuous, physically-based, hydrologic
model, GAWSER (Guelph All-weather Sequential
Events Runoff Model, (Schroeter & Associates, 2004))
constructed for the watershed. Several enhancements
were made to the GAWSER algorithm to better estimate
the impacts of a future climate, including:
• The use of the Linacre evapotranspiration
method (Linacre, 1977) for estimating potential
evapotranspiration (temperature based); and
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• The adoption of a temperature-based methodology
to account for the impact of freeze/thaw cycles on
hydrologic parameters (e.g., infiltration).

may become more significant as winter months warm;
these potential changes need to be better understood
to fully understand the impact of a warmer climate.

The investigation concluded that the impact on
recharge and streamflows was largely dependent on
the GCM used. While both the HadCM2 and CGM1
scenarios resulted in increases in annual streamflow
volume of +10% to +40% by 2090s, summer streamflow
estimates ranged from -20% for the CGM1 scenario to
+30% for the HadCM2 scenario. Due to the increase in
precipitation, water budget parameters all experienced
significant increases by the 2090s:

Secondly, the study also identified the need to quantify
the increase in extreme event frequency and intensity
expected with future changed climates. If, as expected,
future precipitation events become more intense, a
much higher proportion of runoff may be generated
in relation to infiltration, with higher peak flows. This
may be significant during the winter months, where a
shift from regional precipitation events to localized,
convective events, may cause a reduction in infiltration
totals. The GRCA study did not consider the projected
changes in the intensification of precipitation events.

• Evapotranspiration: +14 to +20%;
• Runoff: +20 to +30%; and
• Recharge: +13 to +30%.
Estimated increases in evapotranspiration were slightly
lower than increases in runoff and recharge. This is due
to large increases in winter precipitation, a season in
which evapotranspiration will likely remain limited, even
under a changed climate.

5.1.4 Hydrologic Models for Inverse Climate Change
Impact Modelling (Upper Thames River Basin)
(Cunderlik and Simonovic, 2005, 2007)

The impact of climate change on peak flows, which
have been theorized to increase significantly, was also
investigated. Historically, peak flows within the Grand
River Watershed have been observed during the
spring freshet, when meltwater from the accumulated
snowpack, combined with rainfall events, aggravating
flooding conditions. The climate change impact
investigation found that large snowpacks were not
generated because of increased winter temperatures
and increased frequency of mid-winter melts. With the
reduction in winter snowpack, future peak spring flows
remained stable, or slightly reduced. Winter (January
and February) peak flows did show significant increases,
as mid-winter snowmelts and increasingly frequent
winter rainfall events caused peak flows to occur in this
period that does not typically experience these types of
events.

Cunderlik and Simonovic (2005; 2007) investigated
the applicability of using inverse impact modelling to
determine the influence of climate change on water
resources. Where climate change impact modelling
typically involves developing modified climate scenarios
and applying these climates to a hydrologic model, the
inverse impact modelling approach involves identifying
critical hydrologic exposures that lead to water resource
system failures (e.g., a flow of 100 m3 causes flooding)
and transforming these to corresponding climatic
conditions. A hydrologic model (HEC-HMS) was used
in this assessment to create an inverse link between
hydrologic and meteorological processes; in effect,
creating thresholds for critical meteorological events
(e.g., a 24-hour rainfall volume of 75 mm produces
a flow of 100 m3 ). GCM output, linked to a weather
generator, was then used to generate a synthetic future
climate dataset. Changes in the frequency of critical
meteorological events, given the synthetic future climate
dataset, can then be assessed and linked to an increased
frequency in water resource system failures.

The study identified two areas where additional work is
needed to refine climate change impact assessments.
The first is to understand how evapotranspiration may
increase during winter months. Despite temperature
increases, a lack of sunlit hours during the winter months
would likely limit the ability of vegetation to generate
significant transpiration rates. Other evaporative
processes, including sublimation (snow to water vapour),

Two GCM simulations were selected as the climate
change scenarios: one simulation with wetter conditions
and more intense precipitation events (based on the
CCSRNIES GCM and the B21 GHG emission scenario)
for flood assessment; and one simulation with warmer,
drier conditions (based on the CSIROM2kb GCM and
B11 GHG emission scenario) for drought assessment.
The study found that significant changes in the
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frequency of hydrologic extremes are likely under both
future climate conditions. A shift in flooding conditions
was investigated. It was found that the 200 mm 24hour storm, which had a 330 year return period under
existing conditions, became less likely to occur (i.e., 700
year return period) under the increased warmer, drier
scenario and more likely to occur (i.e., 120 year return
period) under the wetter scenario.
The modified climate datasets were also used for
continuous hydrologic modelling; it was found that dry
weather flow and 90th percentile low flows increased by
20% to 40%. Average annual maximum daily flows were
reduced (~50%) due to the snowmelt period occurring
earlier, lasting longer and having a melt intensity more
evenly distributed through the winter months.
The study identified that current rainfall disaggregation
methods for estimating hourly data from daily data have
limited accuracy, and recommended additional research
in this field.
5.1.5 The Impact of Climate Change on Spatially
Varying Groundwater Recharge in the Grand River
Watershed (Ontario) (Jyrkama and Sykes, 2007)
Jyrkama and Sykes (2007) stress the importance
of capturing the spatial and temporal variability of
recharge which can be considerable given variations
in vegetation, land use/land cover practices, slope,
soil properties, as well as climatic conditions across a
watershed. Each combination of these factors has its
own recharge signature and hence will have a unique
response to changing stress conditions induced
by climate change. Preserving this level of detail,
Jyrkama and Sykes (2007) modelled the impacts of
climate change to the Grand River Watershed using
the Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
model (HELP3, version 3) (Schroeder et al., 1994). A
key feature of this study is a methodology to use the
HELP3 model to simulate detailed spatially distributed,
temporally varying recharge conditions. This allowed
for the simulated response of climate change forcings
(i.e., precipitation, temperature and solar radiation) to
the local recharge signature of unique combination of
vegetation, soil and land use/land cover properties.
For the simulated climate change scenario (increased
precipitation, temperature and solar radiation) the
results of the study showed that increasing precipitation
has the greatest influence over hydrological processes,

increasing evapotranspiration, runoff and percolation,
while increasing temperature had both positive and
negative effects to these model outputs.
With respect to hydrologic impacts, the principal
findings include increased runoff and percolation in
the winter months with increased evapotranspiration
in summer months. A key finding of the study is the
non-uniform spatial response to climate change across
the watershed owing to the combinations of surface
features, vegetation and heterogeneous subsurface
layering.
5.2 Hydrologic Processes
Climate change has the potential to affect all aspects
of the hydrologic cycle. The following sections describe
the possible impacts to evapotranspiration, winter
conditions, recharge and streamflow.
5.2.1 Evapotranspiration
The parallel hydrological processes of evaporation of
water transpired through the stomata of plant leaves and
evaporation of water from watershed surfaces and near
surface soil pores are commonly lumped into a single
process referred to as evapotranspiration. Sublimation of
frozen water under subfreezing (winter) conditions is also
included in the term. This lumping occurs because these
processes occur simultaneously and there is no way of
easily distinguishing between them.
For watersheds with an appreciable amount of
vegetated surface, the largest component of total
evapotranspiration is transpiration from the vegetation.
Transpiration is dependent on type of vegetation,
the water holding characteristics of different soils
and rooting depth as well as weather characteristics.
Evaporation of intercepted water held on wetted
surfaces (vegetated and non-vegetated surfaces) is
another important component of evapotranspiration and
must be evaluated for each wetting event. Over a year,
the amount contributed to annual evapotranspiration
from intercepted water is appreciable even though the
contribution for a single wetting event is small.
The rate of evapotranspiration depends on a number of
factors including weather parameters, vegetation and
crop type, management practices and environmental
conditions (Allen et al., 1998). Weather parameters
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include radiation, air temperature, humidity and wind
speed; radiation is the most dominant (Maidment, 1992).
Crop and vegetation factors may include resistance to
transpiration, plant height, leaf roughness, reflection,
ground cover and rooting characteristics. Management
and environmental conditions refers to the soil nutrient
requirements for agricultural purposes. Though the
work of Allen et al. (1998) focuses on evapotranspiration
from an agricultural perspective, these factors are also
relevant in characterizing the evapotranspiration for
non-agricultural land use designations, particularly with
respect to weather parameters and crop factors.

def
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) • amount of
water transpired in a given time by a short green
crop, completely shading the ground, of uniform
height and with adequate water status in the soil
profile (Penman, 1948).

Hydrologic models routinely use potential
evapotranspiration (PET) to simulate the
evapotranspiration component of the water budget.
This is a theoretical construct, specifying an upper limit
of actual evapotranspiration; it is used within hydrologic
models to determine the maximum amount of water
that can be removed from the land surface, should
there be sufficient water available. Some hydrologic
models include potential evapotranspiration modifiers,
such as vegetative cover or growing season factors,
to better represent the spatial and seasonal variation
in evapotranspiration. Some hydrologic models set
evapotranspiration in the winter months to zero,
although there are relatively small, but significant,
evaporative losses that occur during the cold season
through sublimation.
For example, the HELP3 model uses a potential
evaporation approach whereby evapotranspiration
is estimated using the meteorological parameters of
daily temperature and solar radiation, average annual
wind speed and average quarterly relative humidity.
Vegetative parameters used include leaf area index (LAI),
which characterizes vegetative cover, and the length of
the growing season defined by its start and end dates.
Using the potential evapotranspiration approach to

simulate evapotranspiration demand is also employed
in complex coupled groundwater-streamflow generation
models such as GSFLOW (Markstrom et al., 2008).
An alternate method of calculating actual evaporation
from surfaces, known as the complementary approach
(Szilagyi and Jozsa, 2008) uses a physically based
algorithm that replaces the semi-empirical reduction
factors that are used in existing hydrologic models to
obtain actual daily evapotranspiration from estimates
of potential evapotranspiration. The data required for
the complementary evapotranspiration algorithm is the
same as for existing model representations. Adoption
of the complementary approach in hydrological models
will reduce the empirical nature of the calculation and
improve the confidence of users making calculations of
evapotranspiration under altered climate conditions.
The response of evapotranspiration is dependant on the
changing meteorological and atmospheric conditions
that accompany climate change. Potential changes of
the response of evapotranspiration include:
• Increasing temperatures will promote greater
levels of evapotranspiration if vegetative and soil
water conditions are supportive. Furthermore,
increasing temperatures can lengthen the growing
season thereby increasing the annual potential
evapotranspiration budget.
• Under a changed climate, there may be significant
increases in evapotranspiration during winter months.
Current potential evapotranspiration algorithms,
built and calibrated to existing conditions, may not
accurately reflect the impact of increased temperature
on potential evapotranspiration during winter months.
• The increasing atmospheric concentrations of CO2
have been observed to stimulate plant growth rates,
improve water use efficiency, and result in higher plant
yields. With respect to evapotranspiration, vegetation
responds to higher CO2 concentrations with increased
rates of photosynthesis and with increased stomatal
resistance, the rate at which water vapour can
evaporate from leaf pores. Higher stomatal resistance
will result in reduced transpiration, hence conserving
water and reducing plant water stress (Smith et al.,
2005).
• Uncertainty in the feedback loop arising from the
interaction of clouds and radiation also poses
challenges to understanding the response of
evapotranspiration to climate change. The capacity
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for clouds to absorb and reflect solar radiation as well
as absorb and emit long wave radiation means their
influence can either cool or warm the Earth’s surface
(McCarthy et al., 2001). Thus, uncertainty from the
cloud feedback loop can have a potently significant
impact on evapotranspiration as it influences two
key parameters that control its rate, temperature
and radiation, thereby having the potential to both
increase and decrease the evapotranspiration budget.

of frozen soil water) is not common among hydrologic
models. For those models which do have the ability to
consider frozen ground conditions (i.e., HSP-F, (Bicknell
et al., 2001); GAWSER (Schroeter & Associates, 2004)), it
is typically considered by one of two methods: the use
of average seasonal adjustment factors which reduce
infiltration capacity in winter, and increase it in summer;
or alternately through the use of a temperature index
method, which reduces infiltration when accumulated
degree-days drop below a specified threshold.

5.2.2 Winter Conditions
In Ontario it is necessary to consider the effects of
winter conditions on hydrological processes which are
manifested through the freezing and thawing of pore
water in the soil, and the accumulation and melting
of snow on the ground surface. These processes
are dependent on solar radiation, temperature,
precipitation, wind patterns (for snow redistribution),
albedo (affects amount of reflected solar radiation) and
soil water content.

The average seasonal adjustments would not be
appropriate to represent frozen ground conditions
under a changed climate because they have been
generated based on existing climate data. A procedure
to analyse the adjusted temperature dataset to arrive at
future freeze/thaw cycles and revised average seasonal
adjustment factors would be needed to use this method.
Models that use a temperature index method would
automatically adjust for the warmer condition and
simulate a shorter annual frozen ground period.

5.2.2.1 Frozen Soil
Soil moisture has a controlling influence over
the partitioning of infiltration, overland flow and
evapotranspiration processes. Soil water in the vadose
(unsaturated) zone can greatly alter surface hydrologic
characteristics when it freezes. Capturing this dynamic
is important to understanding transient relationships
between overland flow and infiltration during the onset
of the winter and spring seasons when the freezing and
thawing of soil water typically occurs. When the water in
soil pores freezes the void space becomes increasingly
restricted. This increases resistance to water movement
through a decrease in hydraulic conductivity, hence
reducing infiltration. As the soil water freezes it expands
to become ice which deforms the soil matrix. The impact
of freezing soil has implications when the soil thaws
during the spring, increasing the hydraulic conductivity
and allowing for the rapid infiltration of snowmelt
(Jyrkama, 1999). Due to the decrease in hydraulic
conductivity of the soil, seasonally frozen ground
essentially inhibits infiltration which has a significant
effect on promoting the occurrence and distribution of
runoff.
Despite its significant influence on cold-climate
hydrology, the consideration of changes in infiltrability of
soil in winter (increased viscosity of cold water, possibility

Under the influence of increasing temperatures that are
projected due to climate change, the impacts on frozen
soils may include:
• A later onset of freezing soil conditions allowing
for relatively greater amounts of infiltration to
occur at the beginning of the winter season when
evapotranspiration demands are diminishing.
• A reduction in the number of freezing days can
decrease the depth to which freezing conditions
penetrate the soil horizon. This implies a more rapid
thaw in spring, allowing recharge associated with the
spring melt to occur earlier in the year.
• An end of frozen soil conditions can allow increased
rainfall, and more frequent snowmelt events to
infiltrate into the soil and generate additional
recharge than is currently experienced.
5.2.2.2 Snow
The accumulation, redistribution and melt of snow are
complex processes that are dependent on many factors.
A snowpack develops when precipitation occurs as snow
and is allowed to accumulate on the ground surface.
The combined effect of sublimation and ablation
(melting) is typically modelled either by using a processoriented, energy balance approach, or an operational,
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temperature index method (Maidment, 1992). Snow
accumulation and melt is influenced by precipitation,
air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed and other
lesser factors (i.e., albedo, dewpoint, humidity).

require an assumption of historical snowmelt conditions/
temperature relationships holding under a changed
climate. This assumption is impossible to prove or
disprove at this time.

The energy balance approach applies the law of
conservation of energy to the snowpack whose lower
and upper boundaries are the ground-snow and snowair interfaces, respectively. The energy balance approach
estimates snowmelt by balancing the external energy
fluxes transmitted to the snowpack with the internal
energy fluxes of the snowpack. The external fluxes
include radiation, sensible energy (energy exchange
due to the difference in temperature between the snow
surface and overlying air), latent energy (change-of-state
energy as ice changes to water vapour (sublimation
that causes an energy loss from snowpack) or as water
vapour changes to ice (horification causes an energy
gain) [the direction and rate of the exchange is governed
by the difference in vapour pressure between the snow
surface and the overlying air]), ground heat (energy
exchanged between the snowpack volume and the
ground by conduction) and advection energy (energy
derived from external sources, e.g., rain) (Maidment,
1992). The measurement of all the parameters required
to use this method can be excessive and limited in terms
of availability and practicality of measurement. Models
such as HSP-F and GAWSER allow the option of using
the temperature index method or an energy balance
approach to model snow accumulation and melt. In
addition to precipitation and air temperature, three
variables (i.e., solar radiation, dewpoint and wind speed)
are required for the simulation with the energy balance
model. The energy balance approach, while more data
intensive, more accurately reflects diurnal trends in
snowmelt in addition to the influence of solar radiation
on sunny days.

More rigorous snowmelt routines, such as those in the
GAWSER model, consider other processes, including
redistribution after snowfall (drifting), snowpack
compaction due to ice crystal growth, temporal changes
in the porosity (liquid holding capacity) of the snowpack
and sublimation (process of snow/ice changing directly
into water vapour) and track the amount of liquid water
held in the snowpack and refreezing of this water.
Provided that the algorithms used to represent these
processes are physically based and not derived from
empirical representations the relationships verified with
historical climate conditions will hold true in a changed
climate. Inclusion of these more detailed representations
will improve the confidence of users in the result
obtained from model representations of various climate
scenarios.

As a contrast to the energy balance approach,
temperature index methods can be used for snowmelt
prediction whereby simple mathematical expressions
relate temperature to observed snowmelt conditions.
The advantage of this approach is that it produces
comparable results to energy balance approaches over
the longer term, while the input temperature data,
are relatively easy to obtain, measure, extrapolate
and forecast (Maidment, 1992). As such, hydrologic
budget tools typically employ some variation of the
temperature index method. Use of such snowmelt
routines for climate change impact assessments would

Sublimation is a particularly difficult process to
represent, largely due to the number of factors
governing the rate of sublimation and their spatial and
temporal variability. Factors that affect the amount of
sublimation include incident solar radiation, reflectivity
and roughness of the surface, relative humidity, wind
speed, temperature and slope aspect (north versus
south). In recent years specific studies of sublimation of
snow by Pomeroy and others (Pomeroy et al., 2007) have
led to the development of physically-based algorithms
for calculation of this process. Incorporation of these
physically based calculations for snow sublimation
into hydrological models will improve the simulation
of snowpack accumulation and ablation and will also
considerably improve the confidence of the use of
hydrological models under changed climate conditions.
Conceptually, changes to the accumulation and melting
of snow that may occur as a result of climate change
include:
• The potential changes in seasonal precipitation that
are anticipated with climate change will affect the
quantity of snow accumulated over the winter months.
Increasing temperatures can result in a reduction
of the number of freezing days, thereby reducing
snow accumulation and advancing the spring melt.
In addition to the earlier spring melt, more frequent
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mid-winter melts would be expected, further reducing
accumulated snowpack in the future. There is more
potential for rainfall on frozen ground with future
climates. This condition can lead to flooding and
winter soil erosion.
• Reductions in the storage of snow have implications
for altering the dynamics and risk of flooding
associated with spring snowmelt and the timing and
quantity of infiltration to aquifers. A shift in the timing
and magnitude of spring melt and accompanying
aquifer recharge and a redistribution of precipitation
seasonally could result in severely stressed summer
low flow conditions in streams and much higher
likelihood of winter flooding.
5.2.3 Groundwater Recharge
When discussing groundwater recharge it is important
to distinguish between infiltration and percolation.
Infiltration refers to all the water that enters the soil by
downward flow from the land surface. Infiltrated water
enters the water-filled pores of the unsaturated zone and
either is stored there or continues to move down. The
stored portion is removed either by evaporation directly
supplied by soil water or by evaporation of transpired
water after entering plant roots. Percolation refers to the
portion of infiltrated water that migrates down below the
evaporative zone depth (EZD) and either continues down
to become recharge at the water table or moves laterally
at local barriers to enter stream channels (interflow). The
timing of percolating water reaching the watertable is
governed by the dynamics of unsaturated flow.
Infiltration and percolation occur in the unsaturated
zone. In this zone some pores are water-filled and some
are air filled. The two-phase flow of air and water creates
a non-linear dynamic for the flow of water. Water flow
in unsaturated porous media is a specialty subject
within soil physics. The unsaturated zone is of critical
importance to groundwater-surface water interactions.
The partitioning of rain/snowmelt between runoff
and infiltration is controlled by the infiltrability of the
upper surface of the unsaturated soil zone and this
infiltrability is in turn controlled by the depth of the soil
water zone, its pore-size distribution and its soil water
content (portion of pores water-filled). The proportion
of infiltrated water that becomes percolation and then
recharge is controlled by the soil water content of the
unsaturated zone.

The soil water storage status of the unsaturated zone
also controls evapotranspiration through the relationship
between soil water status and the ratio of actual to
potential evapotranspiration. Soil type and rooting
depth are important in determining the relationship
governing the evapotranspiration to potential
evapotranspiration ratio.
Factors affecting recharge include precipitation,
temperature, land use, vegetation, urbanization,
overland flow, slope, infiltration and flow in the
unsaturated zone, and soil properties (Jyrkama and
Sykes, 2006). Additionally, large amounts of recharge
can occur in urban areas through leaks in the water
supply and storm drainage infrastructure (Lerner,
2002). In natural environments, groundwater recharge
occurs everywhere except at locations of groundwater
discharge, though there may be great variability in the
rate at which it occurs and its spatial distribution. The
impacts of climate change on groundwater resources are
experienced through the recharge reaching the aquifer
(Loaiciga, 2003), and thus is dependent on changes to all
factors affecting recharge listed above.
The degree of sophistication to which unsaturated flow
is simulated in hydrologic models varies greatly from
model to model. In physically-based models unsaturated
conditions are simulated using the Richards’ Equation
(RE; (Richards, 1931)). Two-dimensional hydrologic
runoff models take a more simplified approach; they
do not typically have an extensive representation of the
subsurface soil profile. For example, GAWSER (Schroeter
et al., 2000) uses the Green-Ampt model (Green and
Ampt, 1911) which does not explicitly consider the
storage and nonlinear flow dynamics of water in the full
length of the unsaturated zone. Water budget models
such as HELP3 also use a simplified approach that
maintains the storage and nonlinear flow dynamics of
water for the full length of the unsaturated zone; thereby
closely approximating the RE which gives it a strong
physical basis.
Potential impacts on recharge to the water table
resulting from climate change may include the following:
• 	 Precipitation is strongly correlated to recharge;
therefore increases in precipitation will lead to
increases in recharge, and conversely, decreases in
precipitation will lead to decreases in recharge.
• 	Infiltration is dependent upon storm intensity;
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increases in storm intensity promote relatively greater
amounts of overland flow and runoff relative to
infiltration. Thus, if an increase in annual precipitation
is solely attributed to increases in storm intensity then
recharge to groundwater can be expected to remain
the same or perhaps be reduced.
• Due to increasing temperatures, the timing of major
recharge events associated with the spring snowmelt
may shift to earlier in the year. Additionally, the
duration of major recharge events may be extended,
and thus recharge volume increased, during the
snowmelt season.
• Possible increases in potential evapotranspiration with
climate change, may cause the unsaturated soil zone
to dry faster (spring) or take longer to return to wet
conditions (fall), thereby reducing recharge in those
seasons.
5.2.4 Streamflow
While there are various definitions available, for the
purposes of this discussion streamflow contributions
include groundwater discharge from seeps and
springs, interflow and surface overland runoff as well
as anthropogenic sources such as municipal and
industrial effluents and diversions. Precipitation falling
directly on the stream also contributes to streamflow;
however, its role is typically insignificant relative to other
contributions.

speaking discharge of groundwater but has the same
timing characteristics as interflow and is commonly
included with interflow in hydrologic models. The
prime requirement of interflow is a sloping soil horizon
of high infiltrability and lateral permeability with an
impeding layer at shallow depth. This is quite common
in agricultural areas, and is almost always present on
forested valley side slopes. Interflow is most common in
the spring following snowmelt when soil water storage
amounts are typically high.
Surface runoff is the portion of overland flow that directly
flows into the stream over the surface of the land. It
is recognized that overland flow in humid, vegetated
catchments is a rare occurrence both spatially and
temporally (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Surface runoff
during storms and snowmelt periods is responsible for
flooding events. Surface runoff is particularly important
in areas with low permeability soils (i.e., clays and clay
loams and frozen ground conditions) and in areas with
the water table at the soil surface. For these surfaces
little or no infiltration occurs and most, or all, water
reaching the surface as rain, snowmelt or surface flow
from upslope, leaves the area as surface runoff, or is
ponded above the surface as depression storage.

Baseflow is the portion of streamflow that persists during
dry periods with no rain or snowmelt. Baseflow may
come from depletion of surface storage but in Southern
Ontario most baseflow comes from groundwater
discharging to surface ditches, drains, streams and
rivers. Baseflow from groundwater occurs throughout the
year at varying rates according to groundwater storage
conditions that, in turn, are dependent on previous
recharge amounts. Discharge of groundwater to streams
is dependent on the elevation of the local groundwater
table being higher than that of the streambed.

The anthropogenic sources of streamflow (irrigation
return flow, wastewater effluent, urban stormwater) are
strongly influenced by future management decisions and
land use changes and this complicates the assessment
of climate-change effects. Effluent discharge rates under
future conditions are likely to be modified from current
rates by changes in population, urbanization trends,
water consumption practices, technologies employed,
altered climate and external forces (i.e., policy,
legislation). Likewise, anthropogenic water sources such
as stormwater and other non-contaminated discharges
will be influenced by human activity and trends in the
future. Any assessment of streamflow with climate
change must account for these other flow sources and
their likelihood of change.

Interflow, also referred to as subsurface storm flow, is
the lateral movement of water that enter fissures and
macropores in the upper soil profile from localized
pockets of saturation either in the vadose zone, or
just below the water table surface, and discharge to
the receiving stream channel during the storm event.
Flow discharging to the stream channel from buried
pipe agricultural drains (tile drainage) is, strictly

Hydrologic models sum baseflow, interflow and runoff
components to create an outflow hydrograph from a
specified spatial area or catchment. This catchment
hydrograph is added to the stream network, and using
channel characteristics such as slope, length, roughness
and cross section geometry, is routed downstream.
Hydrographs are also routed through online ponds, lakes
and reservoirs. Storage within the channel/ponds acts to
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reduce the storm peak flow rates thus, attenuating the
hydrograph. Attenuation results in reduced storm peak
flow as well as a lengthening of the time for the storm
to pass through the system. Climate change may have
some limited impact on routing, by altering the hydraulic
conditions in the stream channel. Floodplain vegetation
growth could change channel conveyance characteristics
and affect change in the channel geometry. Also, climate
change could reduce or eliminate ice formation instream
that normally restricts flow during critical runoff periods.
Annual streamflow is highly correlated to annual
precipitation, and is therefore expected to experience
significant increases under a changed climate. The
impacts of climate change on the seasonal fluctuations
in streamflow are less well known, with such changes
caused by shifts in the constituent hydrological
processes that contribute to streamflow. Potential
impacts to streamflows may include the following:
• Increasing temperatures may shift the spring
snowmelt to earlier in the year, implying that the
spring freshet will follow the same shift. Similarly,
baseflow recession will follow the same shift leading
to low flow periods occurring earlier in the year.
• Increased temperatures may also result in a decrease
in snow accumulation over the winter season, thereby
reducing the magnitude of the spring freshet. The
frequency of smaller, mid-winter melts would increase,
causing winter flows to increase. The prevalence of
unfrozen soil conditions during these mid-winter

melts may significantly increase groundwater recharge
during this time, and subsequently groundwater
discharge.
• It has been suggested that the frequency and
intensity of storm events may increase as a result of
climate change. Increased rainfall intensity promotes
surface runoff over infiltration, thus increasing
streamflow in general and event based peak flows.
• An increase in evapotranspiration may cause a
decrease in the amount of recharge reaching the
groundwater. This recharge reduction may lead to
a declining water table which is manifested as a
decrease in baseflow to streams.
5.2.5 Water Quality
While this document is specifically relevant to
hydrological studies, many programs also need to
understand how climate change may affect water
quality in local streams and lakes. Most comprehensive
hydrologic models also include some water quality
components. Thus, water quality effects can be
simulated and assessments conducted at this level. In
many other studies sophisticated dynamic water quality
modelling is not practical and a less rigorous qualitative
approach may be required. As a guide to water quality
assessment, Table 5.1 provides a summary of the more
significant and widespread consequences of climate
change in terms of processes affected and the resultant
trend in water quality by parameter.

Table 5.1 Water Quality Effects of Climate Change.
Process Directly Affected by
Climate Change

Water Quality Parameters
Affected

Direct Effect on Parameter

Secondary Effects/
Consequences

Erosion and Washoff

Suspended Solids,
Phosphorus, Heavy Metals,
E.Coli

Less winter snowpack and
more rain on frozen ground
will increase overland erosion
and pollutants in runoff

Aquatic plant communities
could be stimulated by
increased phosphorus levels
instream

More severe storms may
Same as above
result in more significant
overland and instream erosion
events with higher instream
pollutant loadings
More precipitation overall
could raise erosion rates and
pollutant levels in streams

Table 5.1 continued on next page

Same as above
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Table 5.1 continued
Process Directly Affected by
Climate Change

Surface Water Heat Exchange

Water Quality Parameters
Affected

Direct Effect on Parameter

Secondary Effects/
Consequences

Chloride

Reduced need for de-icing
streets will reduce usage and
result in generally lower levels
in groundwater and streams

Water Temperature

Stream temperatures will
increase on average due to
atmospheric influences

Stressed aquatic flora and
fauna and species shifts

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

DO will decrease as warmer
stream water leads to lower
saturation levels and higher
biological uptake rates

Warmer water and higher
CO2 levels could lead to
more instream macrophytes
and wide swings in diurnal
DO levels

Climate Change Assessment

6. Climate Change Assessment
This chapter is a step-by-step guide to conducting
an assessment of the hydrological effects of climate
change in Ontario. Figure 6.1 shows the main steps to
achieving a climate change impact assessment. Several
steps are common to any hydrologic assessment and
should be completed prior to considering the impacts
of climate change. That is, hydrologic models must
be selected, setup, calibrated and verified as part of
an assessment of future land use and management
conditions, independent of climate change. For studies
with calibrated hydrologic models, the remaining
components of a climate change impact assessment
focus on selecting the climate scenarios, developing
future local climates (downscaling) and assessing
the impacts of the climate change scenarios through
modelling applications.

Guidance:
All assessment steps outlined in this guidance
document should be considered and addressed
formally in a final report so that the study is
thorough and contains all necessary components.
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6.1 Define Problem
6.1.1 Goals and Objectives
Hydrologic and particularly climate change impact
assessments are generally conducted for one or more of
the following purposes:
1. Determine how climate change will affect human
activities and natural systems
2. Evaluate risks, sensitivities, vulnerabilities and
thresholds to change
3. Screen and evaluate options for adaptation
4. Determine costs of adapting or not adapting
5. Determine potential effectiveness of adaptation
options
6. Identify information gaps
7. Support public education

Guidance:
Articulate the purpose of the study.

In defining the purpose of the study, determine whether
the stated purpose is a primary objective of the study or
of secondary importance. Tier Three Water Budget and
Local Area Risk Assessments (Tier Three Assessments),
for example, are conducted primarily to evaluate the
reliability of municipal drinking water supplies, with
special emphasis on the response and sensitivities of
the natural system. It is possible, however, that the study
may be seen as an opportunity to examine and address
some or all of the purposes listed above, although these
are not likely among the primary objectives.
6.1.2 Issues and Concerns

Guidance:
Specify issues/concerns for the hydrologic system
under investigation.

Figure 6.1 Climate change impact assessment steps

In hydrologic systems, issues or concerns may be
defined as a potential water supply shortage or low
streamflow under specific conditions, in specific areas or
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for specific time periods. These issues may be expressed
in terms of water balance components, water supply
rates, or streamflow rates. Modellers and resource
managers should be specific in identifying these issues
or concerns by specifying the following:

with surface water boundaries. Other factors, such as
climate zones, political jurisdictions, urban and rural
environments and ecological zones may influence the
study area delineation.
6.1.4 Temporal Considerations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affected hydrologic processes;
Problematic trends;
Metrics used to measure system behaviour;
Economic sectors at risk;
Activities and communities at risk;
Locations of concern or spatial extent of issue;
Temporal components of concern; and
Other factors relating to the perceived issues.

This information is critical in summarizing and analyzing
the results of model runs and providing the basis
of comparison used in the climate change impact
assessment.
6.1.3 Spatial Considerations

Guidance:
Delineate the physical limits of the study area.

The physical limits of the study area must be delineated.
Spatial considerations include:
• Surface and subsurface domains;
• Systems that have influence upon the area of concern;
• Aquifers that extend beyond watershed boundaries;
and
• Others considerations including climate zones,
political jurisdictions, urban and rural environments
and ecological zones.
The study area may be larger than the area of concern as
the study area should include all systems that may affect
the problem areas or encompass the necessary regions
to develop the hydrologic model boundary conditions.
For hydrologic studies, the whole upstream watershed
or subwatershed is generally included, as the full area of
influence may extend well beyond the area of concern.
For studies dealing with aquifer-based concerns, the
study area may be larger than the watershed area,
as aquifer boundaries do not necessarily coincide

Guidance:
Identify the temporal considerations and relevant
time factors.

The temporal considerations and the relevant
time factors must be identified. The time related
considerations in hydrologic modelling include the
following:
• Simulation time step lengths ranging from
minutes (peak flow rate simulation for stormwater
management studies) to days (large scale water
balance studies) are dependent upon the requirement
for event-based detail. Detailed hydrological
modelling generally requires an hourly time step,
as hourly cycles can play a significant role in
snowpack behaviour and hourly rainfall intensities
can dramatically affect runoff and infiltration
characteristics. Data availability at short time steps
can be limited; meteorological data are rarely
available more frequently than at an hourly time step
and many climate downscaling methods only provide
data at daily frequencies.
• Dates and length of simulation periods for model
calibration and verification and for model scenario
runs must be stated. These dates and period lengths
should be optimized based on the availability of
observational data; in many cases a preliminary
survey of data availability is required. Calibration and
validation period lengths of 10 years or greater are
recommended in surface water hydrologic studies.
Groundwater system simulations, however, can last
for several decades. The extension of simulation
period lengths should be weighed against the degree
of land use change or other demographic change
experienced in the study area over the time period.
Selected simulation periods also relate to the study
objectives; for example, water balance studies focus
upon long-term average conditions (i.e., decades).
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• Planning time horizons are relevant for defining
future scenarios. Official Plan buildout and maximum
possible buildout are commonly selected land use
scenarios for planning studies and hydrological
investigations. Population estimates and water use /
water demand estimates are established and used in
modelling these scenarios.
• Climate change scenarios are referenced to various
future time horizons. Global Climate Model simulation
results are summarized around future time horizons
such as 2020s, 2050s, 2080s, etc. Scenario design
should match these time horizons so that land use,
population, climate and other factors in the study area
are realistic and consistent.

• HSP-F Parameter Adjustments to Evaluate the Effects
of Agricultural Best Management Practices (Donigian
et al., 1983).
• Rates, Constants, and Kinetics Formulations in Surface
Water Quality Modelling (Second Edition) (Bowie et
al., 1985).

6.1.5 Resource Needs – Data and Information

Commonly applied streamflow generation models
include:

Hydrologic studies are constrained by the availability
of observational data in any of several categories
including meteorology, streamflow, well records, channel
geometry, mapping, etc.

Guidance:
Potential limiting factors due to data gaps
should be identified at the onset of the study so
that appropriate plans can be implemented to
accommodate or fill these gaps.

Data requirements can be substantial requiring time and
resources to gather and process and as such, should
be carefully planned. A matrix of data needs may help
organize the process of identifying and gathering
data. The matrix can be populated with relevant
information regarding data type categories, dataset time
periods, frequency, format, spatial coverage, domain,
costs, availability, quality/completeness and other
characteristics as required.
Hydrologic modellers should, as a matter of due
diligence, compile a library of references that provide
guidance on parameter selection. These may relate to a
particular model or they may apply generally to physicalchemical-biological reactions and processes commonly
modelled. Some example references:

Other necessary resources include existing models
(surface and groundwater) and other software, and
software manuals and documentation. Commonly
applied groundwater models in Ontario include:
• FEFLOW; and
• MODFLOW.

• HSP-F;
• GAWSER; and
• SWAT.
Other hydrologic models often used in Ontario include:
• PRMS;
• PC SWMM; and
• Visual OttHymo.
The U.S. Geological Service (USGS) provides a website
that offers free downloads of several surface and
groundwater modelling packages, support information,
documentation and related information at http://water.
usgs.gov/nrp/models.htmlU.
The Danish Hydrological Institute also provides surface,
groundwater and integrated models for download at
http://www.dhigroup.com/
Many proprietary model packages are also available for
purchase.
6.1.6 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have:
• A clear definition of study objectives and desired
deliverables, in conceptual terms;
• A definition of the issues of concern, associated
hydrologic processes, and uses/users at risk;
• A delineation of study area and areas of concern;
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• A description of temporal considerations applied in
the study; and
• A listing of all data and resource needs for the
study along with other relevant information in each
information type category.

6.2.1 Select Water Resources Modelling Approach
Water managers use three assessment approaches
to investigate and facilitate understanding of the
hydrology and the hydrogeology of a watershed. These
approaches are described in the following subsections.

6.2 Select Hydrologic Modelling Methods
6.2.1.1 Streamflow Generation Model
This section provides guidance on the selection, setup
and testing of hydrologic models used to assess the
impacts of climate change. Key hydrological processes
are discussed, with a focus on their dependence upon
climate and their likely sensitivity to future climates.
To evaluate the possible impacts of climate change on
water resources, a water resource metric (e.g., 7Q20 or
annual groundwater recharge) from the changed climate
is compared to that of the existing climate conditions.
These metrics are calculated through the use of numeric
models which simulate hydrologic processes of a
watershed.
Traditional water resource modelling approaches
range from relatively simple to very complex. The level
of modelling complexity is typically related to the
objective of the study. Screening level investigations
employ simplistic approaches as these are sufficient to
answer basic questions. Objectives of these screening
level investigations are often limited to broad water
resource assessments such as, what is a subwatershed’s
the mean annual streamflow? Complex approaches are
required where detailed future conditions are compared
and evaluated, or where a high level of confidence is
required in the modelling results.

Guidance:
A modelling approach should be clearly defined
as a first step to modelling method selection.

When selecting the assessment approach and modelling
tools, consideration should be given to the study
objectives, the specific issues the study is meant to
address, the needs of the study, and the available
resources (see Section 6.1).

A numeric streamflow generation model partitions
precipitation into the water balance components
of evapotranspiration, direct overland runoff, and
groundwater recharge. The groundwater system is
conceptualized as a simplistic representation, typically
a linear reservoir, which receives groundwater recharge
and returns this water through groundwater discharge to
watercourses. Total streamflow is generated by summing
direct overland runoff and groundwater discharge.
Streamflow is routed through channels to downstream
locations.
Streamflow generation models are typically run
continuously over long time periods (i.e., decades)
to generate average annual water balance fluxes and
statistics. Examples of streamflow generation models
applied in Ontario include HSP-F, GAWSER, PRMS and
SWAT. Event based models are not recommended
for water balance related assessments as they do not
provide interevent flows or a consistent estimate of key
water balance fluxes and storage.
6.2.1.2 Linked Streamflow Generation and
Groundwater Models
Linking two separate models - a streamflow generation
model and a groundwater flow model, is becoming
mainstream in Ontario. Spatially distributed estimates
of groundwater recharge generated by the streamflow
generation model provide the recharge for the
groundwater model. The groundwater flow model
provides a detailed three-dimensional representation
of the groundwater system and includes representation
of the effects of pumping wells and the identification
of locations of groundwater discharge to streams.
Calibration and verification of the groundwater model
is based both on comparing observed water levels in
wells and piezometers with model results and comparing
stream baseflow measurements with simulated
groundwater discharge rates.
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This approach uses a streamflow generation model
running continuously to generate spatially-differentiated,
temporally-averaged recharge rates for a specific
time period. The groundwater flow model is then run
in steady state mode using the temporally-averaged
recharge rate estimated by the streamflow generation
model. More recent advances in computing capacity
have allowed transient runs with the groundwater
flow model. The commonly applied groundwater flow
models, FEFLOW and MODFLOW, can be linked to the
streamflow generation models listed above.

6.2.1.4 Modelling Approach Selection

The streamflow generation model may be refined based
upon the groundwater flow model simulations, thus,
adding a feedback loop to the modelling approach.
In the Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) Subwatershed
19 Study, the HSP-F groundwater component was
configured to account for major subsurface fluxes of
groundwater to and from adjacent watersheds and
subwatersheds (Appendix E). The groundwater flow
model, MODFLOW provided the streamflow generation
model with steady state fluxes across catchment
boundaries and subwatershed boundaries. Running the
models in this sequence allows regional groundwater
flow systems and their contributions to the surface water
network to be more accurately represented than using
a streamflow generation model alone. This study also
employed transient groundwater model simulations
using monthly simulated groundwater recharge rates to
predict seasonal changes in the flow system.

For studies investigating the impacts of climate change
on either the groundwater system or baseflow (where
baseflow is predominantly comprised of groundwater
discharge), a comprehensive modelling approach using
linked surface water and groundwater flow models
is most appropriate. While a variety of streamflow
generation models have been successfully applied,
FEFLOW and MODFLOW-based models are the most
common groundwater simulation tools applied across
Ontario.

6.2.1.3 Coupled or Conjunctive Models
A relatively new modelling approach is the application
of fully coupled or conjunctive models to simulate the
hydrologic response of a watershed. This approach
relies on a single model that includes complete
representations of the surface water system and threedimensional groundwater flow system. For example,
GSFLOW is a conjunctive model that uses MODFLOW
and PRMS (Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System) for
the subsurface and surface regimes, respectively. The
advantage of this approach is a degree of efficiency and
linkage that more effectively uses the best model for
each regime, surface and subsurface. However, due to
the complexity of conjunctive models and the benefits
of separate surface water and groundwater models,
conjunctive models should be selected with careful
consideration.

The study objectives together with the available
resources will determine the appropriate modelling
approach. For screening level studies or studies that
are focussed on determining changes to total annual
streamflow volume, a streamflow generation model
alone may suffice. In runoff-driven catchments (e.g., clay
plains and urban areas), surface runoff models alone may
be adequate to investigate the hydrologic impacts of
climate change.

It may be appropriate to consider using a conjunctive
modelling approach in watersheds where the surface
water and groundwater systems are highly integrated
and require very detailed information on the volume and
timing of groundwater discharge. The costs associated
with proceeding with this approach should be weighed
against the expected benefits.

Guidance:
Select a realistic modelling approach that
maximizes model sophistication while
considering available resources and modelling
capacity.

6.2.2 Select Water Resources Model
Following the selection of the modelling approach,
the specific water resources model can be selected.
Much like the modelling approach, the objectives,
issues, needs and available resources play a large role in
selecting the optimum water resources model.
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While the criteria for selecting the optimum model will
vary depending on the project’s objectives and goals,
there are four common criteria that are applicable for
most projects. They are:

key hydrologic processes and the impact of a changed
climate on those processes should be the primary
criterion in selecting a hydrologic model for climate
change impact assessment.

•
•
•
•

Using the above criterion to select a hydrologic
model leads to the use of more complex models (i.e.,
employing more independent climate variables) as these
models will generally be more sensitive to the full nature
of future climates.

Input requirements;
Hydrologic processes representation;
Required data outputs; and
Price, support and documentation.

6.2.2.1 Input Requirements
Simple hydrologic models are preferred when the
available local data are sparse; conversely, more
complex models should be adopted when their
extensive input data requirements can be satisfied.
Model sensitivity to changing climates should also
be considered when selecting a hydrologic model
for a climate change impact assessment. The scope
of the assessment is dependent on the model’s input
parameters. For example, hydrologic models that
require only temperature and precipitation as input will
limit the scope of the climate change impact assessment
to the effects of these two parameters. Models that
require additional parameters such as solar radiation
(or sunniness/cloudiness), wind speed, humidity, etc.
will expand the climate change impact assessment
to include a wider array of potential impacts. These
additional parameters are generally available as output
from Global Climate Models. The sensitivity of the
model and the scope of the assessment are related to
model’s representation of key hydrologic processes,
which are discussed in the following section.

Guidance:
Consider the availability of input data when
selecting a water resources model.

6.2.2.2 Identify Key Hydrological Processes and
Methods
The accurate representation of key hydrologic processes
within a water resources model is critical to assess the
possible impacts of climate change on water resources.
The ability of a hydrologic model to represent both the

When comparing existing and future conditions, the
implicit assumption is that the relationships contained
within the model are valid for both time periods. When
selecting a hydrologic model, this assumption should
be evaluated; if relationships are not expected to be
valid under future conditions, a different model may be
required.
Although studies may have different hydrologic process
that are important to the specific focus of the study (e.g.,
water budget, reservoir yield analysis, low flow habitat),
there are certain hydrologic processes that are important
to every hydrological investigation. These hydrologic
processes are discussed in the following subsections
and include evapotranspiration, soil water accounting,
infiltration, snow accumulation and melt, and rainfall
intensity.

Guidance:
The method used by each candidate hydrologic
model to simulate key hydrologic processes
should be understood. The applicability of that
method under a changed climate should be
evaluated.

6.2.2.2.1 Evapotranspiration
Evapotranspiration is the collective process of
evaporation from water surfaces or water stored in
the soil column and transpiration from vegetation.
In Ontario, evapotranspiration (ET) is the dominant
process in the water cycle; it is responsible for up to
60% of the water lost from watersheds on an annual
basis. Spatially averaged evapotranspiration can be
reasonably estimated for basins where net groundwater
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inflow/outflow is negligible (generally basins greater
than a few hundred square kilometres) by subtracting
mean annual streamflow from annual precipitation.
Estimating evapotranspiration at the local scale (specific
land use/geology combination), however, is difficult
to estimate or monitor; it is estimated through the
application of calibrated hydrologic models. Due to the
significance of evapotranspiration to the overall water
balance, misrepresentation of this process will introduce
significant errors into other water budget components
(e.g., runoff, groundwater recharge).
Under a changed future climate, evapotranspiration
is expected to be significantly modified from existing
conditions. In particular, this change is expected to be
largest in the late fall, winter, and early spring seasons
(see Section 5.2). Currently, evapotranspiration during
these seasons in Ontario is close to zero, as vegetation
becomes dormant and air temperatures drop below
freezing. Evaporative losses during this time period
relate mainly to sublimation of the snowpack. As
temperatures increase, days with evapotranspiration
shift later into the fall and earlier into the spring. Winter
evapotranspiration rates also increase due to increased
sublimation and the increased prevalence of mid-winter
melts. While summer evapotranspiration rates also have
the potential to increase, the availability (or lack thereof)
of soil water content within the upper soil zone limits the
amount of actual evapotranspiration.
Evapotranspiration algorithms in the hydrologic model
should rely on physically based representations of
evapotranspiration and should not rely upon historical
observations or empirical relationships developed from
historical observations. Physically based representations
of evapotranspiration may include consideration of
air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, relative
humidity and dewpoint temperature, and attempt
to calculate evapotranspiration from first principles.
Methods for estimating potential evapotranspiration
from climate data are discussed in Section 6.5.6.
Hydrologic models which use historical pan evaporation
observations or have set monthly evapotranspiration
rates based on existing conditions would not be
appropriate for use in climate change impact
assessments, as there is no clear rationale for adjusting
future evapotranspiration rates.

Guidance:
The selected hydrologic model should have
an evapotranspiration (ET) algorithm that is
physically-based in order to represent future
climate changed rates and fluxes.

6.2.2.2.2 Soil Water Accounting
Water stored within a soil matrix (pores and spaces
between soil grains) is termed “soil water content”.
This water is removed by evapotranspiration, which
is evaporation or plant uptake (transpiration). The
evapotranspiration rate moves to zero when the soil
water content reaches the wilting point of the soil;
evapotranspiration remains at zero until an infiltration
event replenishes the soil water content. Soils with
large amounts of soil water content can typically sustain
evapotranspiration rates longer into dry periods than
soils with smaller soil water content. The amount of
water held within the soil column also affects infiltration
rates.
More complex hydrologic models consider the impact
of soil water availability on evapotranspiration rates. By
tracking and accounting for inputs and losses from the
soil water reservoir, these models can replicate the effect
of soil water availability on evapotranspiration rates,
reducing or ceasing evapotranspiration when soils reach
their wilting point.
The hydrologic model’s ability to consider the impact of
soil water availability is critical when assessing climate
change impacts. Under a changed climate, summer
months are expected to have significant temperature
increases, with corresponding increases in potential
evapotranspiration rates. However, increases in summer
potential evapotranspiration rates may not result in
corresponding increases in actual evapotranspiration
due to limitations on the availability of soil water.
Under the existing climate, typical years see soil water
availability reach zero in the mid-late summer, with this
deficit extending into the early fall.
Models which do not consider the ability of soil water
content to limit evapotranspiration would over-estimate
future evapotranspiration rates. This overestimation
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could result in under-estimation of future runoff,
recharge and streamflow. It is recommended that any
hydrologic model used for climate change impact
assessment should have the ability to track soil water
content and limit evapotranspiration rates based on soil
water content.

Guidance:
Hydrologic models used should have the
ability to track soil water content and limit
evapotranspiration rates based on soil water
content.

6.2.2.2.3 Infiltration
Infiltration is the amount of precipitation that enters
the top of the soil column. When precipitation exceeds
the infiltration rate of the soil, overland runoff occurs.
Infiltration is affected by soil structure, land cover and
water content of the soil.
Climate-related variations in infiltration rates are relevant
to climate change impact analysis. Seasonal shifts in
infiltration, due to the freezing and thawing of surficial
soils, can dramatically alter the soil infiltration rate.
Under existing climate conditions, frozen soil conditions
prevalent throughout the winter months in Ontario
greatly reduce infiltration rates and promote overland
runoff. As soils thaw during the spring, infiltration
rates increase, resulting in less overland runoff and
more recharge. A major impact of climate change
on water resources is expected to be a reduction in
the prevalence of frozen ground conditions, with a
corresponding increase in winter infiltration capacities.
The ability of a hydrologic model to represent this
shift will be important in understanding the impacts of
climate change.
Water resource models account for the freezing and
thawing of soils in one of two ways. The first method
uses seasonal adjustment factors which vary the
infiltration capacity of soils on a monthly or seasonal
basis. These adjustment factors are usually calibrated to
represent average freeze/thaw conditions and cannot
represent freeze/thaw cycles that deviate from that
average. The second method relies on the model to

continually modify infiltration rates according to air
temperatures and possibly snowpack conditions. This
temperature-based method typically tracks accumulated
freezing degree-days and reduces infiltration parameters
as specified thresholds are exceeded. When snowpack
is considered, it is generally to increase or decrease
infiltration depending upon the presence or absence of
the pack.
Models that rely on temperature-based and snowpack
methods to simulate monthly/seasonal infiltration
capacity modifications are preferred to methods utilizing
user specified seasonal infiltration adjustments. In
addition to being able to represent the thawing of soils
during an event that deviates from the average (e.g.,
January melt), the temperature-based method can
automatically account for the increased occurrence of
unfrozen soils that would occur under a changed climate
in Ontario.
Methodologies relying on user specified seasonal
adjustments can also be used for climate change impact
assessments; however, the monthly/seasonal adjustment
factors would have to be manually modified to reflect
the future climate for each possible climate scenario.
For studies investigating a large number of climate
scenarios, this may prove cumbersome and somewhat
arbitrary.

Guidance:
Infiltration algorithms used in hydrologic
modelling should be sensitive to the onset and
thawing of frozen ground, especially as these
conditions are altered by climate change.

6.2.2.2.4 Snow Accumulation and Melting
Snowmelt is a key process for Ontario watersheds. The
spring snowmelt period usually produces the majority
of overland runoff; it is one of the major groundwater
recharge periods. Any hydrologic model assessing the
impact of climate change within Ontario must have
the ability to simulate snow accumulation and melting
processes.
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As the climate warms and mid-winter melts become
more prevalent, snowpack will not accumulate to the
same degree as it has historically. Rather than winter
precipitation being stored within the snowpack and
released during intense spring melt episodes, more
frequent, but smaller snowmelt events are likely to
occur and release precipitation throughout the winter.
Also, more winter precipitation will occur as rain and
immediately become runoff.
Many existing hydrologic models employ relatively
simplistic representations of snowmelt processes.
These representations are typically slight modifications
from the temperature-index method, which tracks
air temperature and initiates snowmelt process once
specified thresholds are exceeded. Meltwater then
leaves the snowpack and is provided to the soil surface
for infiltration or runoff. These simple hydrologic models
are less sensitive to climate change as they do not
consider more complex snowpack processes such as
snow redistribution, refreeze, and sublimation.
More sophisticated models consider processes/
mechanisms such as liquid water holding capacity of the
snowpack, liquid water refreeze, snow accumulation,
snow sublimation, and snow redistribution. Such models
may also consider climatic parameters supplemental to
air temperature, namely solar radiation, relative humidity,
and wind speed.
As snow and snow accumulation are reduced in the
future, these processes remain critical to hydrologic
investigations, especially as it relates to climate change.
Detailed snowmelt algorithms may become more
significant in a changed climate as the frequency of
snowmelt events is increased throughout the winter. The
redistribution of snow from fields to forest/fence edges,
the development of ice layers within the snowpack,
and consideration of solar energy may become much
more significant during mid-winter melts when the air
temperature remains close to 0ºC.

Guidance:
Selected hydrologic models should have
detailed snowmelt and accumulation/distribution
algorithms.

6.2.2.2.5 Rainfall Intensity
The proper representation of rainfall intensity is critical
for any hydrologic investigation, but is particularly
relevant when the study objective is high flow
characterization or stormwater management.
The intensity of a rainfall event is directly linked to
the amount of surface runoff that is created versus
the amount of infiltration that occurs. Rainfall events
produce significantly more runoff when rainfall is
intense for a brief period, such as 10 or 30 minutes
(i.e., a thunderstorm) than when it is evenly distributed
throughout the day in a slow drizzle. The ability of
hydrologic models to consider rainfall intensity is tied
to the simulation time step used. Models employing
a daily time step cannot represent the impacts of
rainfall intensities or measure the impacts of changes in
intensity at scales smaller than a day.
Changes in rainfall intensity are expected to be
a significant impact of a changed climate. As air
temperatures increase, the frequency of thunderstorms
is also likely to increase. Thunderstorms are localized,
quick moving systems that have durations that range
from a few minutes to a few hours. This shift away
from slow moving, regional precipitation events
to thunderstorms may not be limited to traditional
thunderstorm months (e.g., June, July, August), but also
for months which thunderstorms are currently rare (e.g.,
spring, fall and winter months). The expected changes
in rainfall intensity are currently not well understood.
Most methods rely upon statistical relationships derived
from historical climate observations, while there is no
assurance that the existing statistical relationship will be
valid in the future. Regional Climate Models (RCMs) have
the potential to represent these changes in terms of
rainfall intensity; however, the available time steps (3 and
6 hours) from RCMs are not yet sufficient. Global Climate
Models (GCMs) output precipitation data at daily time
steps, and do not offer the ability to represent changes
in rainfall intensity.
As sub-hourly time steps are not possible with the
available climate model output, peak flow rate
simulation using smaller time steps and urban floodline
mapping are not yet practical in the climate change
impact assessments discussed in this document. Several
studies are underway at municipal levels to determine
climate changed IDF (intensity-duration-frequency)
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curves that will be the basis for stormwater infrastructure
design and risk assessment.

Guidance:
Hourly (or shorter) time steps should be used for
watershed scale studies to properly represent the
dynamic between rainfall intensity and runoff/
infiltration.

6.2.2.2.6 Baseflow
As discussed in preceding sections, a major impact of
climate change on water resources may be the timing
of when groundwater recharge occurs, not necessarily
the amount of groundwater recharge. As the typical
groundwater recharge season is pushed earlier into the
spring and later into the fall, the number of months with
groundwater recharge occurring will likely decrease
and the amount of water recharging during the winter
months will likely increase (see Section 5.2). Also, a larger
portion of total precipitation may fall during significant
storms with longer inter-event periods of drought,
further disrupting groundwater recharge patterns.
This potential increase in rainfall intensity and decrease
in precipitation event frequency will represent a
fundamental shift in how groundwater systems are
recharged. Although the total annual amount of
recharge may remain the same or even increase, the
shift in the timing may cause undesirable impacts to
the groundwater system. These impacts may include
reaching summer low flow conditions earlier in the year
or reduced summertime streamflow.
As discussed in the Section 6.2.1, streamflow generation
models can be linked to groundwater flow models
through estimated groundwater recharge; thus providing
a three-dimensional representation of the groundwater
system. Steady state groundwater models, using
average annual input conditions, have been the standard
of practice for investigating groundwater flow systems.
These models assess impacts at an annual scale, but
cannot consider the seasonality of inputs including
groundwater recharge.
Since steady state groundwater flow models cannot
represent the possible seasonal shift in groundwater
recharge, it is recommended that transient groundwater
flow models be used for climate change impact

assessment. Transient groundwater flow models are
similar to continuous streamflow generation models, in
which they sequentially step through a specified time
period. This allows for the representation of monthly
shifts in groundwater recharge and the determination
of the resulting impacts. Both FEFLOW and MODFLOW
groundwater flow models can be run in transient mode.

Guidance:
For those investigations which seek to determine
the impact of climate change on groundwater
discharge or groundwater levels, a threedimensional groundwater flow model such as
FEFLOW or MODFLOW should be used, in
addition to a streamflow generation model.
To understand the seasonal or monthly impacts
to the groundwater system, the groundwater flow
model should be applied in transient mode.

6.2.2.3 Required Output
The objectives and needs of the project will determine
the required output parameters. For climate change
impact assessments, the selected model(s) should at
least be able to output the following:
• Daily and hourly streamflow at a variety of locations
within the watershed;
• Water balance information, including monthly
evapotranspiration, direct overland runoff and
groundwater recharge; and
• Groundwater conditions including aquifer water levels
and discharge to streams.
A discussion of model assessment parameters and
metrics is provided in Section 6.6.2.
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Guidance:
For assessments that link a streamflow generation
model and a groundwater flow model, it is
preferable if the streamflow generation model
can output groundwater recharge that is spatially
distributed at the scale of soil/quaternary
geology.

6.2.2.4 Hydrologic Model Price, Support, and
Documentation
Documentation and the price and availability of technical
support should also be considered when selecting a
hydrologic model. Limited software documentation
or support may make implementation of the model
unfeasible.
A useful model selection tool is included in Appendix A;
it contains a spreadsheet that itemizes candidate model
capabilities for the purpose of identifying the most
suitable model for a watershed management study. This
table was created for CVCs Water Quality Management
Strategy (Walker and Dougherty, 2008). This type of
spreadsheet can be an effective tool for summarizing
model characteristics, communicating model capabilities
and rationalizing the selection of the best model for a
particular study.

• Considered input requirements, hydrologic processes,
output data and practical considerations of cost and
technical support; and
• Selected a hydrologic model or models to use for the
watershed management study.
6.3 Model Setup and Testing
6.3.1 Data Acquisition and Setup
As suggested in Section 6.1.5, an inventory of all
available information should be compiled at the
beginning of the study. At this stage of the assessment,
the data must be obtained. Information sources include
provincial and federal agencies and conservation
authorities or municipalities; and organizations
that are responsible for managing streamflow data,
meteorological data, spatial information such as land
use, soil type and topography, and hydraulic stream
channel characteristics. All information should be
checked for quality, integrity and completeness. Critical
data gaps need to be filled using interpolation, literature
or a reasonable approximation method.
The setup of the hydrologic model is a model specific
process. Some hydrologic models use geographic
information systems (GIS) to assist in the spatial
discretization of the study area and also provide user
friendly interfaces for data entry and model run setup
(i.e., U.S. EPA BASINS modelling system).
6.3.2 Calibration/Validation

Guidance:
Consideration should be given to the cost of
the hydrologic model (both in terms of software
and time required to construct the model), the
availability of existing software documentation,
and the availability of technical support.

6.2.3 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section, the modeller
should have:
• Selected a modelling approach with an understanding
of the level of complexity and resolution;

The hydrologic model should be setup and calibrated
with current land use and climate conditions. Calibration
periods depend upon available information and may
range from selected storm events to continuous periods
of up to 10 years or more. In general, longer calibration
periods are preferable; however, physical changes in
the study area (i.e., land use) may preclude very long
calibration periods as conditions on the ground evolve.
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Guidance:
A sensitivity analysis of the most important model
process parameters should be conducted before
calibration as this analysis guides the parameter
adjustment process.

Continuous simulation models are evaluated by
comparing summary statistics from simulated and
observed time series of streamflow at key sites. Some
measure of goodness of fit between the simulated and
observed values such as a sum of squares of residuals is
used. The Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient (ASCE, 1993) is one
example of a sum of squares of residuals coefficient that
measures the level of agreement between the simulated
and observed time series. Other important comparisons
in hydrologic model calibration include total volumes of
streamflow in event, daily, monthly and annual terms and
flow frequency distributions over the simulation period.
Specific statistics can also be compared, such as low flow
statistics (i.e., 7Q2, 7Q20), average flow rates.
The objective of calibration is to conduct several
model tests to evaluate the hydrologic model in all
aspects, including the ability of the model to simulate
average conditions, seasonal events (i.e., snowmelt
and accumulation) and extreme events (i.e., droughts).
The model test procedure should, therefore, examine
cumulative metrics (i.e., flow volumes), extreme statistics
(i.e., flow frequency distribution) and overall agreement.
While event based models are not preferred for water
balance studies, they may have application in some
studies. Calibration of event based models is limited to
storm events and thus model performance is evaluated
in terms of event runoff volume and timing. Generally, a
set of storm events of differing magnitudes is used for
model testing. If the model is intended for a 12 month
simulation, the selected events should encompass all
seasons and include minor as well as major storms.
Event models are not capable of assessing the effects
of sequences of events on the hydrologic outcomes
and therefore cannot be used to assess climate
change effects if changes are expected in storm event
sequences.

Model validation is conducted to confirm that the model
parameters are well calibrated and robust; therefore,
validation must be conducted under different conditions
than calibration. This implies a different time period
and possibly changes in other conditions in the study
area (i.e., land use). A robust model performs well under
both calibration and validation conditions. Validation
periods may range from selected events to several years
of continuous streamflow. Model evaluation metrics and
procedures are the same as for the calibration phase.
Rigid criteria for determining the success of the
calibration/validation processes are not generally used.
Rather judgement is applied to the calibration/validation
results while considering the model objectives and the
need for accuracy. A model that simulates flow volumes
within 10%-15% of observed volumes on a long-term
basis (i.e., monthly, seasonally or annually), is generally
considered reasonably accurate in terms of overall water
balance. Simulated storm event total flow volumes
within 10% of the observed are considered reasonable.
When comparing flow frequency distributions, particular
attention is given to the median flow rate and low flow
statistics. The modeller should try to eliminate any zones
in the flow duration curves where there is significant
departure between the simulated and observed
distributions as these indicate a potential systematic
weakness in the model.

Guidance:
The model calibration and validation process
should be well documented as these results
reflect upon the validity of model simulations
and conclusions drawn from the study at all
subsequent stages.

6.3.3 Determine Errors and Confidence
One of the most difficult concepts in hydrologic
modelling is the expression of confidence in simulation
results and the identification of the sources of error.
This is difficult because the sources of error cannot be
precisely quantified or described; and the overall impact
of the errors is difficult to quantify because of the large
number of possible sources of error and the interaction
between them.
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Further, no hydrologic model is completely deterministic
and the assumptions and parameterization used to
approximate processes, which cannot be fully described
physically and mathematically, differ between modelling
algorithms and codes. As such, there is the potential for
different modelling software to produce different results
regardless of the quality of model set-up and calibration.
This should also be taken into account in the analysis of
results.

Guidance:
Confidence in simulation results must be
addressed so that model results can be properly
interpreted.

Ignoring this step of the assessment may lead to
improper conclusions drawn from results, as the cause
and effect relationships may be misinterpreted.
Simulation confidence may be estimated by identifying
all possible sources of error, their relative magnitude and
the manner in which these compound to affect results.
Some form of error analysis may be conducted, such
as a Monte Carlo analysis, wherein many model runs
are made with selected parameters varying within their
envelope of uncertainty. This creates an overall envelope
of outcomes that can be used to estimate confidence
intervals. This level of analysis is very demanding of
resources. Confidence can be expressed in terms of
model accuracy in simulating short or long-term flow
volumes, extreme events or flow frequency distributions.
Differences in simulation results between scenarios
that are within the range of the confidence interval
are considered not significant. In this context, not
significant implies that trends may exist but differences
are too small to confirm these trends conclusively.
6.3.4 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have:
• Acquired all necessary data for model setup and
testing;
• Setup the model for current conditions;

• Calibrated and validated the model for all seasons
and weather conditions; and
• Estimated error and confidence intervals associated
with model simulation results
6.4 Select Climate Scenarios
With the wide array of emission scenarios and GCMs
available, one of the significant challenges in climate
change impact assessment is the selection of climate
scenarios. This section addresses the issues involved
in scenario selection and provides a rationale for
identifying a group of scenarios for the assessment.
A number of overarching, generic criteria have
been articulated by the IPCC scenario-development
community to assist in providing guidance on
determining both the acceptability of climate change
scenarios for hydrologic assessments and the usefulness
to policy makers and decision makers irrespective of the
scenario-generating technique (IPCC-TGICA et al., 2007;
Smith and Hulme, 1998). They include:
• Criterion 1: Consistent with global projections.
Climate scenarios used should be consistent with a
broad range of global warming projections based on
increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. Using
the most recent findings reported in the IPCC AR4,
the range in global temperature increase is 1.1°C to
6.4°C (likely range) and 1.8 °C to 4.0°C (best estimate)
by 2100 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), 2007c).
• Criterion 2: Physically plausible. The climate
scenarios should be physically plausible; they must
uphold the basic laws of physics. If a suite of climate
variables are used in climate scenario development,
the combination of changes in these variables (which
are often correlated) should be physically consistent
and reasonable. Similarly, changes in one region
should be physically consistent with patterns both in
another region and globally.
• Criterion 3: Applicable in impact assessments. The
climate scenarios should describe projected changes
in the range of variables that are pertinent to the
hydrologic assessment. The variables should be
provided at the most relevant spatial and temporal
scale for the hydrologic assessment.
• Criterion 4: Representative. The selected climate
change scenarios should encompass a wide as
possible range of future regional climate changes.
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This ensures that the hydrologic assessment explores
a wide range of possible impacts and adaptation
options to inform decision and policy making.
• Criterion 5: Accessible. The climate change scenarios
should be straightforward to obtain, interpret and
apply for the hydrologic impact assessment.
The process of developing GCM-based climate
change scenarios for hydrologic impact and adaptation
assessments is a challenging endeavour; there are
numerous factors to consider and there is an ongoing
evolution of climate modelling results and impacts
and adaptation methodologies. The key issue is how
to develop climate change scenarios that reflect
the future uncertainty in the climate system yet are
robust enough to provide guidance for decisionmaking? The hydrologic assessment community should
explore the range of uncertainty and use as many
climate change scenarios as possible in order to fully
investigate the:
• Scope of future conditions;
• Impacts that will result; and
• Potential adaptation strategies.
This section was developed to guide the user through
key considerations for:
• Selecting the climatological baseline; and
• Selecting candidate GCM output for scenario
development.
Environment Canada has developed the Canadian
Climate Change Scenarios Network (CCCSN), a website
for disseminating climate change scenarios (and other
climate change impact and adaptation information). This
section of the Guide relies on the access to the tools
and data on the CCCSN (www.cccsn.ca) to develop the
GCM-based climate change scenarios. Users of this
Guide should be aware that all of the website addresses,
provided in this Guide, are subject to possible change
in the future as information distribution systems are
upgraded.

6.4.1 Define Baseline Climate or Current Conditions

def
Baseline/Reference • The baseline (or reference)
is any datum against which change is measured.
It might be a “current baseline”, in which case it
represents observable, present-day conditions.
It might also be a “future baseline”, which is
a projected future set of conditions excluding
the driving factor of interest. Alternative
interpretations of the reference conditions can
give rise to multiple baselines (IPCC-TGICA et al.,
2007).

An initial step in any hydrologic assessment is
characterizing the present-day or recent climate
in a region – the climatological baseline. Since the
baseline establishes the reference from which changes,
impacts and adaptations are assessed, its selection (in
conjunction with climate change scenarios used) can
strongly influence the outcome of a climate impact
assessment. Carter et al. (1994) recommended that
the baseline for the current climate meet the following
criteria:
• It represents present-day or recent “average, normal”
climate in the study region;
• The time series is of sufficient duration to encompass
a range of climatic variations, including a number of
significant weather anomalies/extremes (e.g., severe
droughts, high precipitation events and warm spells);
• The data for the critical parameters/elements for the
assessment are abundant, adequately distributed
over the study area and readily available;
• The data meet standards for high quality observed
climatological data with few missing data; and
• The period overlaps sufficiently with baseline period
selected for the GCM-based baseline climate (usually
1961 to 1990) in calculation of change fields for
example.
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Guidance:
The time period selected for the current base
climate should be of sufficient duration to
encompass a range of climatic variations and
overlap with the GCM-based base line climate.

The 30-year climatological “normal” period established
by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has
been used for the baseline climate. The period 1961
to 1990 has been most commonly used; however, the
next normal period 1971 to 2000 and other periods
sometimes longer than 30 years have also been used
(e.g., Great Lakes water level studies). The time period
used should be based on what period provides the
best available data for the study area and align with a
typical dataset that is in general use for other planning/
assessment applications. Most importantly, the baseline
for the current climate must overlap with the GCMbased baseline climate for change field calculations.
Typically data from the Environment Canada climate
and meteorological observing network can be used
for the baseline data set as well as observing stations
serving the programs of other organizations including
the Province of Ontario, conservation authorities, and
municipalities.
To determine which Environment Canada observing
stations are within the study area and can be used for
baseline climate stations, use:
http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/advanceSearch/
searchHistoricData_e.html
The CCCSN web site provides access from Download
Data - Observations to obtain a list of potential climate
parameters and portals to download data for baseline
data compilation at:
http://www.cccsn.ca/Download_Data/Observations-e.
html
Baseline climate data for research purposes can be
obtained through the DAI site (after registering) at:
http://quebec.ccsn.ca/DAI/observed-e.html

Also, climate data can be downloaded as hourly data for
a period of one month at a time, daily data for a period
of one year at a time, and monthly data for the entire
period of record for a particular station at:
http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/climateData/
canada_e.html
A full time series of daily climate data (air temperature,
precipitation and snow-on-the-ground) for a large
number of stations across Canada are available for
download at:
ftp://arcdm20.tor.ec.gc.ca/pub/dist/CDCD/
For larger data sets, multiple sites and hourly data, a
customized, cost-recovery order can be placed through
Environment Canada Climate Services by contacting
Climate.Services@ec.gc.ca.
6.4.2 Select GCM Scenario Suite
This section of the Guide helps users choose GCMbased climate change scenarios for hydrologic impact
assessments. The acquisition of the necessary data
and generation of future climates from these data is
discussed. Practical considerations in choosing climate
change scenarios include the vintage of the GCM and
the type of GHG emission scenarios, as outlined in the
following subsections.
6.4.2.1 Vintage of the GCM

Guidance:
The most recent simulations from the GCMs from
the leading modelling centres should be used as
they ensure that the most up-to-date science is
accessed.

GCMs that are used for scenario development should
be participating in the World Climate Research Program
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Program
(CMIP) and contributing to the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) process (see http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/
projects/cmip/index.php). The suite of candidate GCMs
from the AR4 is listed in Appendix B. Simulations from
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GCMs used in the Third Assessment (TAR), Second
Assessment (SAR) and First Assessment (FAR) Reports
of the IPCC are now obsolete and should no longer be
used for scenario development.
6.4.2.2 Type of GHG Emission Scenario

Guidance:
The most recent GHG emission scenarios should
be used.

Emission scenarios describe the key forcings for GCM
simulations to assess the sensitivity of the climate
system to increasing concentrations of GHGs. The
SRES emission scenarios used for the 2007 IPCC AR4
remain the most up-to-date. They are fundamentally
the same as what was developed for the 2001 IPCC TAR
and summarized in the Special Report on Emissions
Scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). Other non-SRES
scenarios were also used in the AR4 but they should not
be used in impact and adaptation assessments. The full
suite of emission scenarios used as “forcings” in the
updated GCMs for the AR4 is described in Table 6.1. Not

all SRES emission scenarios were run in all GCMs due
to resource constraints; the most widely used scenarios
were the A2, A1B and B1 and represent three different
emission pathways - low, intermediate and high cases
(see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2). All emission scenarios are
considered equally plausible; therefore, all can be used
for scenario development. However, the current global
GHG emissions estimates are greater than the highest
emission scenario - the A1FI - suggesting that these
emission scenarios may be conservative.
Earlier GCM-based modelling, scenario development
and associated impact and adaptation assessments used
six future greenhouse gas emissions scenarios (IS92a-f)
reported in the 1992 Supplementary Report (Leggett et
al., 1992) to the IPCC First Assessment Report. Although
the IPCC recommended using all scenarios, the most
commonly used was the IS92a “business-as-usual”
scenario (1% per year CO2 increase). The first GCM runs
- equilibrium model runs - used an instantaneous double
of carbon dioxide (2xCO2) or quadrupling of carbon
dioxide (4xCO2) scenarios. The IS92 family of scenarios
and associated GCM runs as well as the equilibrium
2xCO2 and 4xCO2 GCM runs should no longer be used
for scenario development.

Table 6.1 Emission scenarios used as “forcings” in the GCM runs for the IPCC AR4
Use for climate
change scenario
development

SRES Scenarios
A1

A1FI (fossil intensive)
A1T (non-fossil energy)
A1B (Balanced)

YES

A2

YES

B1

YES

B2

YES

Non- SRES Scenarios

Use for climate
change scenario
development

PICTL

Experiments run with constant pre-industrial levels of greenhouse gases.
(Essentially a control run without greenhouse gas forcing)

NO

20C3M

Experiments run with greenhouse gases increasing as observed through the
20th century.

NO

COMMIT

An idealised scenario in which the atmospheric burdens of long-lived
greenhouse gases are held fixed at AD2000 levels.

NO

Table 6.1 continued on next page
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Table 6.1 continued
Use for climate
change scenario
development

Non- SRES Scenarios
1PTO2X (1% to
double)

Experiments run with greenhouse gases increasing from pre-industrial levels
at a rate of 1% per year until the concentration has doubled and held constant
thereafter.

NO

1PTO4X (1% to
quadruple)

Experiments run with greenhouse gases increasing from pre-industrial levels at
a rate of 1% per year until the concentration has quadrupled and held constant
thereafter.

NO

Table 6.2 The six SRES illustrative scenarios and the stabilization scenarios (parts per million CO2) they most
resemble (IPCC-TGICA et al., 2007; Swart et al., 2002).
SRES illustrative scenario

Description of emissions

“Surrogate” stabilization scenario

A1FI

High end of SRES range

Does not stabilize

A1B*

Intermediate case

750 ppm

A1T

Intermediate/low case

650 ppm

A2*

High case

Does not stabilize

B1*

Low end of SRES range

550 ppm

B2

Intermediate/low case

650 ppm

* Note: most frequently used scenarios in GCM climate sensitivity modelling runs

Figure 6.2 Left Panel: Global GHG emissions without climate policies using six illustrative SRES scenarios (coloured
lines) Right Panel: Solid lines are multi-model global averages of surface warming for scenarios A2, A1B and B1, shown
as continuations of the 20th-century simulations. The pink line is not a scenario, but is for AOGCM simulations where
atmospheric concentrations are held constant at year 2000 values. The bars at the right of the figure indicate the best
estimate (solid line within each bar) and the likely range assessed for the six SRES marker scenarios at 2090-2099.
All temperatures are relative to the period 1980-1999. (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007c 7)
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007d 7)
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6.4.2.3 Performance of GCMs in Replicating Current
Climate
Another criterion proposed to assist in screening
of GCMs for scenario development is to assess the
performance of the GCMs in replicating the 20th
century climate or significant climatological features
(e.g., mean annual temperature patterns or monsoon
rains in the tropics). The research in this area is just
beginning and there is no clear guidance on the
objective measures to use. However, it is important to
evaluate a broad spectrum of climate processes and
phenomena (Gleckler et al., 2008) as the use of a single
index of model performance may be misleading and
hide the more complex picture of the relative merits
of the GCMs. The accurate simulation of one aspect
of climate does not ensure accurate representation
of other features. Research is attempting to develop
a suite of metrics to characterize model performance
and then to identify subsets of these metrics that
are relevant for selected applications. In Canada,
preliminary development work is underway as part of
the CCCSN to assess the performance of GCMs using
temperature and precipitation metrics, but these results
are not yet available (Neil Comer, Environment Canada,
pers. comm.). Therefore, for now all GCMs can be
considered relevant candidates; however, users should
note that the FGOALS-g1.0 model had a cold bias in
the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (see the
explanation for the bias and the corrections that were
made at:
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/
more_info_iap_fgoals.pdf).
6.4.2.4 Availability of Critical Atmospheric Parameters
for the Hydrologic Assessment Application
The basic modelling elements necessary for hydrologic
assessment applications include:
• Air temperature; and
• Precipitation.
Other parameters that can enhance the input suite for
hydrologic modelling include:
• Solar radiation;
• Wind speed; and
• Relative humidity.

While these five parameters are part of the climate
modelling process in the GCMs, the critical issue
is whether they are archived, formatted and made
available to users via the IPCC data distribution site and
specifically, in this case, the CCCSN website. When this
Guide was undertaken, the solar radiation data from the
AR4 runs were not available on the CCCSN website and
these data had to be formatted and uploaded to the
site for our application. In situations where wind speed
and relative humidity change fields are not available,
hydrologic modelling with future climates can be
undertaken without changes to these parameters.
Some of the climate modelling centres (i.e., Canadian
GCM - CGM3T47 model) have undertaken ensemble
runs for selected emission scenarios – that is multiple
runs of the GCM using different initialization conditions
but the same SRES emission scenario. These ensemble
runs provide insight into the internal variability of
the climate system represented in one GCM. It is not
recommended that the ensemble mean from these runs
be used in impact assessments as it may not meet the
physical plausibility criterion (combination of changes
in different variables should be physically consistent)
identified by the IPCC; however, individual ensemble
runs can be used.
6.4.2.5 Selection of Baseline Period and Future Time
Period for the GCM Component
Future time periods including the 2020s, 2050s and
2080s (representing the periods 2011-2040, 2041-2070
and 2071-2100, respectively) and the baseline period
of 1961 to 1990 (and 1971 to 2000) have been preprocessed and are available on the CCCSN website.
There is capacity for users to define their future time
periods and base climate period on the CCCSN site
but, for most applications we recommend using the
pre-defined periods to maintain consistency and
comparability across hydrologic assessments. However,
there is a circumstance where changing the baseline
period for the GCM would be warranted. It would be
relevant to do so if the baseline data for the assessment
does not have sufficient overlap with the 1961 to 1990
(or 1971 to 2000) GCM-based climate reference period,
either the observed climatological baseline data are
for a much earlier period or a much later period, for
example, 1981 to present.
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Guidance:
Scenario runs should use the 2050s time horizon
if resources limit the assessment to one time
period.

The 2050s time horizon is far enough in the future that
the changes in climate are likely to be sufficiently large
to see notable impacts emerge. This time frame is
appropriate for both a strategic planning approach and
a risk framing and assessment approach in which the
impact assessment information is used to build resilience
in the system or expand the coping range through
adaptation. At this point in the future, the climate system
response to the different emission scenarios is beginning
to diverge. Also, the most recent RCM output is currently
only available for the 2040 to 2070 period.
The 2020s time horizons are used for numerous planning
initiatives; however, we do not recommend using this
time period as the only climate change scenario. This
time period is not as likely to produce large changes in
climate and hence produce potential climate change
impacts. It may be useful, however, for establishing an
intermediate assessment of potential impacts, as the
emission scenarios remain relatively similar throughout
the 2020s period; and for informing the development of
an impact monitoring program and for indicating when
adaptations may need to be implemented.
The 2080s period is useful for long-term strategic
planning; some municipalities and agencies are
undertaking 100-year planning exercises (e.g., Great
Vancouver District) where incorporating this climate
impact information would be warranted.
6.4.3 Selecting the Number of Climate Change
Scenarios

Guidance:
The IPCC recommends that users should
apply multiple climate change scenarios – as
many as possible - in impacts and adaptation
assessments.

From the knowledge-generating perspective, the
challenge remains determining how many scenarios
should be used to gain understanding of:
• The potential range of impacts that may occur;
• The potential effects that may be outside current
conditions or the coping range;
• The range of risks; and
• The range of future conditions that adaptation
strategies should accommodate to build resilience/
robustness in watersheds.
Practical considerations also exist when choosing the
number of scenarios; they include the following:
• The capabilities of those undertaking the impact
assessment to incorporate a large number of
scenarios into the modelling process. This includes
the availability of tools to manipulate and analyze the
large amounts of data generated.
• Interpreting and explaining the results generated
from multiple scenarios for those who must integrate
the climate change impact assessment information
into the decision making and policy making process.
This section explores two candidate approaches for
short-listing climate change scenarios. This follows the
original screening for the case study that identified 57
GCM- GHG combinations as candidates for developing
into climate change scenarios for hydrologic assessment.
The proposed approaches include:
• The scatter plot method - ‘bounding the uncertainty’
(4 candidate scenarios); and
• The percentile method (maximum 10 candidate
scenarios).
The initial screening of the GCM-GHG climate scenarios
used in the Guide, as outlined in Section 6.4.2 above,
focused on the availability of parameters that are
critical for hydrologic modelling. Thirty-nine of 57 future
climates had monthly change fields for temperature,
precipitation, wind speed and solar radiation (ID 1 to 39).
Eighteen additional future climates were included even
though there were no wind speed change field data (ID
40 to 57). These additional future climates incorporate
a broader range of GCMs (i.e., HadCM3 A2 information
that could be linked to downscaling efforts that were
being considered as part of the scenarios package).
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A list of all 57 candidate GCMs and associated GHG
emission scenarios is provided in Appendix C.

6.4.3.1 Scatter Plot Method - ‘Bounding the
Uncertainty’

Since the focus of this application is to understand
the impacts of climate change on hydrology and
implications for water resources management, the
criteria for further screening were based on climate
drivers important to hydrology, namely temperature and
precipitation. The climate scenarios were subsequently
used in a hydrologic model (HSP-F) in a simplified form
and for a subwatershed in the Credit River Watershed.
These future climate simulations illustrated the potential
range of outcomes obtained from applying varying
numbers of climate scenarios and provided insight into
the “reasonable” number of scenarios to use for climate
change hydrologic impact assessments.

The intent of the scatter plot method is to ‘bound the
uncertainty’ that is, to select four future climates that
reflect the extreme range of changes projected for
temperature and precipitation conditions. In doing so,
the hydrological assessment should also “capture”
these extreme future conditions and provide a range of
conditions for planning and decision making with the
effort of using only four scenarios.

The proposed approaches for short-listing climate
change scenarios address the shortcomings found in
hydrologic impact assessments that were completed
using only two climate change scenarios, among
potentially many, due to resource limitations. In these
assessments, the two climate change scenarios gave
widely divergent outcomes (e.g., one an increase in
runoff and the other a decrease in runoff), that limited
the usefulness of the assessment results for planning and
decision making (see Section 5.1).

Four future climates were selected by identifying the
GCM runs that were in the extreme four corners of a
scatter plot where the mean annual temperature change
was plotted versus the mean annual precipitation
change (Figure 6.3). In this case, the future climates are
defined by four different GCMs and two GHG emission
scenarios (Table 6.3). It is recommended that at least
two different GCMs be used when using this approach.
These four scenarios were modelled using HSP-F which
was setup to model three hydrologic response units.
The hydrologic response units are unit areas of typical
surficial soils in Ontario with vegetated surface cover and
modest slopes (i.e., sand, silt and clay areas with varying
land cover).
Table 6‑3 Scenarios from the Scatter Plot Method

Guidance:
Use a scatter plot of temperature change and
precipitation change (annual at minimum) to
display, understand and communicate the range
of potential changes in future climates.

A scatter plot is a valuable tool in presenting the
range of future climates from GCM-GHG runs and
communicating this information in conjunction with
the climate change impact assessment results. Figure
6.3, the scatter plot of GCM-based mean annual
temperature change versus mean annual precipitation
change, presents the full suite of candidate future
climates and identifies those that were selected using
the two screening approaches, which are discussed in
the following subsections.

ID

IPCC
Assessment

Model

GHG
Emission
Scenario

11

AR4

CNRMCM3

SR-B1

50

AR4

HADCM3

SR-A1B

29

AR4

INMCM3.0

SR-B1

31

AR4

IPSLCM4

SR-A1B

6.4.3.2 Percentiles Method
The objective of the Percentile Method is to provide a
statistically-based, reproducible method of selecting
GCM – GHG scenarios to provide a broader range
of future climates for the climate change impact
assessment process. The temperature component of
the selection process relates to the potential impacts on
evapotranspiration while the precipitation component
relates to potential impacts on runoff.
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The mean annual temperature change fields and the
mean annual precipitation change fields were calculated,
as shown in Table 6.4, for each of the 57 climate
scenarios. Each scenario was ranked in ascending order
based on their mean annual temperature change field
(left) and mean annual precipitation change field (right).
A percentile was assigned to each climate scenario,
representing the order of the scenario divided by the
total number of scenarios (i.e., 1/57, 2/57, 3/57, etc. for
the first three scenarios). For this analysis, the 90th, 75th,
50th, 25th, and 10th percentiles (i.e., rank) for both the
mean annual temperature change fields and the mean
annual precipitation change fields were selected and
are shown in bold on Table 6.4. However, based on the
analysis of results (Section 6.4.3.3), the 95th and 5th

percentiles are recommended for the Percentile Method,
rather than the 90th and 10th. See Section 6.4.3.3 and
6.4.3.4 for more information.
Five climate scenarios were selected for their range in
mean annual temperature change (Table 6.5) and five for
their range in mean annual precipitation change (Table
6.6). Two future climates were selected under both a
temperature and precipitation percentile scenario (i.e.,
MIROC3.2 medres - SR-A2 (ID 35) and NCARCCSM3 SR-A2 (ID 53)). As a result there were eight unique future
climates (see Figure 6.3). These eight future climates
were modelled with HSP-F on generic hydrologic
response units.

Table 6.4 Climate scenarios and rank of mean annual change in temperature and precipitation for the
Percentile Method
Mean Annual
Temperature
Change (ºC)

Percentile (%)

ID

Climate Scenario

Mean Annual
Precipitation
Change (%)

Percentile (%)

CSIROMk3 - SRB1

1.29

2

28

INMCM3.0 - SRA1B

-6.14

2

24

GISSE-R - SR-B1

1.38

4

27

INMCM3.0 - SRA2

-6.00

4

16

FGOALS-g1.0 SR-B1

1.67

5

30

IPSLCM4 - SR-A2

-5.44

5

39

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-B1

1.79

7

31

IPSLCM4 - SRA1B

-3.00

7

56

NCARPCM - SRA2

1.85

9

45

ECHO-G - SR-B1

-2.97

9

21

GISSAOM - SRB1

1.87

11

35

MIROC3.2
medres - SR-A2

-1.97

11

57

NCARPCM - SRA1B

1.92

12

32

IPSLCM4 - SR-B1

-1.62

12

11

CNRMCM3 - SRB1

1.96

14

29

INMCM3.0 - SRB1

-1.48

14

14

ECHAM5OM SR-B1

2.01

16

34

MIROC3.2 hires SR-B1

-0.74

16

23

GISSE-R - SR-A2

2.06

18

43

ECHO-G - SR-A2

-0.38

18

3

BCM2.0 - SR-B1

2.11

19

52

MIROC3.2
medres - SR-A1B

0.16

19

41

CSIROMk3 - SRA1B

2.13

21

55

NCARCCSM3 SR-B1

1.33

21

37

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-A2

2.14

23

51

HADCM3 - SR-B1

1.75

23

22

GISSE-H - SR-A1B

2.21

24

41

CSIROMk3 - SRA1B

1.77

24

ID

Climate Scenario

42

Table 6.4 continued on next page
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Table 6.4 continued
Mean Annual
Temperature
Change (ºC)

Percentile (%)

ID

Climate Scenario

Mean Annual
Precipitation
Change (%)

Percentile (%)

GFDLCM2.1 SR-B1

2.22

25

53

NCARCCSM3 SR-A2

2.39

25

29

INMCM3.0 - SRB1

2.23

27

48

GFDLCM2.1 SR-B1

2.48

27

12

ECHAM5OM SR-A2

2.26

30

44

ECHO-G - SRA1B

2.57

30

51

HADCM3 - SR-B1

2.37

32

26

HadGEM1 - SRA1B

3.61

32

20

GISSAOM - SRA1B

2.39

33

18

GFDLCM2.0 - SRA1B

3.62

33

19

GFDLCM2.0 SR-B1

2.43

35

19

GFDLCM2.0 SR-B1

4.36

35

46

GFDLCM2.1 SR-A2

2.43

37

42

CSIROMk3 - SRB1

4.56

37

38

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-A1B

2.47

39

21

GISSAOM - SR-B1

4.56

39

8

CGCN3T63 - SRB1

2.49

40

33

MIROC3.2 hires SR-A1B

4.77

40

55

NCARCCSM3 SR-B1

2.54

42

46

GFDLCM2.1 SR-A2

4.79

42

9

CNRMCM3 - SRA2

2.55

44

57

NCARPCM - SRA1B

5.15

44

2

BCM2.0 - SR-A1B

2.55

46

16

FGOALS-g1.0 SR-B1

5.17

46

15

FGOALS-g1.0 SR-A1B

2.60

47

36

MIROC3.2
medres - SR-B1

5.27

47

6

CGCM3T47 - SRB1

2.61

49

25

HadGEM1 - SRA2

5.37

49

40

CSIROMk3 - SRA2

2.61

51

54

NCARCCSM3 SR-A1B

6.04

51

10

CNRMCM3 - SRA1B

2.62

53

47

GFDLCM2.1 - SRA1B

6.28

53

1

BCM2.0 - SR-A2

2.70

54

40

CSIROMk3 - SRA2

6.47

54

28

INMCM3.0 - SRA1B

2.73

56

3

BCM2.0 - SR-B1

6.48

56

27

INMCM3.0 - SRA2

2.75

58

15

FGOALS-g1.0 SR-A1B

6.50

58

47

GFDLCM2.1 - SRA1B

2.80

60

39

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-B1

6.55

60

49

HADCM3 - SR-A2

2.82

61

5

CGCM3T47 - SRA1B

6.64

61

13

ECHAM5OM SR-A1B

2.94

63

49

HADCM3 - SR-A2

6.81

63

ID

Climate Scenario

48
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Table 6.4 continued
ID

Climate Scenario

Mean Annual
Temperature
Change (ºC)

Percentile (%)

ID

Climate Scenario

Mean Annual
Precipitation
Change (%)

Percentile (%)

32

IPSLCM4 - SR-B1

3.03

65

20

GISSAOM - SRA1B

7.15

65

36

MIROC3.2 medres
- SR-B1

3.08

67

6

CGCM3T47 SR-B1

7.34

67

45

ECHO-G - SR-B1

3.10

68

37

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-A2

7.70

68

54

NCARCCSM3 SR-A1B

3.27

70

8

CGCN3T63 - SRB1

7.70

70

4

CGCM3T47 - SRA2

3.32

72

4

CGCM3T47 SR-A2

7.71

72

7

CGCN3T63 - SRA1B

3.33

74

13

ECHAM5OM SR-A1B

8.13

74

53

NCARCCSM3 SR-A2

3.38

75

38

MRI CGCM2.3.2a
- SR-A1B

8.27

75

34

MIROC3.2 hires SR-B1

3.38

77

17

GFDLCM2.0 SR-A2

8.78

77

5

CGCM3T47 - SRA1B

3.40

79

7

CGCN3T63 - SRA1B

8.79

79

17

GFDLCM2.0 SR-A2

3.44

81

50

HADCM3 - SRA1B

9.15

81

50

HADCM3 - SRA1B

3.45

82

56

NCARPCM - SRA2

9.84

82

30

IPSLCM4 - SR-A2

3.62

84

2

BCM2.0 - SR-A1B

9.98

84

44

ECHO-G - SR-A1B

3.64

86

24

GISSE-R - SR-B1

9.98

86

18

GFDLCM2.0 - SRA1B

3.66

88

14

ECHAM5OM SR-B1

10.09

88

35

MIROC3.2
medres - SR-A2

3.71

89

22

GISSE-H - SRA1B

11.20

89

43

ECHO-G - SR-A2

3.91

91

12

ECHAM5OM SR-A2

11.79

91

52

MIROC3.2 medres
- SR-A1B

3.98

93

1

BCM2.0 - SR-A2

12.81

93

33

MIROC3.2 hires SR-A1B

4.03

95

9

CNRMCM3 - SRA2

13.32

95

31

IPSLCM4 - SR-A1B

4.10

96

11

CNRMCM3 - SRB1

13.53

96

25

HadGEM1 - SR-A2

4.42

98

23

GISSE-R - SR-A2

16.00

98

26

HadGEM1 - SRA1B

4.86

100

10

CNRMCM3 - SRA1B

16.97

100
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Table 6.5 Scenarios selected by the Percentiles Method using mean annual temperature change field (ºC)
Percentile

ID

Model – GHG Emission Scenario

Mean Annual Temperature Change (ºC)

90th

35

MIROC3.2 medres - SR-A2

+3.79

75th

53

NCARCCSM3 - SR-A2

+3.38

50th

40

CSIROMk3 - SR-A2

+2.61

25th

48

GFDLCM2.1 - SR-B1

+2.22

10th

21

GISSAOM - SR-B1

+1.90

Table 6.6 Scenarios selected by the Percentiles Method using mean annual precipitation change field (%)
Percentile

ID

Model – GHG Emission Scenario

Mean Annual Precipitation Change (%)

90th

22

GISSE-H - SR-A1B

+11.44

75th

38

MRI CGCM2.3.2a - SR-A1B

+8.27

50th

54

NCARCCSM3 - SR-A1B

+6.04

25th

53

NCARCCSM3 - SR-A2

+2.39

10th

35

MIROC3.2 medres - SR-A2

-1.76

Figure 6.3 Scatter plot of GCM-based mean annual temperature change versus mean annual precipitation change – 2050s relative to 1961-1990
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6.4.3.3 Analysis of Results
All 57 future climates encompassing the full range of
GCMs and emission scenarios were modelled using
HSP-F to explore the range of hydrologic effects
associated with these climate change scenarios (the
full range of results are reported in Appendix C).
The range of outcomes from the full suite of future
climates are compared with the range of results from
the two screening approaches to illustrate the range of
information available to the assessment process and
the potential implications for decision making and risk
assessment. Even though 57 climate change scenarios
provide a very wide range of future climates to assess,
they still do not include all available scenario outputs
and therefore do not capture all the potential outcomes.
Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 present mean annual water
balance estimates for 4 scenarios (i.e., scatter plot
candidates), 8 scenarios (i.e., percentile candidates)
and 57 scenarios, respectively. The 4-scenario approach
captures the extreme outcomes for surface runoff and
groundwater recharge, but the 8-scenario approach
captures the distribution in surface runoff and
groundwater recharge.
The mean monthly runoff (2050s) for silty soils for the
two scenario screening approaches and the full suite of
future climates is shown in Figure 6.7. The 4-scenario
approach captures the range and distribution of runoff
values reasonably well while the 8-scenario approach
does not capture the increase in runoff in the winter and
early spring displayed in some scenarios. This may be
due to only choosing the 90th and 10th percentile; more
extreme percentiles (i.e., 95th and 5th percentiles) may
be more appropriate. The two scenarios with anomalous
results in the 57-scenario plot are: ID23 - GISSE-R, SR-A2
and ID24 - GISSE-R, SR-B1.
6.4.3.4 Recommended Approach to Scenario Selection
The climate scenario selection methods outlined
do not recommend a set series of GCMs and GHG
emission scenarios that should be used for hydrologic
assessments; rather, the focus is on developing
approaches that provide the widest range of possible
climate change conditions to assess the widest range of
possible hydrologic outcomes for planning and decision
making. The goal is to understand the uncertainty and
build more resilient watersheds.

Guidance:
The scatter plot method is not of sufficient detail
to allow the users to draw statistically based
conclusions on the results. Therefore, the scatter
plot method is not recommended.

Guidance:
It is recommended that all studies select 10 GCM
climate scenarios according to the Percentile
Method. This method provides a statistical
justification for scenario selection and a rationale
for explaining results based upon the prevailing
trends in the outcomes. The approach should
use the 95th, 75th, 50th, 25th and 5th percentiles
for mean annual change in temperature and
precipitation to explore the broad range of future
climates.
The user should also select any additional
climate scenarios that are required to support
downscaling (for investigating variability).

If downscaling methods (Section 6.5.3-6.5.5) are
undertaken, it is recommended that the GCM and GHG
emission scenario associated with the downscaling
technique also be used and applied in a change field
method (Section 6.5.2) to allow for a comparison of
variability in the results from these methods. This set of
GCM scenarios will provide a basis for examining the
range and likely future trends in the outcomes.
The application of as many scenarios as possible (i.e., 57
or more) in an impact assessment offers the benefit of
exploring a wide range of hydrologic impacts and helps
to define the extremes and the predominant trends from
the scenarios. This approach is favoured when resources
permit.

Figure 6.4 Mean annual water balance estimates from 4 future climates (scatter plot method candidates)
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Figure 6.5 Mean annual water balance estimates from 8 future climates (percentile method candidates)
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Figure 6.6 Mean annual water balance estimates from 57 future climates
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Figure 6.7 Mean monthly runoff for silty soils (2050s) for three scenario screening approaches
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6.4.4 Determine Independent Factors for Future
Scenarios
In many watersheds, urban areas will continue to
expand and intensify, land uses will change in urban
and rural areas, watershed management practices will
be modified, and ecosystems will adapt to the evolving
environment. Thus, the physical nature of many areas
will evolve and should be considered non-steady over
the time scales addressed with climate change impact
assessments. When preparing to setup future conditions
models, it is necessary to consider and account for
several aspects of the watershed beyond future climate
alone. Future watershed characteristics that should be
considered may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land use;
Population;
Water supply sources;
Wastewater discharge volume and locations;
Vegetation;
Agricultural practise (i.e., irrigation, crops);
Technological innovation and adoption (i.e., LIDs,
SWM, best management practices, etc.); and
• Policy.
Hydrologic impact assessment studies would benefit
from identifying the impacts of climate change on
future water balance fluxes apart from any influences
of other changing conditions. In such studies, land use,
population and other subwatershed characteristics
should be held at current levels to isolate the impacts of
changing climates.

Guidance:
It is recommended that impact assessment
studies include a climate change impact
assessment of the water balance within the study
area using existing land use, population and
study area management practices.

It is also informative to examine the effects of climate
change on the study area hydrology and water balance
under future conditions of land use, population and
management practices. The combined influences and
stresses of future conditions on water supply can be

estimated within the uncertainties of predicting trends
in study area development. In fact, if resources allow,
additional future development and management
scenarios can be studied to determine the best course
of future development and adaptation.

Guidance:
All hydrologic investigations should also consider
climate change impact assessments under
future land use, population and management
conditions to estimate the added stress
associated with these developments and
practices. Future conditions should be realistic
for the climate time horizons.

6.4.5 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have:
• Established a baseline climate;
• Selected a suite of GCM-emission scenarios for
application; and
• Considered and developed future conditions, aside
from climatic conditions, for the future conditions
model.
6.5 Develop Future Local Climates
6.5.1 Overview
In all comprehensive climate change impact assessments
of water resource systems, a combination or suite of
future climates must be developed for the study area
(see Section 6.4.3.4). For all assessments the IPCC
recommends using multiple climate scenarios derived
using different methods (i.e., change fields with multiple
GCMs and GHG emissions, and downscaling) to
capture the uncertainty associated with various emission
scenarios and various climate estimation techniques.
This approach is adopted in this Guide.
The approach described herein explores four future
climate generation methods including:
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•
•
•
•

GCM-based change fields;
Statistically downscaling climate data;
Downscaling with a weather generator tool; and
Dynamical downscaling using RCM scenario output.

The GCM based change field method allows for the
investigation of multiple scenarios from the available
suite of future climate scenarios. By analyzing many
scenarios, an understanding of uncertainty emerges as
does a basis for identifying prevailing trends common to
all or most of the scenarios. By identifying these trends,
modellers are able to extract the most valuable and
consistent information regarding future direction and
the influence of climate change on their study areas. The
GCM based change field method is therefore the most
valuable method proposed for climate change impact
assessments.
The GCM based change field method has shortcomings;
in particular, the inability of the change field method to
address future climate variability, especially in terms of
precipitation. To gain some understanding of climate
variability, the inclusion of downscaling methods are also
proposed. The three downscaling methods incorporate
future climate variability while reflecting local conditions.
It is not possible, at this time, to develop large
numbers of downscaled climates based on different
GCM scenarios due to the limited availability of high
resolution future climate data. Downscaled climates
are, therefore, best used to examine potential climate
variability; whereas, the GCM change field climates are
used to identify common responses and trends.
For climate change impact assessments using both
GCM-based and statistical downscaling methods to
develop climate change scenarios, the results of the
downscaling climate runs should be compared with
GCM scenarios with the same emission and model
origin. If the downscaling climate scenario does not
correspond to an existing GCM-based change field
scenario (i.e., those selected using the Percentile
Method), then the corresponding GCM change field
scenario should also be assessed. The output from the
downscaled climates should not be lumped with the
GCM scenario change field output as this would bias
the collective result towards the emission scenarios and
GCMs common to both methods.

Guidance:
For comprehensive hydrologic investigations,
it is recommended that in addition to the GCM
change field scenarios selected using the
Percentile Method (Section 6.4), that downscaling
be conducted using three methods, namely a
statistical method, a weather generator and one
based upon RCM output. This combination of
approaches will provide the best examination of
prevailing trends and variability in outcomes.

Guidance:
If statistical downscaling is going to be used, the
comparable GCM-based change field scenario
should also be assessed.

Considering the currently available downscaling
information at daily time steps or better on Environment
Canada websites, only three SRES scenarios are
represented, namely, A1B, A2 and B2. The maximum
number of scenarios available for processing is two RCM
outputs and four statistical downscaling scenarios.
The following sections outline the steps to acquire and
apply climate change information in water resource
assessments using each of four methods discussed
above.
6.5.2 GCM Change Fields
GCM outputs are not of sufficient resolution or reliability
to be input directly to hydrological models to represent
a changed climate. Instead, a climate change scenario
is developed by applying a change field based on GCM
output to the climatological baseline data. GCM change
fields represent both the easiest method to represent
future climates and the best method to establish a
wide base of scenarios covering the full spectrum of
GCMs and emission scenarios. These change fields are
calculated based on the difference or ratio between
averages for the 2020s (2011-2040), 2050s (2041-2070)
and 2080s (2071-2100) and the baseline climate (19611990) from the GCM runs. Annual, seasonal or monthly
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change fields can be calculated, but generally monthly
change fields are applied. The monthly change fields can
be applied to hourly, daily or monthly data for variables
relevant to the assessment. Typically, time-series of
hourly air temperature, total precipitation, incident
solar radiation and wind speed from the baseline
observational data are adjusted by a monthly change
field; the change field operations associated with
each climate parameter are outlined in Table 6.7. The
resultant time-series are input to the hydrologic model.

From a GHG emissions perspective, the available
experiment story lines available on the CCCSN website
for the AR4 scenarios include three possibilities: A1, A2,
and B1. Scenario B2, a low to medium emission scenario,
is not available in this set. This scenario is available in
downscaling outputs and in earlier GCM runs.

Table 6.7 Climate parameters and change field operations to develop climate change scenarios

Climate Parameter

Change Field Units

Change Field Calculation
Method

Operation to Apply
Change Field to Observed
Climatological Baseline

Mean Air Temperature (Screen
Height)

ºC

difference

add

Total Precipitation

%

ratio

multiply

Solar Radiation (Total Incident
Solar Radiation)

%

ratio

multiply

Wind Speed (10 m Elevation)

m/s

difference

add

The procedure for acquiring the necessary change field
data is as follows:
• Visit the Canadian Climate Change Scenarios
Network (CCCSN) website at www.cccsn.ca/
Download_Data/GCM_Models-e.html to review the
GCM-GHG combinations available in summary form.
• Visit the CCCSN at www.cccsn.ca to download data.
Click Download Data and select GCM from the
drop down menu, followed by Get GCM TemporalAverages. Set latitude and longitude for your study
area. Note that a large field will result in the selection
of multiple grid points. The grid point closest to your
study area or point of interest (e.g., climate station)
should be used.
• Select the Assessment (select AR4, 2007) to get the
most recent information and most up-to-date GCM
climate model versions.
• Select Model corresponding to the desired GCM
model (see Appendix for a complete list). The
Canadian GCM, CGCM3T47 Run X, represents one
run from an ensemble of five runs. The different runs
use different starting conditions but are otherwise
identical. The mean run is not recommended, it is an
average of the five runs and does not represent an
actual modelled climate scenario (i.e. should not be

used for the percentile method).
• Select Experiment, (A1B, A2, or B1) from those
available.
• Select each variable desired (i.e., air temperature,
precipitation and wind speed (mean)).
• Select Time Period. Generally the 1961-1990 as the
current conditions and the 2050s for a commonly
applied future time horizon for water resource
planning.
• Click Get Data.
You will receive individual text files for each time period
by variable and GCM-experiment with annual, seasonal
and monthly averages. File names are self explanatory,
containing the relevant GCM model, experiment,
variable and time period selected. A spreadsheet
should be populated with the monthly values for each
time period. Differences for each month between the
current conditions and the time horizon of interest can
be determined by subtraction. These difference values
represent the change fields for the relevant experiments.
Temperature differences are generally expressed as
absolute changes, while precipitation, wind speed and
solar radiation can be expressed as relative change
(percent change).
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Scenarios can be sorted according to annual simulated
changes in air temperature and total precipitation. The
scenarios associated with the percentiles of interest
in the Percentile Method (Section 6.4.3.2) can be
determined from these sorted groupings.
The meteorological inputs to the hydrology model can
be adjusted to reflect the simulated change fields on a
month by month basis for each scenario selected. These
monthly change fields represent average changes in the
climate parameter and are applied to each value in the
input data time series. This process changes the mean
values for the time series but will not affect the variability
or frequency of occurrence of extreme conditions. It is,
therefore, not suitable for assessments that focus on
peak flow and flooding issues.
While most hydrologic models and climate change
impact assessments focus on the effects of air
temperature and precipitation, other meteorological
parameters may be required. Models such as HSP-F can
use solar radiation and wind speed to simulate snowpack
behaviour and to modify evapotranspiration. Hydrologic
models are not as sensitive to wind and solar radiation
as they are to temperature or precipitation; therefore,
this aspect of future climates is of lesser importance. For
this reason, the GCM change field method is generally
adequate for adjusting these parameters for use in
climate change impact assessments. This is also true in
assessments involving downscaled climates.
Assessment of climate impacts is discussed in Section
6.6. Examples of studies conducted in Ontario using the
change field method and typical change field values are
discussed in Section 5.1.
6.5.3 Statistical Downscaling Method
Various statistical downscaling models are currently
available for climate downscaling. The Statistical
Downscaling Model (SDSM) is one tool that is available
on the Environment Canada website (www.cccsn.ca). This
model was developed in the UK by Drs. R. Wilby and C.
Dawson. It is a hybrid of a stochastic weather generator
and a regression-based downscaling method, packaged
with a user friendly Windows interface. The model
allows users to generate single site scenarios of daily
weather variables (i.e., air temperature and precipitation)
for current and future climates. SDSM helps the user
identify large scale predictors (i.e., mean sea level

pressure, surface vorticity or specific humidity) that
explain much of the climate variability at a site. Statistical
models are built using these predictors to estimate the
predictand values. Predictands are the local climate
variables of interest (i.e., temperature and precipitation).
As predictors tend to change in the future, so too
will the simulated predictands, through the statistical
relationships determined by the model.

Guidance:
To examine climate variability, at least one
statistical downscaling model scenario should be
applied to develop future climates. The GCMemission scenario used in the climate simulation
should match one of the scenarios chosen for the
suite of GCM-emission scenarios, if possible.

The SDSM application process requires predictor time
series for current and future conditions. For current
conditions, predictor time series are created from the
GCM runs, available at GCM grid points using the NCEP
(National Centre for Environmental Prediction) model.
NCEP is a reanalysis of recent weather that creates a
retrospective accounting of the atmospheric conditions
based on observed data. In effect, the NCEP runs fill
in values for a wide variety of predictors by modelling
existing and recent conditions. A large number of NCEP
variables are available for all of North America for the
period 1961 to 1990.
GCM-based runs that extend well into the future
(typically to 2100) provide the predictor time series for
future emission scenarios, for various time horizons
(i.e., 2050s, 2070s etc.). The local climate predictands
are generated using the same statistical relationships
between the predictors and predictands developed for
current conditions.
To acquire a downloaded copy of SDSM with the user’s
manual as well as a brief summary of the modelling
process, visit the Environment Canada website, www.
CCCSN.ca. Click Downscaling Tools on the left hand
side of the screen and select SDSM from the drop down
menu. Review the summary version of model application
and refer to the full version of the manual for detailed
descriptions and a well documented example for
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reference. The overall process is shown in a flow chart in
the SDSM manual (Figure 2.1; Wilby and Dawson, 2007).
Prior to modelling, data must be acquired and prepared
for downscaling. Required data includes the local
observed air temperature and precipitation as well as
predictor files downloaded from the CCCSN website.
Observational data is used to calibrate and validate the
hydrologic model developed for the assessment. This
dataset should contain observational data from the local
meteorological station for a recent time period. Longer
time periods (i.e., > 30 years) provide a more robust
model. Observed air temperature and precipitation
in daily format is required. Air temperature should
be represented as daily minimum and maximum air
temperature for the site to be downscaled. Precipitation
should be provided as daily total precipitation. Data
should be formatted as single columns of data (no time
values) in a spreadsheet or spreadsheets as indicated in
the SDSM manual.
Predictor datasets are downloaded from the CCCSN
website for available scenarios.
• Click Download Data on the left hand side of the
screen.
• Select Statistical Downscaling Input from the drop
down menu.
• Select HadCM3 Predictors.
The upcoming screen indicates that three datasets
are available. These include:
1. NCEP (reanalysis) data covering 1961 to 2001. This
represents the current conditions.
2. Scenario A2(A) from the AR4 emission scenario runs
(1961 to 2099).
3. Scenario B2(A) from the AR4 emission scenario runs
(1961 to 2099).
• Click on the map of North America and fill in study
area latitude and longitude. Note that longitude can
be entered as negative degrees (i.e., degrees west of
Greenwich) or as degrees east of Greenwich. Ontario
longitudes range from about -75 to -95 degrees west
or 285 to 265 degrees east.
• Click Get Data and a zip file will be available for
download to your computer. The zip file contains
three folders, the NCEP and two future scenario
datasets. Datasets are formatted as required by SDSM
and contain 23 predictors.

Follow a similar process to download CGCM3 predictors.
In this case the user must register on the Data Access
Integration (DAI) system. This site appears when CGCM3
predictors is selected. Once access is granted with
a password, the user will be able to access the list of
available zipped files. These include:
• NCEP data for the 1961 to 2001 period;
• Scenario A2 for 1961 to 2000 and 2001 to 2100; and
• Scenario A1B for the period 2001 to 2100.
With the CGCM3, 25 predictors are available in the
predictor dataset for use in developing statistical
relationships with predictors. To avoid confusion, the
user should carefully follow directions relating to setting
up directories for data archives, model input/output and
other documentation.
The SDSM manual and summary document identifies
seven steps in the SDSM modelling procedure. Each of
these is described briefly here:
1. Setup. Download model, setup and install the model
and create directories for input and output files as
recommended.
2. Quality control. This step checks observed predictand
files for missing data or suspect values and provides a
capability to transform data. Transformations may be
necessary for data which is not normally distributed
(i.e., precipitation). Transformations can create
normalized datasets that can be modelled more
accurately.
3. Screen variables. This process is aimed at selecting
the predictors with the strongest interrelationships
with the predictands, temperature and precipitation.
The Analyze step provides the user with a table
indicating percentage of variance explained by
each predictor-predictand pair by month, season or
annual period. A correlation matrix is available that
indicates the inter-variable correlations and partial
correlations with the predictands. Scatter plots are
also provided to help determine if transformations
are needed and whether outliers may be affecting
results. The user needs to select the best and most
promising predictors for each predictand in this stage.
The manual should be followed closely at this step as
this is the most critical aspect of developing reliable
statistical models for the predictands.
4. Calibrate model. The statistical downscaling models
for the predictands are developed at this stage.
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The model will determine multiple linear regression
relationships for each predictand based upon the
predictors selected, temporal resolution (i.e., annual,
seasonal or monthly) and the time period of the data.
Goodness of fit parameters are provided so that the
user can decide whether the model is of sufficient
quality to proceed. This stage may be repeated to
test the value of data transformations and alternative
predictor choices.
5. Weather generator. This stage allows the user to
generate synthetic predictor time series representing
existing conditions using the relationships established
in the calibration stage. The synthesized data can
be used both to validate the model by comparing it
with observed data and to generate an ensemble of
current condition time series for use in assessments.
6. Statistical analysis of data. This facility allows the user
to determine a large number of statistical metrics (i.e.,
mean, % of wet days, peaks above thresholds, etc.) for
the observed and synthesized data. This information
can be used to compare the two datasets and provide
further validation of their similarity. Graphics are also
available to facilitate comparisons.
7. Scenario generation. This final stage synthesizes
future predictand time series based upon the
downloaded scenario predictor time series and the
same statistical relationships used in the weather
generator stage.
It is possible to create SDSM based future predictand
files representing four GCM-scenario combinations
for use in hydrologic assessments. These include the
HadCM3 with A2 and B2 and the CGCM3 with the A2
and A1B scenarios. The SDSM can produce a large
number of ensembles of output for each predictand
so that several runs can be made for each scenario.
This allows for an analysis of variability due to the
downscaling model alone.
Many hydrologic models and assessments require that
climate input data be available in sub-daily time steps,
typically hourly. The disaggregation of daily data to
hourly data is discussed in Section 6.5.6. This section
also discusses methods for generating future potential
evapotranspiration time series.
6.5.4 Weather Generator Method
LARS-WG is a stochastic weather generator that
generates weather based upon the observed statistical

characteristics of weather at a site (Semenov and Barrow,
2002: Weather Generator). Weather generators can be
used to extend climate data time series, to simulate
data at sites that have no observations and to produce
high resolution climate scenario data for climate change
impact assessments.

Guidance:
If possible, at least one future climate scenario
should be generated using a weather generator
to examine climate variability. The GCM-emission
scenario used in the climate generator should
match one of the scenarios chosen for the suite
of GCM-emission scenarios.

The application of LARS-WG requires observed climate
time series for daily total precipitation, maximum and
minimum daily air temperature and solar radiation (if
necessary). Data can be formatted in a spreadsheet as
columns of daily values of each parameter with time
values.
To develop future climates, LARS-WG requires daily time
step files of GCM simulated precipitation, temperature
and possibly, solar radiation for the current conditions
and the future period of interest (i.e., 2041 to 2070).
LARS-WG uses the monthly summary GCM output to
perturb predictor averages on a monthly basis as in the
change field method. It also uses the daily GCM output
to determine statistical characteristics of the current
and future time series to determine changes in future
parameter variability. Variability is dependent upon the
change in wet and dry day series lengths and changes
in the monthly standard deviation of daily temperatures
and precipitation. Variability in solar radiation is not
important in most hydrologic assessments.
Visit the CCCSN website to download the required data
for the LARS-WG.
• Click on Download Data on the left hand side of the
screen.
• Select GCM from the drop down menu.
• Click on Get GCM Temporal-Averages for the
monthly summaries of parameter means.
• In the chart Select longitude and latitude.
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• Select Assessment AR4 (2007).
• Choose one of CGCM3T47-RunX, CGCM3T63 or
HadCM3.
• Select Experiment. The experiments available in
daily format are A2 for CGCM3, and A2 and B2 for
HadCM3; therefore select one of these scenarios.
• Select variables air temperature, precipitation total,
surface down-welling shortwave radiation (i.e., solar
radiation) and wind speed (10 m).
• Select time period as either 1961 to 1990 or 1971 to
2000 for existing conditions and 2020s, 2050s or 2080s
for future conditions.
• Click Get Data. You will receive files with annual,
seasonal and monthly mean and annual standard
deviation by parameter and time period.
To acquire the daily time step climate data follow the
path to the DAI Welcome and sign in site.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select Global Models on the left side of the screen.
Select CGCM3.1 or HadCM3.
Click on Browse Available Data.
Select Variables.
Select Domain.
Select Experiment.
Indicate desired Format (i.e., text) and Frequencies
(i.e., daily).

The available datasets include the A2 scenario for the
CGCM3 and the A2 and B2 scenarios for the HadCM3.
Data will be provided as monthly text files with daily
data for each parameter and time period. Data must be
reorganized and reformatted in columns.
LARS-WG has four major stages in the process of
generating future climates: Site Analysis, Q-test,
Generator and Creating GCM climate scenarios.
These are summarized below. Refer to the downloadable
model manual for a detailed description of the process
with examples.
The Site Analysis step examines the baseline climate
time series data for errors and determines statistical
characteristics for the data. Frequency distributions are
determined for the observed data for wet and dry series
durations and precipitation amounts and solar radiation
amounts. A Fourier series is used to characterize
maximum and minimum daily temperatures.
The model Generator routine uses the information

collected in the site analysis step to build a file with
observed data characteristics. This file is then used by
the model to generate synthetic data time series with
statistical characteristics that are nearly identical to the
baseline case. One use of this is to extend observed
data time series.
Qtest is a model utility that provides a statistical
comparison between observed data and generated
climate data. A variety of tests and comparisons are
provided. Several of these are helpful in a general
comparison between future and baseline climates,
discussed later in this section.
The observed data characteristic file is altered to
account for future climate characteristics. Generator
is then run with the altered characteristics to generate
daily output for the weather variables. The future climate
characteristics of interest are the monthly changes in
mean values, the changes in wet and dry period duration
and changes in standard deviations of daily precipitation
amounts, temperatures and solar radiation. If standard
deviations (i.e., variability) are left unchanged from the
baseline case then LARS-WG will generate a climate that
is statistically similar to that generated by the change
field method.
Methods for Creating GCM climates, including
variability in future climates, are discussed in the manual.
These are based upon analyzing the variability (i.e.,
standard deviations) in the daily GCM output for the
same weather variables and the future time horizons of
interest.
It may be found that the future daily GCM precipitation
data contains many days with very small amounts of
rain and very few dry days. This unrealistic condition
precludes using this data for determining future
variability and applying the weather generator for
analysis of variability, as this method relies upon
the distribution of wet and dry days as the basis for
generating precipitation events. Unfortunately, the
condition leading to many days with small amounts of
precipitation is relatively common in daily GCM output.
The weather generator can be run to generate future
climates without the adjustments to future variability, but
these runs will generate climates that are very similar to
those generated using the change field method for the
same GCM and emission scenario.
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Guidance:
In scenarios where the daily future GCM output
data for the study area contains many days
with small amounts of precipitation and few dry
days, the weather generator method should be
abandoned.

Future daily GCM output will likely overcome the
problem relating to precipitation distribution so that the
weather generator can be applied in future studies.
6.5.5 Regional Climate Model
The RCMs are the most promising new technologies
for estimating future climates with reasonable spatial
resolution. Since RCMs are embedded within the GCMs,
they are constrained by the GCM and are therefore
physically consistent with the GCM simulations. RCMs
incorporate local features and thus, reflect aspects of
local climate. Furthermore, RCM output is available at 6
hour time steps; a significant improvement on daily GCM
data. However, RCM runs are expensive and resource
demanding and therefore have been applied only to a
limited number of SRES scenarios.

Guidance:
It is recommended that at least one RCM-based
future climate be applied in the climate change
impact assessment to examine the potential
future weather variability. The GCM-emission
scenario used in the RCM climate simulation
should, if possible, match one of the scenarios
chosen for the suite of GCM-emission scenarios.

The DAI site provides RCM output data from the
Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM). Several
experiments have been run with versions of this model;
however, it is recommended that output from the latest
version of the model, MRCC 4.2.0, be downloaded
and applied. This latest version represents the most
advanced version of the model and most up-to-date
GCM scenarios. Only one option is available at this time
for Ontario as this version of the model has been run for

only the A2 SRES scenario embedded in the CGCM3-4th
member (i.e., Run 4) model run. Output is available for
the 2041 to 2070 time horizon. Additional scenarios are
being made available and will be possible candidates for
additional runs in the near future.
To download the necessary CRCM data, proceed as
follows:
• Access the DAI site at http://loki.ouranos.ca./DAI.
• Register and login with receipt of an access code.
• Select Regional Climate Models on the left hand
panel.
• Select Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM).
• CRCM background information and links appear;
Select Browse available data.
• From the listing of 14 CRCM experiments available,
Select experiment “adk” as this is the most recent
experiment using AR4 SRES scenario (A2) with output
for Ontario (AMNO domain).
• Click Next to arrive at the CRCM data screen. Select
LatLon projection.
• Select a resolution of 2.5 degrees and set the
Latitude and Longitude so that one corner of the 2.5
degree grid lies over the study area. This will result in
a dataset with data corresponding to each corner of
the 2.5 X 2.5 degree grid, for four datasets in all. For a
very large watershed, it may be desirable to locate the
grid centered over the study area. This will provide
RCM data at the four corners of the grid enabling the
creation of up to four climates to represent the study
area. Resolution of 2.5 degrees results in downloading
the least data. If resolution is set at 0.5 degrees, for
example, then 36 data sets will be received with data
corresponding to each point in a 6 X 6 grid with 0.5
degree spacing between sites.
• Set the Lat and Lon according to the area of interest,
using degrees easterly for longitude. This means that
negative degrees from Greenwich are used. Ontario
lies in the range -74o to -94o east longitude.
• Select the only available start and end dates, 2040-12
to 2070-12.
• Select the following weather variables:
1. FSS - downward solar incident flux at surface in
average W/m2 over six hours
2. PCP - total precipitation rate in mm/s, averaged
over 6 hours.
3. RHUM (if necessary) - relative humidity as a fraction
averaged over 6 hours.
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4. STMND - minimum daily air temperature in
degrees K.
5. STMXD - maximum daily air temperature in
degrees K.
6. SWMX - mean amplitude of sustained wind at 10 m
in m/s, averaged over 6 hours.
7. Other parameters of interest – 58 variables are
available.
• Select Next, Choose Text format. Check the order
and Click Submit to finish the order.
Within a few days the data will arrive as a compressed
file containing hundreds of individual files. Individual files
contain one month of data for each weather variable.
Each file contains at least 4 grid point sites, with up to 36
sites depending on the resolution value set on the order
form.
RCM data requires some post processing to convert
units and disaggregate to smaller time steps as
discussed below. Once converted to the desired time
step this data is directly applicable as future climate
input data for modelling the 2041 to 2070 conditions.

Guidance:
If the high resolution RCM data is found to
contain many days with small amounts of
precipitation and very few dry days, then the
distribution of precipitation may be unrealistic
and unsuitable for application to assessments. In
this case this method should not be included in
the study.

The largest potential benefit of the RCM downscaling
approach is the ability to better characterize changes
in rainfall intensity and variability at the local scale.
However, as RCM data is only available at 6 hour time
steps, this type of characterization is not yet possible. As
the science advances, it is expected this limitation will be
resolved.

6.5.6 Disaggregate Daily Data and Potential
Evapotranspiration Generation
Many hydrologic models require sub-daily time steps
to simulate important diurnally variable processes
such as evapotranspiration, snowmelt and snowpack
accumulation. Sub-daily time steps are particularly
important in smaller watersheds as the onset of a
meteorological event can widely and rapidly affect
conditions and runoff. Streamflow at the mouth of a
small watershed will change rapidly as weather changes.
Appendix D contains a description of the methods
adopted for the case study to convert RCM data to
the units and the one hour time steps necessary for
hydrologic modelling. Since the RCM data is provided in
6 hourly and daily time steps it represents a special case
compared to the GCM output used for the change field
and statistical downscaling methods.
When managing GCM and statistically downscaled
data, disaggregation can be used to convert daily
data to hourly (or shorter) time steps (Appendix D).
The most common disaggregation operations involve
converting daily precipitation to hourly, converting daily
minimum and maximum temperatures to hourly values,
and possibly converting daily total solar radiation and
wind speed to hourly values. Disaggregation methods
are typically straightforward approaches, for example
generating hourly precipitation data by simply dividing
daily precipitation totals by 24.
Disaggregation tools are provided with WDMUtil, a
watershed time series data management tool, provided
by the U.S. EPA (Hummel et al., 2001). WDMUtil is
available for download at no cost at Hwww.epa.gov/
waterscience/modelsH/ as part of the BASINS modelling
package. WDMUtil can be used to store, manage
and view time series data. Utilities are available for
disaggregation of solar radiation, air temperature,
evapotranspiration, wind and precipitation.
Many hydrologic models use potential
evapotranspiration as input. Typically, actual
evapotranspiration is calculated by the model by
reducing the potential evapotranspiration according to
temperature, wind, solar radiation, soil water content,
leaf area index, etc. Since potential evapotranspiration is
a function of air temperature and solar radiation, both of
which are expected to change in the future (Section 6.2),
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it is expected that potential evapotranspiration will also
change in the future as climate changes.
WDMUtil provides three tools for generating potential
evapotranspiration. The first is based upon the method
of Jensen and Haise (1963). This method uses daily
maximum and minimum temperature and total daily
solar radiation as inputs to estimate daily total potential
evapotranspiration. The second method, based upon
Hamon (1961), requires only daily maximum and
minimum temperatures and latitude to estimate daily
potential evapotranspiration. The third method, based
upon Kohler (1955) and the Penman (1948) formula,
estimates pan evaporation, a surrogate for maximum
potential evapotranspiration, with maximum and
minimum daily temperature, average daily dewpoint
temperature, wind movement and daily solar radiation.
Each method is sensitive to air temperature. Methods
that are also sensitive to solar radiation are desirable as
their formulations will reflect changing solar radiation in
the future.
6.5.7 Compare Alternative Climates

Guidance:
Future climate datasets generated for climate
change impact assessments must be compared
to understand the projected impacts (i.e., cause
and effect) and the variability across different
climates.

Many climate statistics can be determined for these
datasets and compared. Table 6.8 summarizes the
minimum recommended climate statistics that should

be considered. Climates derived using the GCM change
field method need not be compared in terms of climate
variability as it will not be changed using these methods.
Interest in most parameters is generally focused on the
mean values rather than on the extreme values. For
example, solar radiation is not normally associated with
extreme events and a wind storm has minimal hydrologic
impact. The exception is precipitation, where extreme
events have most significance. Future climates based on
downscaling methods are expected to simulate changes
in future variability in one or more parameters including
precipitation. The change in precipitation variability can
be characterized with a measure of drought (i.e., average
annual maximum drought period), rainfall frequency and
standard deviation.
6.5.8 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have:
• Downloaded all necessary future climate data from
the internet for the suite of scenarios for all sites and
weather variables of interest;
• Constructed a suite of monthly change fields for
hydrologic assessments;
• Developed a statistically downscaled climate;
• Developed a weather generator based downscaled
climate where possible;
• Developed a RCM based downscaled climate where
possible;
• Converted daily variable time series data
(temperature, precipitation and solar radiation) to
sub-daily time steps; and
• Compared baseline climate with future generated
climates.

Table 6.8 Climate data summary statistics
Climate Parameter

Statistic/Metric of Comparison

Comments

Air Temperature

Monthly and annual average

Summary of change fields

Days with maximum > 30 ºC

Measure of potential stress

Precipitation

Days with minimum < 0 ºC

Measure of days with frost

Monthly and annual totals

Summary of change fields

Monthly standard deviation of total
precipitation

Relevant to Downscaled climates only

Table 6.8 continued on next page
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Table 6.8 continued
Climate Parameter

Statistic/Metric of Comparison

Comments

Average annual days with precipitation

Relevant to Downscaled climates only

Maximum hourly precipitation

Relevant to Downscaled climates only

Average annual maximum drought

Relevant to Downscaled climates only

Solar Radiation

Monthly and Annual Totals

Total energy flux is main interest

Wind Speed/Travel

Monthly and Annual Averages

Extremes are not of interest

Potential Evapotranspiration

Monthly and Annual Totals

Extremes are not of interest

6.6 Assessment of Hydrologic Impacts

6.6.1 Identify Reference Regime

The potential hydrologic impacts of future climate
change will often be assessed by comparing the
estimated streamflow for future climate scenarios against
current hydrologic conditions. Streamflow varies in the
magnitude, duration, and frequency of high and low
flow events. The statistical metrics are calculated from
simulated results and analyzed to estimate changes from
current conditions.

The first step in completing a climate change hydrologic
impact assessment is the selection of the appropriate
reference regime. The reference regime corresponds
to the existing or baseline hydrologic conditions that
will be compared against those simulated under future
climate scenarios. The criteria for selection of baseline
conditions are discussed in Section 6.4.1.

Streamflow regimes are a function of climate, geology,
vegetation, topography, land use, and hydraulic
infrastructure (e.g., dams). When any of these conditions
change, scientists and engineers are interested in the
impact of these changes on the regime. As such, a
variety of statistical techniques to quantify those changes
have been developed. While historical investigations
have focussed on changes to peak streamflow, today’s
water managers have broadened their assessments to
evaluate the change over the whole streamflow regime.
This can include consideration of seasonal variability of
low and high flows that influence many of the ecological
flow requirements.
When conducting an assessment of potential hydrologic
impacts from climate change, it is recommended that
water resources practitioners follow the following
process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify reference regime;
Select metrics and identify standards /targets;
Setup future conditions model(s);
Model climate change impacts by scenario;
Compare changes in climate data;
Compare hydrologic changes by scenario; and
Consider uncertainty.

When conducting the hydrologic impact assessment
using computed monthly change fields, those change
fields would be calculated with respect to observed
climate data for a range of years (e.g., 1961-1990). In
this case, the reference hydrologic regime would be
1961-1990 climate data and the time series of streamflow
estimated during that same period of time.

Guidance:
In hydrologic climate change impact
assessments, the reference regime and future
climate scenarios should be simulated using the
same calibrated hydrologic model.

Using the same model for both the reference regime
and future streamflow simulation enables the estimated
hydrologic changes to be attributed specifically to
changes in input climate data.
6.6.2 Select Metrics and Identify Standards
Scientists and engineers have developed a number
of statistical techniques to quantify changes in a
watercourse’s flow regime. Table 6.9 summarizes some of
these methods.
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Traditional methods of quantifying hydrologic impacts
involve comparing single metrics derived from average,
peak flow or low flow statistics. More recently, water
resources practitioners have employed methods
contained within the ‘Range of Variability Approach
(RVA)’ (Richter et al., 1997). The RVA, developed to
recognize the importance of streamflow variability,
relies on 67 statistical parameters to analyze hydrologic
changes. The 67 parameters can be computed using
several computational techniques including the
Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) software. IHA
is developed and freely distributed by The Nature
Conservancy and is available at http://www.nature.org/
initiatives/freshwater/conservationtools/.

The 67 parameters are subdivided into two groups,
the IHA Parameters and the Environmental Flow
Components (EFC) Parameters. The EFC parameters
are based on the realization by research ecologists that
river hydrographs can be divided into a repeating set of
ecologically relevant hydrographic patterns. It is the full
spectrum of flow conditions that must be maintained
to sustain riverine ecological integrity. Not only is it
essential to maintain adequate flows during low flow
periods, but higher flows, floods and extreme low flow
conditions also perform important ecological functions.

Table 6.9 Summary of hydrologic change metrics
Methods

Hydrologic Parameter Group

Notes

Mean Flows

• Mean annual flow
• Mean monthly flows
• Mean seasonal flow

• Used to measure gross changes in
hydrologic cycle
• Not an indicator of changes to either low or
high flow regime.

Peak Flow Statistics

• Recurrence Interval peak flows (e.g.,
2-Year, 100-Year)

• Statistics typically estimated as design flows
(i.e., stormwater conveyance infrastructure)

Flow Distribution

• Flow frequency-duration curve

• Qualitative indicator of hydrologic character

Low Flow Statistics

• 1Q10 , 7Q10 , 7Q20

• Parameters typically estimated as design
flows (i.e. wastewater treatment assimilation)
• Nomenclature (7Q10 – the lowest 7-day
average flow that occurs, on average, once
every 10 years)

IHA Parameters

•M
 agnitude of monthly discharge
condition (mean or median monthly flow)
•M
 agnitude and duration of annual
extreme discharge conditions
•T
 iming of annual extreme discharge
conditions
•F
 requency and duration of high/low flow
pulses
• Rate/frequency of hydrograph changes

• Parameter groups are designed to address
specific ecosystem functions (i.e., habitat
availability, frequency and magnitude of soil
moisture stress for plants)

EFC Parameters

•M
 onthly low flows (mean or median
values of low flows each month)
•E
 xtreme low flows (frequency of extreme
low flows during each water year or
season)
•H
 igh flow pulses (frequency of high flow
pulses during each water year or season)
•S
 mall floods (frequency of small floods
during each year or season)
• L arge floods (frequency of large floods
during each water year or season

• Similar to IHA parameters by addressing
specific ecosystem functions
• EFC parameters offer significant insight into
the potential impacts of climate change on
ecological functions
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When completing a climate change impact assessment,
the selection of hydrologic change metrics depends
on several factors; these include the scale and scope of
the investigation as well as the specific ecological and
hydrologic functions in the stream or watershed being
evaluated. If the assessment focuses on ecological
impacts, then many of the IHA and EFC-type of
parameters will be useful to predict and to identify
specific functions that might be affected by climate
change.

Guidance:
A set of comparative hydrologic metrics should
be selected that represents all functions of the
hydrologic system.

After selecting the hydrologic metrics, the study team
must decide how to compare the climate change
impacts to the reference regime. The following methods
can be used to compare the estimated impacts with
each metric:
• Absolute Change. Estimate the absolute change in
the hydrologic metric (e.g., 7Q10 decreases from 10
L/s to 7 L/s).
• Relative Change. Estimate the percent change in the
hydrologic metric (e.g., 7Q10 decreases 30%).
• Frequency Change. Estimate the change in the
frequency of exceedance for a metric (e.g., frequency
of overbank flow increases from 2.5 times per year to
2.8 times per year).
The method of comparing impacts depends on the
type of hydrologic metric and the accuracy of the
estimated parameter. Sometimes the goal of the
study is to develop a general understanding of the
expected impacts of climate change; in these cases
relative percent changes in metrics may be sufficient. In
studies such as determining changes to low flows for a
wastewater assimilation study, the assessment may need
to estimate specific impacts to low flows and require
absolute metrics to be evaluated.

6.6.3 Setup Future Conditions Model(s)
Comparing the hydrologic impacts due to climate
change alone is often of interest in hydrologic studies;
thus, eliminating the changes due to other future
conditions such as land use or water management
practices from the analysis. If this is warranted, then the
same model would be run under baseline and future
conditions with only climate data altered; however,
once the potential hydrologic impacts due to climate
change alone are quantified, the study team should
build in changes due to future land uses, population
growth, wastewater effluent, future water demands,
technological innovation (e.g., low impact development
or LID), and climate change adaptation measures into
the model (Section 6.4.5) as these would be more
realistic of the future scenarios. The cumulative impacts
of a changing climate and future conditions can be
assessed by simulating all of these future conditions
under both the baseline and climate change scenarios
using the hydrologic metrics described in the previous
section.
When considering both future land development and
climate change scenarios, the practitioner should
consider the following:
• The procedure used to quantify and present
hydrologic metrics must be designed to ensure the
estimated hydrologic changes from land development
are clearly separated from climate change impacts.
• The results should be analyzed and presented
to demonstrate the cumulative impacts of land
development and climate change.
6.6.4 Model Climate Change Impacts by Scenario
Many model simulations will exist when the study team
is dealing with multiple climate change scenarios and
multiple future conditions. Management of model
simulations and good file management practices are
essential to ensure that model simulations are run and
processed as intended. As such, a relational database
is recommended to manage, manipulate, and report on
data input and simulation results.
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6.6.5 Compare Changes in Climate Data

Guidance:
A quantitative evaluation and summary of the
selected climate data scenarios should be
completed before completing the hydrologic
simulations.

The evaluation of the selected climate data scenarios
should summarize changes in monthly and annual
temperature and precipitation as compared
to the reference regime. Estimated potential
evapotranspiration (PET) may be included in this
comparison where it is included as input climate data;
otherwise, potential evapotranspiration may be assessed
as a hydrologic change (below).
This assessment of monthly climate data is
recommended to develop a qualitative understanding
of the potential hydrologic changes. This understanding
should supplement the modelling process and verify
that the types of changes in hydrologic response
are consistent with expectations. Climate summary
information is discussed in more detail in Section 6.5.7
and Table 6.7.
6.6.6 Compare Hydrologic Changes by Scenario
This task must answer the fundamental question: What
is the hydrologic impact of climate change? Each of
the climate change impact scenarios will produce
time series of streamflow at one or more locations and
water balance information at a variety of scales. The
following methodology is recommended to compare the
hydrologic impacts projected by each scenario:
• Compile the output time series into an electronic
format that is suitable for data manipulation, analysis
and comparison between other scenarios. Relational
databases are preferable over spreadsheets due to
their ability to aggregate and compare large volumes
of data.
• Calculate simple metrics for each scenario (i.e., mean
annual flow, mean monthly flow) and tabulate similar
to Table 6.10. Compare the metrics with the climate
data summarized in Section 6.6.5 to ensure that the

results make sense. Aggregate the metrics using
an approach that is consistent with the number of
climate change scenarios evaluated. Where there
are fewer future climates, the aggregation may only
include mean/median, minimum and maximum
statistics. Where there are a larger number of future
climates, the hydrologic changes may be summarized
using parametric statistics (e.g., upper quartile, upper
decile) that better represent the range in variability of
predicted impacts.
• Calculate simple low flow and high flow metrics (i.e.,
2-year flow, 7Q10) for each of the scenarios. Aggregate
the results from each of the scenarios.
• Calculate IHA or EFC parameters if necessary to
provide more insight into potential ecological impacts
of climate change.
When compiling and comparing scenario results it is
important to separate the GCM change field results
from the downscaled climate results. This is necessary
because the downscaled climates are likely based upon
some of the same GCM change field climate scenarios.
Lumping the downscaled climate results with the GCM
change field results would bias the results towards the
over represented scenarios.

Guidance:
A quantitative evaluation and summary of the
selected climate data scenarios should be
completed before completing the hydrologic
simulations.

Graphical tools effectively summarize hydrologic impacts
of the climate change scenarios, particularly with many
climate scenarios. Figure 6.8 illustrates a histogram
showing an example range of variability associated with
57 different climate change scenarios. When evaluating
specific metrics, predicted impacts may range from
increases to decreases in predicted variables and the
histogram helps to visualize the statistical distribution of
results and the most likely impacts. Refer to Appendix E
for a case study with more examples of histograms and
other graphical tools mentioned in this section.
Flow exceedance charts are often used by hydrologists
to illustrate the variability of a streamflow regime. The
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charts illustrate the percentage of time, or probability,
that flow rates are expected to be exceeded and have
different shapes depending on the type of hydrological,
hydrogeological, and land use characteristics.

Overlaying the flow exceedance charts for each of the
future climate scenarios, as shown on Figure 6.9, can
help visualize hydrologic impacts.

Table 6.10 Example comparison of hydrologic metrics for climate change scenarios
Hydrologic
Impact
Metric

Future Climate Scenario

Aggregated Results

Ref.
Regime

1

2

3

4

5

Mean Annual
Flow (m3/s)

12

12.5

11.2

10.9

13.1

11.9

11.9

/

99%

10.9

/

91%

13.1

/

109%

2-Year (1 Day)
(m3/s)

20

20.4

18.3

17.8

21.4

19.4

19.4

/

97%

17.8

/

89%

21.4

/

107%

50-Year
(1 Day) (m3/s)

29

31.7

28.4

27.7

33.2

30.2

30.2

/

104%

27.7

/

95%

33.2

/

115%

7Q10(m3/s)

4

3.9

3.5

3.4

4.1

3.7

3.7

/

93%

3.4

/

85%

4.1

/

103%

7Q20(m /s)

3

2.9

2.6

2.5

3.0

2.7

2.7

/

91%

2.5

/

84%

3.0

/

100%

Frequency
Overbank
(1/year)

1.9

2.0

2.2

1.7

2.4

1.6

2.0

/

105%

1.6

/

84%

2.4

/

126%

3

Median

Minimum

Figure 6.8 Histograms illustrate the range of model predictions and likely outcomes

Maximum
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Figure 6.9 Flow exceedance charts illustrate the range of flows predicted for each scenario

6.6.7 Consider Uncertainty
A major goal in hydrologic modelling is to identify and
quantify the sources of uncertainty in the modelling
process. Uncertainty is an unavoidable element of
climate change hydrologic assessments and is a result of
a number of factors as follows:
• Future Climate Scenarios. The most obvious source
of uncertainty when assessing the impacts of climate
change on hydrology relates to the climate change
scenarios themselves. While each climate scenario
is considered to be plausible, there is a wide range
of variability and uncertainty in predicted changes in
precipitation and temperature.
• Model Parameters. There is never a unique solution
to a hydrologic modelling problem with an infinite
combination of model parameters that might
result in a model considered to have an acceptable
calibration. While these different sets of parameters
may result in similar predictions of historical
streamflows, they may produce different predictions

of future flows in response to climate change or land
use changes.
• Model Structure and Formulation. Hydrologic
models range in their representation of physical
processes. Some models are more physically based
while others are based on empirical formulations
derived from historical conditions. Similar to the role
of parameterization on uncertainty, the level to which
a hydrologic model represents physical processes also
influences uncertainty. For example, some models
oversimplify soil water storage and evapotranspiration
and subsequently do a poor job of predicting the
impacts of climate change on those processes.
• Calibration. The accuracy to which a hydrologic
model is calibrated influences the certainty of model
predictions; this certainty should be carried through
to the interpretation of model results. For example,
if the calibrated model is shown to poorly represent
low flow conditions, the uncertainty associated with
predicted impacts to low flow conditions should be
considered when evaluating the results.
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With climate change scenarios, the impact of uncertainty
should be considered the same as in any traditional
hydrologic assessment. Future climate scenarios simply
add another level of uncertainty to those already
associated with model parameters, model structure,
and model calibration. While it is important to reduce
uncertainty wherever possible, properly addressing
hydrologic uncertainty involves estimating the impact of
uncertainty on model predictions.

Guidance:
Estimate the impact of uncertainty from future
climate scenarios, model parameterization,
model structure and calibration upon model
output.

The simulation results should be used to answer the
following questions rather than focussing on only
absolute results:

plausible hydrologic impacts due to climate change.
• What are the likely impacts of climate change? The
likely impacts of climate change can be estimated
by aggregating all scenarios. For example, the
scenarios may lead to statements such as “Eight out
of ten climate change scenarios project that the 7Q10
streamflow will be reduced by 40%.”
Figure 6.10 contains the histogram of 7Q20 streamflow
estimates (i.e., the lowest average 7-day flow with
a 20-year return period) based on 57 future climate
scenarios; it illustrates the importance of uncertainty
with projecting climate change impacts. The simulations
were based on a calibrated streamflow generation
model of a subwatershed in Southwestern Ontario.
The impact to 7Q20 streamflow is estimated to range
from -50% to +25%. While this appears to be a large
range of uncertainty, statistical methods help to better
describe this change. From this example it is possible
to make statements such as “70% of the climate change
scenarios project that 7Q20 will decrease, and 50%
project that 7Q20 will decrease by up to 25% of the
current value.”

• What are the potential impacts of climate change?
The results of the climate change scenarios represent

Figure 6.10 Histogram of estimated 7Q20 streamflow using 57 climate change scenarios
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Figure 6.11 Range of Variability of Estimated Streamflow

6.6.8 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have:
• Identified metrics and standards for comparison of
hydrologic output;
• Setup the hydrologic model with future conditions,
aside from meteorology;
• Modelled future conditions; and
• Compared future conditions scenarios.
6.7 Recommendations
Recommendations are an important part of any
assessment. The assessment is undertaken to
guide decisions on policy change and adaptation
actions; recommendations provide this guidance.
Recommendations should also be identify the need for
more information, especially model input and testing
data, as well as information on poorly understood
processes and domains within the watershed. The
following is provided for guidance.

Guidance:
Recommendations should be provided that
address data shortcomings, future studies,
ongoing monitoring and potential adaptation
measures for the study area.

6.7.1 Filling Gaps
Data gaps are a major source of uncertainty in models;
data gaps reduce the accuracy of simulated absolute
values and reduce the confidence of modellers and non
modellers in the final results. The proposed assessment
approach requires that the modellers recognize
potential gaps at the onset, their potential effects
on model validity and the need to fill in with the best
possible alternative information. Recommendations
should always include items relating to filling data gaps.
The necessary action may include field monitoring,
literature review, field or pilot scale research, or focussed
field surveys.
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6.7.2 Future Studies
Future studies are recommended in any assessment
to focus attention on processes and systems that
are critical, yet poorly understood. Future studies
could include investigation of subsurface stratigraphy
to improve the groundwater model or the rates of
evapotranspiration in various forested and bush land
ecosystem types. Proposed studies should be practical
from the perspective of available funds and resources as
well as productive from a technical viewpoint.
6.7.3 Monitoring
Ongoing monitoring should be part of any set of
recommendations as the existing observational
networks are rarely fully comprehensive, spatially
detailed and of sufficient long-term duration to fully
satisfy demanding modelling requirements. A standard
recommendation should state that no further erosion
in the long-term monitoring network should occur and
additional stations and parameters should be added on
a strategic basis whenever possible. Monitoring can help
fill information gaps, contribute to future studies and
enable the compilation of long-term records necessary
for determining trends and extreme event statistics and
risks.
6.7.4 Adaptation
With sufficient lead time and forewarning, water
resource managers will be able to implement adaptation
strategies and thus respond to future climatic conditions
to various degrees. It is, therefore, necessary that
hydrologic modellers provide their insights into the
effects and influence of climate change on hydrologic
systems and associated ecosystems. Since assessments
of the effect of climate change on hydrologic systems
are the primary concern, it is appropriate that the
recommendations include adaptive measures to address
possible future stresses, shortcomings and impacts.
Adaptation related recommendations to achieve
hydrologic targets may include a wide variety of systems
and measures, and may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Water conservation programs;
Low impact development;
Storage and augmentation;
Stormwater management measures;
Source controls;

• Naturalization systems;
• Intelligent control systems; and
• Restoration programs.
6.7.5 Summary
After completing the tasks in this section the modeller
should have provided recommendations:
• For filling information gaps in the future, conducting
studies and monitoring to improve future model
accuracy and improve confidence; and
• On adaptation to future hydrologic conditions.
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Watershed and Receiving Water Model Capabilities

Appendix A includes a useful model selection tool, which is shown in three parts in Table A.1. The spreadsheets
itemize candidate model capabilities for the purpose of identifying the most suitable model for a watershed
management study. The tables were created for Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) Water Quality Management
Strategy (Walker and Dougherty, 2008). This type of spreadsheet can be an effective tool for summarizing model
characteristics, communicating model capabilities and rationalizing the selection of the best model for a particular
study.

Table A.1 Sample Assessment Tool for Watershed and Receiving Water Model Capabilities (Part 1)
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Snow Accum./melt

Evapotranspiration

5

X

Groundwater

Surface Runoff

4

X

X

Bacteria

Pesticides

GRSM

STORM/
SWMM

Rural
Areas

BASINS/
HSPF

X

AGNPS

Model Name

Watershed
Model

GAWSER

Table A.1 Sample Assessment Tool for Watershed and Receiving Water Model Capabilities (Part 2)
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bacteria

X

Trace Organics
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Instream
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Water Body Types

Streamflow

Point Sources

Solids
Routing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Settling

Scour

Particle Sizes

Temperature/Heat

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bacteria

BOD-DO

Toxics/Metals

Other

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

?

?

X

X

X

X

?

X

X
S
O
D

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Attach.

Phyto/
Attach.

Plants

Reactions

X

*Needs / objectives are filled in for each study.
Other assessment tools may be required for specialized and site specific assessments such as:
1-Spills Trajectory Model;
2-Contaminant Hydrogeology Model;
3-Groundwater Flow Model;
4-Biotic Indices.

X

X

5

X

X

X

Nutrients

4

X

Instream sediment-water interactions

Water
Quality

3

X

X

X

X

Hydraulics

X

2

Pond/
River(?D)

Other

X

X

River (1D)

Heavy Metals

QUAL
HYMO

X

Modelling Needs /
Objectives*

1

River (1D)

Nutrients

GRSM

STORM/
SWMM

Solids Transport

River,
Reservoir
River,
Reservoir

Quality

River,
Reservoir

Model Name

BASINS/
HSPF

X

AGNPS

GAWSER
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Table A.1 Sample Assessment Tool for Watershed and Receiving Water Model Capabilities (Part 3)
Model Name
AGNPS

Input /
Output

GAWSER

STORM/
SWMM

GRSM

QUALHYMO

Window
VBA

Window

X

X

User Interface

GIS Linkage

Input

Utilities

Meteorology

Land Uses

Soils

Raison

ArcView

MAKEWAT

PC
SWMM

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hydraulics

Kinetics

X

Dyn. Pt. Sources

Outputs

Graphics

X

X

Utilities

Calibration /
Verification

BASINS/
HSPF

Databases

Utilities

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CVC Experience

Source Code Available

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table B.1 GCM modelling groups participating in CMIP and contributing to the IPCC
( http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/ipcc_model_documentation.php )
Modelling Group

Country

Model ID

China

BCC-CM1

html

pdf

doc

Norway

BCCR-BCM2.0

html

pdf

doc

USA

CCSM3

html

pdf

doc

Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling
& Analysis

Canada

CGCM3.1(T47)

more info.

Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling
& Analysis

Canada

CGCM3.1(T63)

more info.

Météo-France / Centre National de
Recherches Météorologiques

France

CNRM-CM3

html

pdf

doc

CSIRO Atmospheric Research

Australia

CSIRO-Mk3.0

html

pdf

doc

CSIRO Atmospheric Research

Australia

CSIRO-Mk3.5

html

pdf

doc

Max Planck Institute for Meteorology

Germany

ECHAM5/MPI-OM

html

pdf

doc

Meteorological Institute of the University
of Bonn, Meteorological Research
Institute of KMA, and Model and Data
group.

Germany /
Korea

ECHO-G

html

pdf

doc

LASG / Institute of Atmospheric Physics

China

FGOALS-g1.0

html

pdf

doc

US Dept. of Commerce / NOAA /
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

USA

GFDL-CM2.0

html

pdf

doc model evolution

US Dept. of Commerce / NOAA /
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

USA

GFDL-CM2.1

html

pdf

doc model evolution

NASA / Goddard Institute for Space
Studies

USA

GISS-AOM

html

pdf

doc

NASA / Goddard Institute for Space
Studies

USA

GISS-EH

html

pdf

doc

NASA / Goddard Institute for Space
Studies

USA

GISS-ER

html

pdf

doc

Italy

INGV-SXG

html

pdf

doc

Beijing Climate Center

Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

Instituto Nazionale di Geofisica e

Documentation

more info.

more info.

known biases
and
improvements
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Country

Model ID

Documentation

Institute for Numerical Mathematics

Russia

INM-CM3.0

html

pdf

doc

Institut Pierre Simon Laplace

France

IPSL-CM4

html

pdf

doc

Center for Climate System Research
(The University of Tokyo), National
Institute for Environmental Studies, and
Frontier Research Center for Global
Change (JAMSTEC)

Japan

MIROC3.2(hires)

html

pdf

doc

more info.

Center for Climate System Research
(The University of Tokyo), National
Institute for Environmental Studies, and
Frontier Research Center for Global
Change (JAMSTEC)

Japan

MIROC3.2(medres)

html

pdf

doc

more info.

Meteorological Research Institute

Japan

MRI-CGCM2.3.2

html

pdf

doc

more info.

USA

PCM

html

pdf

doc

Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction
and Research / Met Office

UK

UKMO-HadCM3

html

pdf

doc

more info.

Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction
and Research / Met Office

UK

UKMO-HadGEM1

html

pdf

doc

more info.

Vulcanologia

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

*note missing NCAR-CCSM
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This study has examined fifty-seven possible future climates. These are based on combinations of GCMs and GHG
emission scenarios with available monthly change fields for temperature, precipitation, and solar radiation and some
for wind speed. Wind speed change fields were available for 39 of the 57 climates (ID 1 to 39). The remaining
climates (ID 40 to 57) were modelled with no change in wind speed. The change fields were applied to the baseline
current climate (1961 to 1999) to develop the future climates representing the 2050s and used as input for the
hydrologic modelling; the mean baseline climate conditions were included for comparison purposes.
Two methods of screening GCM-GHG future climate scenarios were determined:
(1) Scatter Plot Method
(2) Percentile Method
The results from these two methods are compared with the full range of scenarios (57) that met initial screening
based on availability of elements (temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed) necessary for hydrologic
modelling in HSP-F:
(3) All Future Climates
Table C.1 lists the 57 future climates - climate model, GHG emission scenarios and station coordinates which were
modelled using HSP-F. The future climates highlighted in dark grey were included in the Scatter Plot Method and the
future climates in light grey were included in the Percentile Method.
Table C.1. Suite of GCM GHG climate sensitivity runs considered for climate change scenario development
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
40
41
42
12
13
14
43
44
45
15
16
17
18
19
46

IPCC Assessment
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4
AR4

Model
BCM2.0
BCM2.0
BCM2.0
CGCM3T47(Run 1)
CGCM3T47(Run 1)
CGCM3T47(Run 1)
CGCM3T63
CGCM3T63
CNRMCM3
CNRMCM3
CNRMCM3
CSIROMk3
CSIROMk3
CSIROMk3
ECHAM5OM
ECHAM5OM
ECHAM5OM
ECHO-G
ECHO-G
ECHO-G
FGOALS-g1.0
FGOALS-g1.0
GFDLCM2.0
GFDLCM2.0
GFDLCM2.0
GFDLCM2.1

GHG Emission Scenario
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2

Longitude
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-80.63
-80.63
-80.63
-80.63
-80.63
-80.63
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-81.25
-81.25
-81.25
-81.25

Latitude
43.25
43.25
43.25
42.68
42.68
42.68
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.83
43.83
43.83
43.83
43.83
43.83
42.68
42.68
42.68
43.25
43.25
43.00
43.00
43.00
43.48
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ID
47
48
20
21
22
23
24
49
50
51
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
52
37
38
39
53
54
55
56
57

IPCC Assessment
Model
AR4
GFDLCM2.1
GFDLCM2.1
AR4
AR4
GISSAOM
GISSAOM
AR4
GISSE-H
AR4
AR4
GISSE-R
AR4
GISSE-R
AR4
HADCM3
HADCM3
AR4
AR4
HADCM3
AR4
HadGEM1
AR4
HadGEM1
AR4
INMCM3.0
AR4
INMCM3.0
INMCM3.0
AR4
AR4
IPSLCM4
IPSLCM4
AR4
AR4
IPSLCM4
AR4
MIROC3.2 hires
AR4
MIROC3.2 hires
MIROC3.2 medres
AR4
AR4
MIROC3.2 medres
AR4
MIROC3.2 medres
AR4
MRI CGCM2.3.2a
MRI CGCM2.3.2a
AR4
AR4
MRI CGCM2.3.2a
NCARCCSM3
AR4
NCARCCSM3
AR4
AR4
NCARCCSM3
AR4
NCARPCM
AR4
NCARPCM
Scenarios selected for Scatter Plot Method
Scenarios selected for Percentile Method

GHG Emission Scenario
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-A2
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-B1
SR-A1B
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B
SR-B1
SR-A2
SR-A1B

Longitude
-81.25
-81.25
-82.00
-82.00
-82.50
-82.50
-82.50
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-79.69
-79.69
-80.00
-80.00
-80.00
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-79.88
-79.88
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-78.75
-80.16
-80.16
-80.16
-78.75
-78.75

Latitude
43.48
43.48
43.50
43.50
42.00
42.00
42.00
45.00
45.00
45.00
44.38
44.38
44.00
44.00
44.00
44.37
44.37
44.37
44.30
44.30
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25
44.12
44.12
44.12
43.25
43.25

The output from HSP-F for the future climates selected using the Scatter Plot Method, Percentile Method and All
Future Climates is organized into a series of figures for comparison purposes:
•
•
•

Figures C.1 to C.6 illustrate the mean monthly recharge and monthly recharge statistics for sandy soils,
silty soils and clayey soils for each scenario-generating method.
Figures C.7 to C.12 illustrate the mean monthly runoff and monthly runoff statistics for sandy soils, silty
soils and clayey soils for each scenario-generating method.
Figures C.13 to C.18 illustrate the mean monthly evapotranspiration and monthly evapotranspiration
statistics for sandy soils, silty soils and clayey soils for each scenario-generating method.

By comparing the output obtained using each method, it is possible to understand the impact that the number of
scenarios has on the range in output. Evidently, using all 57 scenarios provides the largest range in output; however
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the Percentile Method provides a very similar range using only 8 (or up to 10) scenarios. The scatter plot method
shows the extremes, but does not show a central tendency.
Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Sandy Soils
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Figure C.1 Mean Monthly Recharge for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Silty Soils
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Percentiles Method - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Silty Soils
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All 57 Future Climate Scenarios - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Silty Soils
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Figure C.2 Mean Monthly Recharge for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Clayey Soils
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Percentiles Method - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Clayey Soils
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All 57 Future Climate Scenarios - Mean Monthly Recharge per Scenario for Clayey
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Figure C.3 Mean Monthly Recharge for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Recharge for Sandy Soils
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Figure C.4 Monthly Recharge Statistics for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Recharge for Silty Soils
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Figure C.5 Monthly Recharge Statistics for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Recharge for Clayey Soils
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Figure C.6 Monthly Recharge Statistics for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Runoff per Scenario for Sandy Soils
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All 57 Future Climate Scenarios - Mean Monthly Runoff per Scenario for Sandy Soils
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Figure C.7 Mean Monthly Runoff for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Runoff per Scenario for Silty Soils
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Figure C.8 Mean Monthly Runoff for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the Percentile
Method (middle) and All Future climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Mean Monthly Runoff per Scenario for Clayey Soils
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Figure C.9 Mean Monthly Runoff for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Runoff for Sandy Soils
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Figure C.10 Monthly Runoff Statistics for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Figure C.11 Monthly Runoff Statistics for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Runoff for Clayey Soils
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Figure C.12 Monthly Runoff Statistics for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top), the
Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Figure C.13 Mean Monthly Evapotranspiration for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top),
the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Figure C.14 Mean Monthly Evapotranspiration for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top),
the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom)
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Figure C.15 Mean Monthly Evapotranspiration for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method (top),
the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Scatter Plot Method - Monthly Evapotranspiration for Sandy Soils
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Figure C.16 Monthly Evapotranspiration Statistics for Sandy Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method
(top), the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Figure C.17 Monthly Evapotranspiration Statistics for Silty Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method
(top), the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Figure C.18 Monthly Evapotranspiration Statistics for Clayey Soils computed using the Scatter Plot Method
(top), the Percentile Method (middle) and All Future Climates (bottom).
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Monthly precipitation and temperature statistics for all future climates are summarized in Figures C.19 and C.20.
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Figure C.19 Monthly Precipitation Statistics for all Future Climates
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Figure C.20 Monthly Temperature Statistics for all Future Climates
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Appendix D provides a summary of the modifications performed on the Regional Climate Model (RCM) data and
Global Climate Model (GCM) data.
Regional Climate Model Data
Canadian Regional Climate Model data are available to download from the Canadian Climate Change Scenarios
Network website ( www.cccsn.ca ) and through their Data Access Interface. The data are in the form of NetCDF files,
or ‘Network Common Data Form’ files.

The main function of the NetCDF file is to efficiently store large multi-dimensional datasets, in the form of arrays. This
type of data storage is particularly useful for data which varies both temporally and spatially. The NetCDF files are
available in two formats: (1) in a *.nc file extension and (2) in a*.txt file extension. The *.nc file is in a binary format
and can only be viewed with certain programs. The *.txt format can be opened and modified using a text editor (such
as WordPad or Crimson).
There are existing programs which read, write, and modify NetCDF *.nc files; however they were developed for
specific applications and were not used for the modelling exercise. For example, Google Earth or ArcGIS can be
used to visualize or animate data (such as temperature or precipitation), with their appropriate spatial and temporal
references, using the *.nc file format.
Solar radiation, precipitation, temperature, wind speed, and cloud cover data were obtained for 2040 to 2070. For
modelling purposes, a continuous time series of the datasets was created using a piece of code written in Microsoft
Visual Basic. The NetCDF files have several key features worth noting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

File layout
Spatial scale
Time scale
Units and statistics
Data adjusters

1. File layout
The NetCDF files list the data for each grid point at each time point. For example, a single square area (thus 4
grid points), for a daily time series for the month of June, will have a data point at each corner of the grid for every
day in June (4 x 4 x 30 = 480 data points). The gridded data follows the spatial coordinates; thus the data point at
the bottom left corner of the area, will be in the bottom left corner of the data series for each time step.
2. Spatial scale
Each file lists the latitude and longitude coordinates of the gridded area. The data is then listed as a grid, with a
data point at each grid point. The user specifies the desired coordinates and at what interval (such as every 0.5
degrees). The user can then choose the data from one grid point, or many, from the NetCDF file.
3. Time scale
Time is typically recorded in ‘hours since a given date and time’. If no time zone is specified, then it is Universal
Time Coordinates (UTC) or Greenwich Mean Time. The time step is also specified in the NetCDF file, such as 6
hours, or 1 day.
4. Units and statistics
The units are very important to consider for both the time series and data series. For example, the data were
typically given as 6 hourly means, with temperatures given in Kelvin and solar radiation given in Watts per square
metre.
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5. Data adjusters
Each NetCDF file contains one month of data. A monthly factor and an offset are listed in each file. Data must be
multiplied by the monthly factor and then added by the offset before arriving at the final values.
As evident, there is additional work in processing the NetCDF files for modelling purposes. AquaResource Inc. is
available to assist users through this process.
GCM Data
The data file for the daily GCM is much simpler than the Regional Climate Model NetCDF data, as it does not vary
spatially. The GCM data are *.txt files. There is one month of data in each file, with a data point for each day of the
month. The parameter, year and month of the data are contained in the filename. For modelling purposes, a
continuous time series of the datasets was created using a piece of code written in Microsoft Visual Basic.
AquaResource Inc. can provide assistance to users to complete this step.
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This case study describes the application of the methodology described in the “Guide for Assessment of Hydrologic
Effects of Climate Change in Ontario” to a subwatershed located in Southwestern Ontario. This subwatershed,
referred to as Subwatershed 19, forms the headwaters of the Credit River and also contains portions of the Towns of
Orangeville, Mono, and Amaranth. The case study includes the application of a continuous streamflow model and
groundwater flow model to estimate the hydrologic effects of a series of future climate scenarios. The case study also
considers the impact of future climate scenarios on water budget assessments being conducted to meet the
requirements of the Province of Ontario’s Clean Water Act (2006). The case study is not intended to provide
complete documentation on the development, calibration and application of these models; rather it is developed as a
concise reference on applying, analyzing, and visualizing the results of a climate change impact assessment.

 
The study area is illustrated in Figure 1-1 and includes the Town of Orangeville, and portions of the Town of Mono
and Townships of East Garafraxa, and Amaranth (Dufferin County) as well as portions of the Town of Caledon
(Region of Peel). The study area lies within the headwaters of the Credit, Humber, Nottawasaga, and Grand Rivers,
and is often referred to as “Headwaters Country”. As mentioned, Subwatershed 19 lies within the Credit River
Watershed.

Figure 1-1:

Subwatershed 19 – Headwaters of the Credit River Watershed.
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The northern portion of the subwatershed contains Upper Monora Creek, Middle Monora Creek and Lower Monora
Creek, which all drain into Island Lake Reservoir from the west. There are also two unnamed tributaries that drain
directly into the Island Lake Reservoir from the east. Outflow from Island Lake Reservoir at the South Dam marks the
start of the Credit River. Mill Creek joins the Credit River downstream of the South Dam, and the River continues to
flow in a southward direction, to Lake Ontario. At the southern end of the subwatershed near Melville, three additional
unnamed tributaries located within the Town of Caledon discharge to the Credit River. The Melville Dam is located at
the downstream limit of Subwatershed 19.
Land use within Subwatershed 19 includes various natural heritage features (wetlands, greenlands, etc) as well as
urban areas, aggregate extraction areas and various other rural land uses. Figure 1-2 illustrates the land use within
the subwatershed, (Credit Valley Conservation and EBNFLO Environmental, 2009).

Figure 1-2: Existing land use within Subwatershed 19.
The Towns of Orangeville and Mono rely on overburden and bedrock groundwater aquifers for all municipal water
supplies. Figure 1-3 illustrates the locations of municipal supply wells in the study area. Most of the Town of
Orangeville’s existing municipal supply wells are located within Subwatershed 19; however, one well (Mono Cardinal
Woods Well 3) is located in the Nottawasaga Watershed to the north, and two of the Town of Orangeville’s supply
wells (Wells 6 and 11) are located south of the subwatershed within Shaw’s Creek Subwatershed (Subwatershed 17).
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Figure 1-3:
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Municipal water supply wells within Subwatershed 19.

 
The Clean Water Act was introduced by the Province of Ontario in its First Reading on December 5, 2005 and it
received Royal Assent on October 19, 2006. On July 3, 2007 the Act and its five regulations came into effect. The
intent of this Legislation is to ensure communities are able to protect their municipal drinking water supplies through
the development of collaborative, locally driven, science-based source water protection plans. Communities will
identify potential risks to local water supply sources and will take action to reduce or eliminate these risks.
Municipalities, conservation authorities, property owners, farmers, industry, community groups, and the public will
work together to meet these common goals.
In addition to the development of a subwatershed-based water budget, the Clean Water Act requires the completion
of a Subwatershed Stress Assessment to estimate potential hydrological stress. This assessment estimates a
percent water demand for each subwatershed by calculating the ratio of estimated water demands to available
surface and groundwater supply and then assigns a level of stress to the watershed based on the percent water
demand. The Stress Assessment is a three-tiered process whereby subwatershed areas identified to have higher
water demands are studied in greater detail than those subwatersheds that have lower water demand.
A Tier Three Water Budget and Local Area Risk Assessment are required to estimate the likelihood that municipalities
will be able to meet planned water demands. A Tier Three Assessment is conducted on all municipal water supplies
located in subwatersheds that were classified in the Tier Two Assessment as having a moderate or significant
potential for stress. The Tier Three Assessment uses refined surface and/or groundwater flow models, and involves a
much more detailed study of the available groundwater or surface water sources.
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The Ministry of Environment (MOE, 2009) has published the technical rules which provide instructions on completing
a Tier Two Subwatershed Stress Assessment and a Tier Three Local Area Risk Assessment. In addition, the
Province (MOE, 2007) developed the Provincial Guidance Module 7 Water Budget and Water Quantity Risk
Assessment which provides further instruction on how to complete a Subwatershed Stress Assessment. As outlined
in Guidance Module 7, the stress assessment determines the level of potential stress in each assessment area or
subwatershed by using the percent water demand calculations and the potential stress thresholds for both surface
water and groundwater.
At present, the Technical Rules do not require that Tier Two and Tier Three Assessments include climate change
impact evaluations; however, the assessments should identify and document any observed climate trends in a
watershed or subwatershed and also document any past climate change assessments completed in the area.
Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) completed a Tier Two Water Budget and Subwatershed Stress Assessment
(AquaResource, 2008) following the methodologies outlined in the Technical Rules and Guidance Module 7. The
Tier Two Assessment estimated the groundwater percent water demand for Subwatershed 19 to be 14%. As this
percent water demand is above the Provincial threshold of 10%, Subwatershed 19 is classified as having a
“Moderate” potential for stress (see Section 7.1). Municipal water supplies for the Towns of Orangeville, Mono, and
Amaranth are located within Subwatershed 19, and the majority of the Town of Orangeville’s groundwater supplies
are located within this subwatershed. As a result, the Town was required to complete a Tier Three Assessment under
the Water Budget Framework. As of spring 2010, this study has not yet been completed. However, detailed
continuous streamflow and groundwater flow models have been developed as part of this study and those models are
used as part of this assessment.

 
The primary purpose of this Case Study is to determine how climate change affects the hydrologic system and water
balance of Subwatershed 19 in the Credit River Watershed. More specifically, from a Drinking Water Source
Protection perspective and in response to Ontario’s Clean Water Act, this study aims to evaluate the risks of municipal
water supply shortages in the future, in the communities partly or wholly within Subwatershed 19 (i.e., the Towns of
Orangeville, Mono and Caledon and the Townships of East Garafraxa and Amaranth) and the sensitivities in the
system that lead to change.
Secondary purposes of the study are to support public education and inform other types of studies routinely
conducted by the CVC (i.e., fisheries management, terrestrial management, water quality, etc.).

 
The water resource quantity issues in Subwatershed 19 include the following:
•
•
•

Availability and reliability of groundwater based municipal water supplies in the future;
Baseflow-low flow concerns from a fisheries and wastewater assimilation perspective; and
High flow and peak flow concerns from a flood risk and instream erosion perspective.

The Town of Orangeville currently maintains nine municipal wells, most of which are located within Subwatershed 19.
The Town of Mono operates four municipal supply wells. Average annual water demand for the Towns of Orangeville
and Mono is approximately 9,500 m3/d. The Province has included the Towns within area affected by the ‘Places to
Grow’ legislation, and therefore, has encouraged the municipalities to plan for high populations and population
densities. An increase in the population in the area would require drawing on additional groundwater supplies as well
as ensuring that existing groundwater supplies would be available in the future.
Fisheries habitat exists throughout the subwatershed; they are found mostly in the northeast portion of the
subwatershed, except in the ephemeral streams. Local water quality and hydrology generally support a healthy
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community. During periods of stress caused by low flow conditions, poor water quality or high instream temperatures
in the Credit River, some species of fish are known to take refuge in the Caledon tributaries. Island Lake supports a
very active fishery favoured by local sports fishers. Nevertheless, habitat preservation is required to maintain the
fishery in this state. Aquatic habitat is threatened by any form of reduction in summertime low streamflow conditions.
Low streamflow can stress the local fishery for the following reasons:
•

Lower water levels result in a decrease in habitat;

•

Incomplete wastewater assimilation results in degraded water quality;

•

Lower water levels and reduced stream velocity aggravate warming/high water temperature conditions; and

•

Lower instream dissolved oxygen levels will result, caused by elevated biological uptake rates, lower
saturation concentrations with warmer temperatures and less reaeration due to lower stream velocity.

Water quality is a concern in the reaches downstream of the Orangeville WPCP (Water Pollution Control Plant)
discharge. Acceptable levels of wastewater discharge are directly related to receiving streamflow rate and indirectly
to water temperature. Climate change could result in lower summer streamflow and will result in warmer water in
general and thus, assimilative capacity may be significantly reduced. At present, Island Lake provides most or all of
the water required for assimilation of Orangeville WPCP wastewater. Low streamflow can be evaluated using low
flow statistics such as the 7Q20 or flow frequency probabilities such as the flow exceeded 98 or 99% of the time.
Higher flow rates can lead to instream erosion and stream channel instability. The existing hydrologic characteristics
of the subwatershed are not problematic in this regard and therefore it is desirable to maintain this condition into the
future. High flow rates can also cause flooding. At present there are seven identified zones with flood risk in the
subwatershed under a regulatory storm (Credit Valley Conservation, 2008). It is desirable to maintain the hydrologic
and hydraulic systems so that peak flow rates are not increased in frequency or magnitude.

 
Subwatershed 19 has been partitioned into 36 catchments as shown in Figure 1-4. The streamflow model setup
adopts this discretization and utilizes a single reach within each catchment to represent surface drains and streams
and to receive groundwater and surface water discharge.
Figure 1-5 shows the assessment area considered for groundwater modelling. The model domain was designed to
encompass the entire upper subwatershed area of the Credit River, and to extend to the natural boundaries of the
groundwater flow system as interpreted from the shallow and deep groundwater level contour maps. The model
domain boundary lies largely outside the subwatershed boundary to minimize potential boundary effects on model
predictions within the study area.
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Figure 1-4: Streamflow model catchments.

Source: AquaResource (2008)

Figure 1-5: Study area and groundwater model boundary

Source: AquaResource (2008)
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The following temporal aspects are proposed for this assessment:
•

The hydrologic results of this study are most relevant in terms of daily, monthly, seasonal and annual
streamflows as well as monthly, seasonal and annual water balance terms (i.e., evapotranspiration, runoff
and recharge). This temporal resolution can be achieved in the streamflow modelling using hourly time steps.
This time step is also the most frequent reporting interval for available meteorological time series. The
groundwater flow model utilizes time steps that range from 3 days up to 8 days. The groundwater flow model
involves many more computations than the streamflow model and as a result, a longer time step is required to
complete a long-term simulation. In addition, groundwater processes are much slower than surface water
processes and can therefore be well represented using this longer timestep.

•

Calibration and validation periods for streamflow modelling include the period 2000 to 2006. The year 2000 is
not included in the summary of results as this is treated as a model spin-up year. A longer period of
calibration and validation would encompass periods of transience in subwatershed land use, water pumping
and wastewater release and therefore the period is limited in this respect.

•

The simulation time period for all climate scenarios is 30 years. The existing condition includes the period
1960 to 1990, with 1960 discarded as a model spin-up year. The period 1961 to 1990 corresponds to a
standard normalization period used by Environment Canada to summarize climate. This time period is known
to have experienced minimal climate change, compared with the period following, i.e., 1991 to the present.

•

Future climates will be selected from the 2050s period. This is defined by summarizing climate for the
normalization period 2041 to 2070. This period is selected since significant climate change is expected to
occur in the years leading to this period.

 
Table 1-1 lists the type of information required for modelling and the relevant locations and temporal factors.
Table 1-1: Information requirements summary for Subwatershed 19.
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The hydrology of Subwatershed 19 is complex. In addition to natural hydrologic processes and sources of water in
the system there are several human influences with significant consequences. These include groundwater pumping
for municipal potable water supply, wastewater discharges into the Credit River, storage in Island Lake with controlled
outflow and the many local incremental effects of agricultural development, aggregate extraction and urbanization.
Tier Two Stress Assessment studies have determined that there is a risk of water supply shortages in the future,
following further urban growth in the subwatershed (AquaResource, 2008).
Because of the hydrologic complexity and the acute need for effective water management in the area, a linked
modelling approach has been selected for the Subwatershed 19 Tier Three Local Area Risk Assessment study. This
approach has been selected for its inherent rigour and comprehensiveness. The approach will take advantage of the
strengths of two discrete models, a streamflow model and a groundwater model, to assess water resources. This
approach will also be employed in the climate change impact assessment.
The streamflow generation model is used to generate continuous long-term time series of streamflow at sites
throughout the subwatershed. The model partitions precipitation and snowmelt into runoff and groundwater recharge,
while accounting for losses due to evapotranspiration (ET). Surface runoff and groundwater discharge are routed
through the tributaries and Island Lake to the mouth of the subwatershed. The model is spatially and temporally
detailed so that it accounts for the varied landforms and physiography in the area and can capture the dynamic
responses in the system accompanying ever changing weather conditions and human activities. While streamflow
models typically include a groundwater component to generate baseflow in streams, this component is typically
simplistic and not capable of reflecting the temporal and spatial complexity of the groundwater system.
The groundwater model, with a good three dimensional representation of the groundwater system (including pumping
wells), generates water levels and outflow to streams on a long-term steady state and transient basis. This model
relies upon the spatially and temporally detailed recharge estimates provided by the streamflow model. In turn, the
groundwater model provides estimates of major groundwater transfers across subwatershed boundaries to the
streamflow model. Knowledge of these subsurface transfers is critical to configuring the streamflow model so that it
can account for all of the sources and sinks of water in the study area. This process needs to be iterative in the
preliminary stages of model calibration so that reasonable estimates of recharge and groundwater movement can be
transferred between models.
CVC has experience with both types of simulation models and the capacity to support the model development.
Therefore this approach is realistic considering the available resources and technical capacity and provides
sufficiently detailed simulation results to adequately reflect the sophisticated nature of the study area.

 
 
CVC conducted a formal model selection process for the Water Quality Strategy (WQS) (CVC, 2008). The modelling
objectives of the WQS were similar to the Subwatershed 19 study, at a different spatial scale. That selection process
considered CVC needs into the future and sought to identify technologies that could become part of the core toolbox
associated with watershed assessment. The tool selected, the Hydrological Simulation Program – FORTRAN (HSPF) (Bicknell et al., 2001), is relevant to the Subwatershed 19 study, has the capabilities to achieve the modelling
objectives and technical requirements and has been successfully applied across the whole Credit River Watershed for
hydrologic and water quality assessments. Furthermore, particularly relevant to climate change impact assessments,
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HSP-F utilizes sub-models for winter processes (i.e., snow accumulation and melting) and year round
evapotranspiration that are each sensitive to several climate parameters and thus, are sensitive to climate change.

 
The computer code MODFLOW was selected to develop the numerical groundwater flow model for the Tier Three
Local Area Risk Assessment. MODFLOW is a three-dimensional, saturated, finite difference groundwater modelling
code that was first developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Additional information on MODFLOW
can be found in McDonald and Harbaugh (1988) and Harbaugh and McDonald (1996). This code has been used
extensively for water budgeting and various other uses worldwide. The groundwater flow model was developed with
the aid of Visual MODFLOW, a graphical user interface developed by Waterloo Hydrogeologic Inc. (WHI, 2005).
The model area of a MODFLOW model is divided horizontally and vertically into a discrete set of square or
rectangular blocks or cells, with each cell representing a discrete horizontal and vertical unit of porous media. Each
model cell has specified hydraulic properties (hydraulic conductivities, storage parameters, etc.) that are assigned and
remain constant throughout the model simulation. The initial selection of model properties are based on the
conceptual understanding of the geology and hydrogeology of the study area (refer to Section 2.3 and 2.4) and
refined through the model calibration process.
MODFLOW directly simulates the hydraulic head (i.e., groundwater level) within each cell. Groundwater flow
velocities and rates can be calculated from these heads using the hydraulic properties. The hydraulic head and flow
through each cell within the model can be calculated in either steady state, which is used to simulate equilibrium
conditions, or in transient mode, which is used to simulate the systems response to changing stresses that may occur
over a given period(s) of time.
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The procedures followed for the setup, calibration and validation of HSP-F for Subwatershed 19 have been fully
documented (EBNFLO Environmental, 2009). These steps were completed for Phase Two of the Subwatershed 19
Study, undertaken from 2008 to 2009. That study has a broad scope and in addition to hydrologic modelling, includes
water quality modelling and assessment of several future scenarios with alternative land use and water management
scenarios. Climate change impact assessment has not been previously conducted in this area. The documentation
relating to streamflow model setup and testing provided with that study is summarized below.
In model setup, the subwatershed is represented as a mosaic of urban and rural land elements. Each element has
homogeneous characteristics. Several elements together form catchments (i.e., discrete sewersheds and small
tributary catchments that combine to make up the subwatershed). Surface runoff is routed from each element into the
local watercourse stream/sewer. Subsurface runoff (i.e., interflow and groundwater flow) is generally routed to the
nearest local stream channel; however in some cases subsurface flows are routed to adjacent or downstream
reaches to reflect the general groundwater movement patterns observed in the study area. The watercourse reach
may represent a section of a tributary to the main channel, a pond or a section of the main channel of the Credit River.
Each land element is characterized by its land use, quaternary geology and topography. These characteristics are
reflected in the setup and parameterization of the model. Urban areas are characterized to reflect several potential
connectivity schemes (i.e., the manner in which pervious and impervious surfaces are connected to each other and to
the local infrastructure) and land use types. Rural areas are assumed to have no significant imperviousness.
Subwatershed catchments (Figure 1-4) were delineated by CVC to a much higher level of detail than in previous
modelling studies, as required for the DWSP Tier Three Risk Assessment. Currently there are 36 catchments,
whereas 4 had been used in previous models (Credit Valley Conservation and EBNFLO Environmental, 2008).
Catchments 1905 and 1907 have been further divided into upstream and downstream portions for this study, raising
the total number of catchments in the subwatershed to 38. The subwatershed study report provides a table listing the
catchments, their drainage areas (ranging from 3.1 to 752 hectares) and identifies the local stream reach. The
average catchment size is about 155 hectares. The model is setup to produce and store streamflow output at the
downstream limit of all catchments.
Land use cover is generally the most likely surface characteristic to be affected by human activities. The population of
the Town of Orangeville and the urban footprint is expected to significantly change in the subwatershed as the Town
of Orangeville is built-out to its limits (AquaResource Inc., 2008).
For the purposes of developing model input, the aggregated land uses were designated as either urban or rural. This
step is critical as urban and rural lands are treated differently in modelling. All urban land use classifications were
sorted and lumped into ten major land use designations while the rural land uses were sorted and lumped into nine
major land use designations. In these land use designations all local roads were included with the prevalent land use
in each area. In this way all roads are accounted for and their imperviousness is incorporated into that of the adjacent
land use type.
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More than three quarters of the subwatershed has been designated as rural, with 42% of that area as agriculture.
Forest, wetlands and open space constitutes most of the remaining rural area. Almost one quarter of the
subwatershed has been designated as urban, with the residential areas constituting 56% of the urban area.
Commercial areas, highway corridors and parklands constitute the remainder. The existing land use scheme for
Subwatershed 19 is shown in Figure 1-2.
Beyond land-use, some of the most critical hydrologic modelling input parameters are related to soil characteristics
within each catchment. Characteristics of soils in the upper topsoil, or vadose zone, affect the water balance at the
smallest scale, thus, profoundly affect overall water quality and hydrology. Soil characteristics relating to hydrologic
behaviour have been assigned based on quaternary geology. The source of this information and its processing for
this study are discussed in an earlier report (AquaResource, 2008).
Four soil type classifications were employed in this model setup. The soil classifications correspond to soils with high
infiltration and water holding characteristics (i.e., sands and gravels), medium infiltration characteristics (i.e., fine
sands and silts), low infiltration characteristics (i.e., silts and clays) and organic soils with high water holding
capabilities. For the purposes of identification, the four soil types are termed A, B, C and O, respectively;
corresponding to their approximate hydrologic soil groupings (HSG), an agricultural classification system often used in
modelling.
The subwatershed’s watercourse network represented in the HSP-F model consists of a set of reaches that represent
the main stem of the Credit River, as well as selected portions of tributaries. In general, each catchment contains one
reach. Inflow to the reach is from both local and upstream contributions.
Representative stream and valley cross-sections for each reach were used to develop the necessary average depthsurface area-reach volume relationships (i.e., flow tables-FTABLES) for each reach. HEC-2 (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers) input files provided by CVC were used to determine representative cross sections for all reaches.
The stage-storage and stage-weir flow relationships for Island Lake were taken from GAWSER modelling (Schroeter
& Associates, 2004). Operating permits issued by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment to CVC specify dam
outflow rates on a monthly basis, as determined for flow augmentation downstream. CVC regulates outflow using a
manually operated gate valve at the South Dam. A time series of requested outflows has been developed for this site
based on the operating permit. No continuous long-term record of outflow rates is available to aid calibration, so the
mandated flows have been used as a starting point in calibration.
Figure 3-1 includes a schematic of Subwatershed 19 modelled reaches and the drainage areas upstream of nodal
points. Note that about 40% (i.e., 25 km2) of the surface subwatershed area is upstream of Island Lake. Major
tributaries include Upper and Lower Monora Creek in the northwest and Mill Creek in the southwest. Unnamed
tributaries in the east side of the subwatershed also contribute significantly in terms of drainage areas.
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DRAINAGE NETWORK SCHEMATIC
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Figure 3-1: Subwatershed 19 tributary schematic.
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The groundwater model MODFLOW was used to simulate steady state groundwater conditions for the subwatershed.
Based on hydrogeological investigations, groundwater simulations were made and yielded information on the steady
state transfer of groundwater between catchments and across subwatershed boundaries. Based on these
simulations, it is clear that there is significant movement of water into or out of the subwatershed and across some
catchment boundaries. Subsurface transfers of water across the subwatershed boundaries must be taken into
account to establish an accurate subwatershed water balance. Figure 3-2 shows the subwatershed with the major
groundwater transfers and groundwater pumping sites indicated. In this figure the width of the arrows is loosely
proportional to the total transfer rates. These transfers are based upon long-term steady state simulations. Pumping
rates were taken from recent records (AquaResource Inc., 2008).

Well 12
/ Transmetro

EBNFLO Enironmental

Figure 3-2: Transboundary groundwater fluxes included in streamflow model.
Overall, there is significant movement of groundwater from the northern catchments of Subwatershed 19 to the
3
Nottawasaga Watershed to the north. About 13,000 m /d of groundwater is estimated to discharge to the
Nottawasaga system. Other major transboundary groundwater flow occurs along the western boundary and is likely
due, in part, to the groundwater table drawdown caused by municipal groundwater pumping wells in the area. In total
about 9,400 m3/d of groundwater is pumped from wells along the western side of the subwatershed.
3

3

Transboundary losses of groundwater totals about 14,600 m /d, while about 9,400 m /d is pumped from municipal
wells. These losses are partially offset with transboundary groundwater inflows of about 12,600 m3/d. The WPCP
discharges (12,000 to 13,000 m3/d) return all of the pumped groundwater and more to the river.
The streamflow model was setup to account for the net effects of transboundary groundwater flow and groundwater
pumping to ensure that the overall water balance is accurate.
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HSP-F requires numerous meteorological inputs to perform water balance simulations. The snow accumulation and
melt routines employ complex algorithms that are dependent upon several meteorological parameters. Components
of the snow accumulation and melt routines include determinations of conditions necessary for precipitation to fall as
snow, latent heat and heat transfer within the various phases of the snowpack and the rates of phase change in the
snowpack (Bicknell et al., 2001). To meet all of the climate data input needs of HSP-F, the following parameters are
required:
•

Precipitation rate (hourly);

•

Air temperature (hourly);

•

Wind speed (hourly);

•

Solar radiation (hourly);

•

Dew point temperature (daily); and

•

Potential evapotranspiration (hourly).

Climate data was acquired from Environment Canada for stations in Orangeville (#6155790) and Lester B. Pearson
International Airport (LBPIA) (#6158655).
Figure 3-3 displays the total annual rain and snow for Orangeville and Figure 3-4 displays monthly average rain and
snow, for the period 2000 to 2007 (to end of July). This includes the model spin-up year (i.e., 2000) and the
calibration/validation period used in this study. Average recorded annual rainfall was 732 mm/y, which is close to the
1971-2000 normal for Orangeville MOE of 740 mm/y. Total annual average snowfall of 183 mm/y was 14% above the
1971-2000 normal of 160 mm/y. Thus, average annual total precipitation of 915 mm was about 2% above the 19712000 annual average.
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Figure 3-3: Annual total rain and snow in Subwatershed 19, 2000 to 2007.
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Figure 3-4: Monthly average rain and snow in Subwatershed 19, 2000 to 2007.
Wind speed, solar radiation and dew point temperature are available on an hourly basis from long-term monitoring at
the Lester B. Pearson International Airport. The hydrologic model is not highly sensitive to these parameters and
therefore data from this station is suitable for modelling in Subwatershed 19.
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is not measured and is determined by calculation using the method of Jensen and
Haise (1963) that uses a function dependent on air temperature and solar radiation. Actual evapotranspiration is
calculated within the model and is dependent upon the PET, available moisture and weather conditions. Current
climate is compared with future climates in Section 5.3.
WPCP discharges are released to the Credit River downstream of Island Lake near the downstream limit of Reach
#25 (i.e., Catchment 1925, Figure 1-4). Discharges are based upon WPCP monitoring information provided by the
Town for the period 2000 to 2006, in the form of average daily discharge on a monthly basis. The average daily
WPCP discharge flow rate was 12,343 m3 during that time period. The reported annual average WPCP discharge
3
3
flow rate ranged from 11,692 m /d (2003) to 12,983 m /d (2006) during that period of time.
In this study, calibration was conducted using meteorological inputs from 2001 to 2004 and validation relied upon data
collected from 2005 to mid 2007. These time periods satisfy modelling objectives from two important perspectives.
Firstly, the length of record allows for several annual cycles to be experienced. Annual climate patterns, snow
accumulation and melt cycles, and summer drought cycles are included as a good test of the model’s robustness.
Secondly, the period of record is not sufficiently long to envelope a large degree of land use change in the
subwatershed. Since land use is modelled as a steady state condition, relative development change should be
limited.
Long-term streamflow monitoring takes place on the Credit River at Melville Water Survey of Canada (WSC) station
#02HB013, since 1967. This location represents the downstream limit of the subwatershed and the most important
calibration point. The WSC database lists the surface drainage area for this gauge at 62.2 km2. The CVC has
determined the drainage area to be 60.8 km2.
Instantaneous streamflow rates were measured at 43 sites on Subwatershed 19 tributaries on up to five occasions,
from July 2006 through July 2007. Also, Island Lake water levels have been monitored since 2004. This information
was used to guide the calibration at the tributary scale.
A brief summary of calibration and validation results follow. A comparison of the simulated and observed streamflow
time series at Melville by extremes and by total flow volumes and mean flow rates is provided in Table 3-1 for the
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calibration and validation periods. Examples of comparisons of simulated and observed streamflows and volumes are
provided below; however the full set of comparisons and a more complete analysis are provided in the Subwatershed
19 report (EBNFLO Environmental, 2009).
Table 3-1: Calibration and validation period comparisons.
Comparison Criteria

Observed
Calibration Period

Simulated
Calibration Period

Observed
Validation Period

4.85
0.138
0.402
15,815
4,134
5,264
2,999
3,418

3.67
0.199
0.411
16,323
4,112
5,410
3,010
3,791

6.76
0.247
0.510
20,718
6,176
5,115
3,291
4,859

Maximum Streamflow Rate, m3/s
Minimum Streamflow Rate, m3/s
Median Streamflow Rate, m 3/s
Annual Average Flow Volume, dam 3
Average Winter* Flow Volume, dam3
Average Spring* Flow Volume, dam3
Average Summer* Flow Volume, dam3
Average Fall* Flow Volume, dam3

Simulated
Validation Period
3.78
0.276
0.500
20,372
6,638
5,652
3,106
5,075

*Winter: Jan.-Mar., Spring: Apr.-Jun., Summer: Jul.-Sep., Fall: Oct.-Dec.

Figure 3-5 displays the simulated and observed annual total outflow volumes from Subwatershed 19 for the combined
calibration and validation periods. Three of the years agree very closely while the remaining four years display
discrepancies of 10% (2003) to 14% (2005). The discrepancy in total flow volume over the entire period is less,
0.20%, as the errors are offsetting in the longer term.
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Figure 3-5: Annual total simulated and observed outflow from Subwatershed 19, 2001-2007.
Monthly total streamflow volumes are compared in Figure 3-6. In general, these compare favourably. The months
with the largest relative discrepancies are in January, February and November. Snow accumulation and melt
processes complicate simulation in the winter months, accounting for much of the difference noted. In addition,
evapotranspiration in winter months is generally not well understood and may account for some error in overall winter
water balance. The validation period displayed similar results with the largest discrepancies in the winter months, but
good overall agreement.
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Figure 3-6: Simulated and observed monthly total streamflow for Subwatershed 19, 2001 to 2004.
Figure 3-7 shows the daily simulated and observed streamflow rates at the Melville gauge site for 2002 as an
example. The daily flows are displayed on a logarithmic scale so that flow rates can be compared in relative terms
throughout the full range of flows. Simulated streamflow tends to reflect observed rates and trends in a reasonable
manner. Significant differences exist for individual events, especially during winter, but maximum and minimum flows
tend to be in reasonable agreement.
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Figure 3-7: Simulated and observed daily flow rates at the Melville gauge, 2002.
Figure 3-8 shows the flow frequency distributions for the simulated and observed time series of flows, for the
calibration period. The correspondence between simulated and observed flow frequencies confirms the model’s ability
to simulate subwatershed scale hydrologic response. Simulated results reflect observed storm or melt event
response and extended low or baseflow periods. The overall mean flows compare closely. Good agreement in these
terms indicates that the model calibration reflects the long-term averages as well as the occurrence of minimum and
maximum flow regimes within the time series. Validation period correspondence in this regard is also good.
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of flow frequency distributions of simulated and observed streamflow for
Subwatershed 19, 2001-2004.
The correspondence in the long and short term confirms the model’s reliability in simulating a wide variety of
conditions and the overall water balance. In this calibrated form, the model results can be used for scenario
comparisons and sensitivity type assessments wherein the simulated absolute instream flow rates are secondary to
the overall sensitivity of the system to relative change. The estimation of water balance terms (i.e., groundwater
recharge, runoff and evapotranspiration) are applications of the model that can be made with more accuracy than
short-term event-based conditions.

 
The MODFLOW grid encompasses Subwatershed 19 within CVC, as well as portions of the Humber River
Watershed, Nottawasaga River Watershed and the Grand River Watershed (Figure 1-5). The model domain is
approximately 17 km in a north-south direction, and 18 km east-west, resulting in a model area of approximately
306 km2.
The model domain was designed to encompass the entire upper Subwatershed 19 area, and to extend to the natural
boundaries of the groundwater flow system. The model domain lies largely outside the subwatershed boundary to
minimize potential boundary effects on model predictions within the study area.
The finite difference grid has a total of 415 rows and 405 columns within the model area for a total of 168,075 cells.
The model subdivides the subsurface vertically into 9 layers; each layer generally represents a hydrostratigraphic unit
such as a sand aquifer, or a till aquitard. The top and bottom elevation of each layer are assigned in MODFLOW to
each of the model cells. The hydrostratigraphic layers are assigned to be consistent with the regional conceptual
hydrogeologic model and represent three overburden layers and five bedrock layers.
The HSP-F model was calibrated to estimate recharge rates (specified flux) for input into the top layer of the
MODFLOW model. HSP-F calibration efforts were focused on the low flow regime to be able to better constrain the
groundwater recharge estimates. The resulting calibrated average annual recharge estimates ranged from a low of
0 mm/yr where groundwater discharges to some wetlands to a high of 317 mm/yr on the Orangeville Moraine.
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All municipal pumping wells that lie within the modelled area were simulated using specified flux boundary conditions.
The simulated pumping rates varied depending on the model simulation (e.g., long-term steady state, transient
pumping test simulation, model verification).
Numerical groundwater flow models are typically calibrated by systematically adjusting the model input parameters
and boundary conditions to determine the optimum match (within an acceptable margin of error) between the modelpredicted results and field observations. The model’s ability to represent observed conditions is assessed
qualitatively to assess trends in water levels and distribution of groundwater discharge, and quantitatively to achieve
acceptable statistical measures of calibration. The model calibration process in this study included calibration to
steady state conditions (Figure 3-9), a transient calibration to a 44 day pumping test, and it was subsequently verified
using average monthly reported municipal pumping rates and recharge data from 1990-2006 (Figure 3-10). The
calibration process is iterative and calibrating to two different datasets helped refine the understanding and decrease
the uncertainty with the model input parameters.

Figure 3-9: Subwatershed 19 MODFLOW calibration to groundwater elevations.
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Figure 3-10: Example of Subwatershed 19 MODFLOW long-term verification results.
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The climate change impact assessment involves the selection of climate scenarios, based on Global Climate Models
(GCMs) and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenarios, using the Percentile Method. The GCM scenarios and
associated change fields were used to adjust current climate parameters to represent future climates, as outlined in
Chapter 6 of the Guide for Assessment of Hydrologic Effects of Climate Change in Ontario (the Guide). In this case
study the full set of 57 GCM scenario results, from the IPCC Fourth assessment Report (AR4), were compiled from
the Canadian Climate Change Scenarios Network website (www.cccsn.ca) for the closest grid point to the study area
(i.e., 42.68 N and 281.25 W). Scenarios were ranked according to their resultant annual changes in temperature and
precipitation. Scenarios representing the recommended Percentile Method statistics (i.e., 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th
percentiles) were selected. Table 4-1 lists the scenarios selected by this method, the annual changes simulated for
temperature and precipitation, and the selection criteria satisfied in each case. The NCARCCSM3-A2 scenario
satisfied both a temperature and a precipitation criterion and so the total number of scenarios chosen is 9. The 57
climate scenarios are shown in Figure 4-1 as a scatter plot of the mean annual temperature change and mean annual
precipitation change from the baseline climate. The climate scenarios selected using the Percentile Method are
shown with a black circle. This figure is used to show the range in predicted temperature and precipitation by the
GCMs, and how the Percentile Method selects a representative subset of the climate change scenarios. For the nine
selected GCM scenarios, the range of annual change in air temperature is +1.7oC to +4.0oC and in precipitation is 5% to +13%.

Table 4-1: GCM scenarios selected by the Percentile Method.
ID #
9
16
30
33
38
40
48
53
54

Climate Model Name –
SRES Emission Scenario
CNRMCM3 – A2
FGOALS – g1.0 – B1
IPSLCM4 – A2
MIROC3.2 hires – A1B
RI CGCM2.3.2a – A1B
CSIROMk3 – A2
GFDLCM2.1 – B1
NCARCCSM3 – A2
NCARCCSM3 – A1B

Air Temperature (AT)
Change (˚C)

Precipitation (Pr)
Change (%)

Percentile Criterion

2.55
1.67
3.62
4.03
2.47
2.61
2.22
3.38
3.27

13.3
5.2
-5.4
4.8
8.3
6.5
2.5
2.4
6.0

95th Pr
5th AT
5th Pr
95th AT
75th Pr
50th AT
25th AT
75th AT & 25th Pr
50th Pr
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BCM2.0 - SR-A2
BCM2.0 - SR-A1B
BCM2.0 - SR-B1
CGCM3T47(Run1) - SR-A 2
CGCM3T47(Run1) - SR-A 1B
CGCM3T47(Run1) - SR-B 1
CGCM3T63 - SR-A1B
CGCM3T63 - SR-B1
CNRMCM3 - S R-A2
CNRMCM3 - S R-A1B
CNRMCM3 - S R-B1
CSIROMk3 - S R-A2

20.0

Future Climates Selected by
Percentile Method
Future Climates Selected for
Downscaling

Mean Annual Precipitation Change (%)

15.0

CSIROMk3 - S R-A1B
CSIROMk3 - S R-B1
ECHAM5OM - SR-A 2
ECHAM5OM - SR-A 1B
ECHAM5OM - SR-B 1
ECHO-G - SR-A2
ECHO-G - SR-A1B
ECHO-G - SR-B1
FGOALS-g1.0 - SR-A1B
FGOALS-g1.0 - SR-B1
GFDLCM2.0 - SR-A2
GFDLCM2.0 - SR-A1B
GFDLCM2.0 - SR-B1
GFDLCM2.1 - SR-A2
GFDLCM2.1 - SR-A1B
GFDLCM2.1 - SR-B1
GISSAOM - SR-A1B
GISSAOM - SR-B1
GISSE-H - SR-A1B

10.0

5.0

GISSE-R - SR-A2
GISSE-R - SR-B1
HADCM3 - SR-A2
HADCM3 - SR-A1B
HADCM3 - SR-B1
HadGEM1 - SR-A2
HadGEM1 - SR-A1B
INMCM3.0 - SR-A2
INMCM3.0 - SR-A1B
INMCM3.0 - SR-B1
IPSLCM4 - SR-A2
IPSLCM4 - SR-A1B
IPSLCM4 - SR-B1
MIROC3.2 hires - SR-A1B
MIROC3.2 hires - SR-B1
MIROC3.2 medres - SR-A 2
MIROC3.2 medres - SR-B 1
MIROC3.2 medres - SR-A 1B

0.0

-5.0

-10.0
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
o
Mean Annual Temperature Change ( C)

4.5

5.0

MRI CGCM2.3.2a - SR-A2
MRI CGCM2.3.2a - SR-A1B
MRI CGCM2.3.2a - SR-B1
NCARCCSM3 - SR-A2
NCARCCSM3 - SR-A1B
NCARCCSM3 - SR-B1
NCARPCM - S R-A2
NCARPCM - S R-A1B
CGCM3T47(Run4) - SR-A2
CGCM3T47(Run4) - SR-A1B

Figure 4-1: Mean Annual Temperature and Precipitation Changes for Subwatershed 19 GCM Scenarios.

 
 
Application of the Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM) to downscaling local climates requires daily GCM simulated
predictors for the selected SRES scenarios. As a reminder, the regression based statistical downscaling methods rely
upon the development of statistical models that correlate predictand values with predictor values for a particular
scenario and time horizon. Predictors from future time horizons are used to generate future predictand time series. In
this application, downscaled air temperature and precipitation are required. It is possible to downscale other
parameters such as solar radiation and wind speed; however, hydrologic modelling is not sensitive to extremes within
these time series and so future versions of these parameters can be developed using the change field method.
The first step in developing statistically based climates using SDSM is to acquire the predictor time series for selected
scenarios from the Canadian Climate Change Scenarios Network website (www.CCCSN.ca). Under the
Downscaling Tools menu, the Statistical Downscaling Input contains three choices for the SDSM and ASD
Predictors. It is recommended that the latest CGCM3 Predictors be chosen. Once selected, the user is prompted to
register with the OURANOS website Data Access Integration (DAI) page. The site offers data from the historic time
series and the IPCC A2 and A1B experiments. Only the 4th members (i.e., Run 4) of these experiments are available.
Four datasets are offered. Three of these are required for this study, namely:
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•

NCEP data is the daily reanalysis data for 1961 to 2003 required to calibrate the SDSM model to current
conditions;

•

CGCM3A2 data for 2001 to 2100 contains the daily predictor files for the future with the A2 scenario
conditions; and

•

CGCM3A1B data for 2001 to 2100 contains the daily predictor files for the future with the A1B scenario
conditions.
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The datasets can be downloaded once the user is a registered with DAI. The data for coordinates 42.68 N and
-281.25 or 281.25 W is selected as the closest grid point to the study area. There are 25 predictors available in
separate *.dat files for each dataset.
The change field information for scenarios CGCM3-A1B and CGCM3-A2 were also acquired for two reasons. Firstly,
so that future solar radiation and wind speed can be altered in a consistent manner with the temperature and
precipitation portion of the scenario and secondly, so that through comparison between the change field climate
outcomes and the SDSM climate outcomes, the variability in the SDSM climates can be determined. The two GCM
scenarios selected for downscaling method are shown in Figure 4-1 with grey triangles.

 
Application of the weather generator, LARS-WG, requires the use of GCM scenario change fields to calibrate a
weather generator model and as a way to adjust average conditions for the generated weather representing future
scenarios. The model also requires daily predictand output for the parameters of interest from the future time
horizons. This information is used to characterize the wet-dry day condition and the variance of parameters with the
future scenarios.
The data was acquired through the CCCSN website by downloading the necessary change field data. The process
followed was to select Download Data - GCM - Get GCM Temporal-Averages. The desired coordinates,
assessment AR4 (2007), GCM model CGCM3T47-Run 4, emission experiment SR-A1B and SR-A2, and the following
parameters were selected:
•

Air Temperature – Mean Max (2m);

•

Air Temperature – Mean Min (2 m);

•

Precipitation – Total; and

•

Wind Speed – Mean (10 m).

The time period 2050s was selected. By selecting Get Data, files for each parameter with monthly, seasonal and
annual average conditions for the 2041 to 2070 time period selected were obtained for the two GCM scenarios.
The daily data is acquired from the DAI site as instructed in Section 6.5.4 of the Guide. In this case study, the
CGCM3.1- A2 scenario data was downloaded for the full available time period (i.e., 1961 to 2100). Only minimum
and maximum daily temperatures and precipitation are required. Text format was specified. Daily Time Series was
selected. Data was provided for each scenario in a single file with all parameters.
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Dynamical downscaling involves the downloading of CRCM output at a six hour time step. The process outlined in
Section 6.5.5 of the Guide was followed. The adk experiment was chosen as the only Ontario based scenario from
the AR4 series (i.e., most recent). Simulated CRCM output data was provided in monthly files for each parameter for
the period 2041 to 2070. Five weather parameters were chosen including:
•

FSS – downward solar incident flux at surface;

•

PCP – total precipitation rate;

•

STMND – minimum daily air temperature;

•

STMAX – maximum daily air temperature; and

•

SWMX – mean amplitude of sustained wind at 10 m.
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This case study examines nine GCM scenarios selected to comply with the recommended Percentile Method for
scenario selection as discussed in the previous section. Also, two additional GCM scenarios were examined (i.e.,
CGCM3-A1B and A2). These support the statistical downscaling climates developed using SDSM. These two
scenarios were accessed to provide the daily predictor information used by SDSM and were included in the
assessment as change field climates so that the effect of extremes characterized by the SDSM climates can be
determined. Therefore 11 GCM scenarios in total have been selected for application to change field type climate
generation in this study; the nine scenarios for the Percentile Method and the two for the downscaling method.
Change fields are determined for each GCM scenario by determining the differences between average climate values
for two different time horizons on a monthly basis. If climate change exists between the time periods then significant
differences in these values will be apparent. The average climate value for each parameter of interest is contained in
a separate GCM temporal file. Section 6.5.2 in the Guide describes the process to determine change fields, apply
them to existing climate time series, and generate future local climates. Daily PET was calculated according to the
Jensen method (Jensen and Haise, 1963) which relies on air temperature and solar radiation. By using this method,
PET was adjusted according to the predicted changes in the future estimated air temperature and solar radiation. The
characteristics of these future climates are discussed in Section 5.3.

 
Three methods of downscaling GCM model output were tested in this case study: the statistical downscaling model
(SDSM), the weather generator model LARS-WG, the Canadian regional climate model (CRCM). The development
of future local climates using each of these downscaling methods, as well as the disaggregation of data required to do
so, are discussed below.

 
The initial steps in applying SDSM to generate future local climates are related to initial settings, QA/QC and data
transformations. The SDSM manual was followed closely for these steps to ensure that the observed data was in
proper format and all values were reasonable. Transformations were made to predictor data in the predictor
screening step. Table 5-1 lists the most promising predictors identified and their explained variance for the
development of statistical models for minimum daily air temperature, maximum daily air temperature and daily
precipitation. The higher values indicate stronger correlations between the predictors and predictands. SDSM was
not used to downscale solar radiation and wind speed as hydrologic models are not sensitive to extremes in these
parameters. The change field method was used to generate future solar radiation and wind speeds on a monthly
basis using the same GCM scenario.
Table 5-1: Promising predictors and explained variance.
Predictands

Predictors

Meaning

Explained Variance

Minimum Daily Air
Temperature

p500

500 hPa Geopotential height

0.23 – 0.38

s850

Specific Humidity at 850 hPa

0.36 – 0.55

shum

Specific Humidity at the surface

0.51 – 0.63

temp

Mean Temperature at 2m.

0.38 – 0.67

p500

500 hPa Geopotential height

0.28 – 0.48

s850

Specific Humidity at 850 hPa

0.19 – 0.40

shum

Specific Humidity at the surface

0.23 – 0.55

Maximum Daily Air
Temperature
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Predictands

Daily Precipitation

Predictors

Meaning

Explained Variance

temp

Mean Temperature at 2m.

0.50 – 0.64

mslp

Pressure at Mean Sea Level

0.021 – 0.168

p5_v

500 hPa Meridonal Air Velocity

0.028 – 0.158

p5_z

500 hPa Vorticity

0.011 – 0.040

p500

500 hPa Geopotential Height

0.007 – 0.050

p8_v

850 hPa Meridonal Air Velocity

0.042 – 0.138

p8_z

850 hPa Vorticity

0.010 – 0.148

p850

850 hPa Geopotential Height

0.008 – 0.137

p8zh

850 hPa Divergence

0.028 – 0.108

s500

500 hPa Specific Humidity

0.027 – 0.105

s850

Specific Humidity at 850 hPa

0.056 – 0.143

shum

Specific Humidity at the surface

0.037 – 0.106

The air temperature correlations were found to be strong while the precipitation correlations were much weaker. As
such, various transformations of the most promising precipitation model predictors and the precipitation were made
and examined for correlation. No improvement in explained variance was found. As recommended in the SDSM
manual, correlation matrices were generated to investigate inter-variable correlations and partial correlations on a
seasonal basis. This analysis confirmed that air temperature is strongly related to surface temperature (not
surprisingly) and humidity. The strongest correlations with precipitation were with the s500, shum and p8_v
predictors.
The climate model was calibrated using the selected predictors on a monthly basis. Temperature calibration was
conducted using an unconditional process. This indicates that a direct link exists between the local temperature and
the predictors. The precipitation process is assumed to be conditional. The R2 values for the temperature model
were strong throughout the year ranging from 0.55 to 0.71 (where an R2 of 1 is a perfect fit). Corresponding R2 values
for the precipitation model were much lower at 0.03 to 0.14.
The weather generator function of SDSM was used to generate future climates using the calibrated climate models
driven with the 2041 to 2070 predictor time series. One set of results was generated using the CGCM3-A1B scenario
predictors and one with the CGCM3-A2 scenario predictors. Various graphical comparisons between the observed
time series and simulated time series are available. These were used to obtain a qualitative assessment of the
goodness of fit.

 
Problems were detected after close examination of the daily GCM output data downloaded from the DAI website.
Application of LARS-WG to generating future scenario climates requires that the future time horizon time series of
precipitation be analyzed for relevant statistics. This includes analysis of the length and occurrence of wet and dry
day periods. The simulated daily precipitation data for the period 2041 to 2070 for the CGCM3-A2 and CGCM3-A1B
scenarios were found to have precipitation occurring in almost all days with very small amounts of rain in most days;
this is referred to as the drizzle effect. Therefore the actual occurrence of dry days was very rare and short lived in
this data series. In fact there is an expectation of more frequent and long lasting droughts across much of North
America in the future (Section 2.1.2 of the Guide). This drizzle effect, or occurrence of many days of small amounts of
rain, has been noted widely in daily GCM simulation output.
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Figure 5-1 illustrates the typical pattern of precipitation from the CGCM3-A2 precipitation time series. The June to
August period shown has only six dry days over the 92 day period. While total precipitation over this period is realistic
at 236 mm, the fact that 35 rainy days have less than 2 mm, is not. This pattern is consistent through the full time
period examined. This data cannot be used to reflect future rainfall characteristics at fine temporal resolution (i.e.,
daily time steps or less). Therefore this data cannot support an application of LARS-WG for generating realistic future
climates for this case study. For this reason, LARS-WG has been abandoned in this case study as a downscaling
method. This should not be regarded as a general dismissal of LARS-WG or weather generators, as our study has
not reviewed all of the available scenario output data available for Ontario. Nor has this study examined output from
all available GCMs. Modellers should review all climate data thoroughly before undertaking climate downscaling
activities as difficulties may arise that preclude moving ahead with a particular strategy, as encountered here.
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Figure 5-1: Simulated daily precipitation volumes from CGCM3-A2 for June to August, 1961.

 
The drizzle effect was also observed in the CRCM data time series downloaded from the DAI website. Figure 5-2
illustrates the simulated six hour average precipitation over a three month period, June to August of 2041. Over this
time period the total precipitation is reasonable at 230 mm. However, precipitation populates 67% of all six hour time
periods. Also, there are a large proportion of time periods with very small amounts of precipitation. Since RCMs are
nested in GCMs and rely upon the GCM for boundary conditions they are likely to reflect the drizzle effect noted in the
daily GCM output from the LARS-WG analysis.
As with the weather generator, the application of CRCM data to climate change impact assessment must be
abandoned in this case study. Unrealistic precipitation patterns would lead to unrealistic evapotranspiration and
groundwater recharge and thus affect the entire water balance. This problem may not occur in all datasets and so
users are encouraged to review data for their study area independently.
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Figure 5-2: Simulated 6 hour precipitation volumes from CRCM-A2 for June to August, 2041.

 
Application of the change field method to GCM scenario data does not necessitate disaggregation of data. Existing
time series, at appropriate time steps, are simply adjusted to reflect future conditions in this method. It is necessary to
disaggregate simulated daily climate data generated using SDSM to hourly time steps.
Since HSP-F has been selected as the streamflow model for this study it is convenient to use the WDMUtil tool for
data management (Hummel et al., 2001). HSP-F requires the use of WDMUtil to setup and manage the model input
and output. WDMUtil contains utilities to disaggregate daily data to hourly time step as required by HSP-F in this
study. Hourly air temperatures have been generated from the daily maximum and minimum temperatures by
assuming that these temperatures occur at established times of the day and that diurnal temperature patterns follow a
constant pattern. Precipitation cannot be disaggregated through any hourly distribution function as this would strongly
bias the results. Instead four time series were developed for each SDSM precipitation time series. Daily precipitation
was assumed to fall evenly over 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours for four alternate intensities. All four cases
have been applied to the climate change impact assessment.

 
The future local climates generated in this study are summarized in Table 5-2 by totals or averages, as follows:
•

Current climate (ID 99);

•

Nine GCM based change field climates (the Percentile Method) with IDs from 9 to 54;

•

Two GCM based change field climates corresponding to the SDSM applications (IDs 58 and 59), and

•

Two SDSM generated climates (IDs 60 and 61).
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Table 5-2: Summary of climate scenarios used in study.
ID

9

GCM - Scenario

Average Air
Temperature
(oC)

Total
Precipitation
(mm)

Total Solar
Radiation
(Langleys)

Average
Wind Speed
(m/s)

Total
Potential ET
(mm)

CNRMCM3 - SR-A2

8.5

986

112,010

12.32

990

16

FGOALS-g1.0 - SR-B1

7.6

914

110,697

12.26

937

30

IPSLCM4 - SR-A2

9.6

813

105,826

12.20

971

33

MIROC3.2 hires - SR-A1B

10.0

895

107,291

12.39

1,014

38

MRI CGCM2.3.2a - SR-A1B

8.4

940

107,333

12.26

935

40

CSIROMk3 - SR-A2

8.6

918

111,430

12.29

950

48

GFDLCM2.1 - SR-B1

8.2

881

106,784

12.29

919

53

NCARCCSM3 - SR-A2

9.4

889

108,071

12.29

980

54

NCARCCSM3 - SR-A1B

9.2

924

107,362

12.29

974

58

CGCM3T47(Run4) - SR-A2

9.1

947

109,369

12.37

1,016

59
60
61
99

CGCM3T47(Run4) - SR-A1B
SDSM - CGCM - SR-A1B
SDSM - CGCM - SR-A2
Current Climate (Baseline)

9.0
7.9
8.0
6.0

910
923
926
868

109,737
109,767
109,400
109,965

12.34
12.35
12.37
12.29

1,018
987
983
850







































Figure 5-3 shows the annual mean values for five climate parameters for the nine Percentile Method climates for the
2050s compared with the current condition climate (i.e., 1961 to 1990). Solar radiation and wind speed do not
o
o
demonstrate significant relative annual change. Air temperature changes range from +1.6 C to +4.0 C, precipitation
changes range from -6% to +14%, and PET changes range from +8% to +20%.







Figure 5-3: Mean annual meteorological parameters for current and GCM future climates.
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An extensive analysis of the future local climates was conducted. Climates have been compared in terms of air
temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed and calculated PET. Annual and mean monthly parameters
o
were compared. Air temperatures were also compared by numbers of hot days above 30 C and numbers of cold
o
days below 0 C. Examples of the comparisons are included below.
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the monthly average air temperature and total precipitation for the nine Percentile Method
climates compared with the current climate. Understanding how the future climates differ from the current climate is
important to understand the hydrologic impact assessment results. Air temperature increases above the current
climate are larger in the winter months, although they are reasonably consistent across the remaining seasons.
Precipitation changes are highly variable by month with a tendency to have higher precipitation through colder months
and no apparent summer patterns.
Figure 5-6 shows the total precipitation, solar radiation, PET and the average annual wind speed and air temperature
for the downscaled climates based on the SDSM, including the associated change field climates (i.e., CGCM3-A1B
and A2). Wind speed and solar radiation are very similar across this group and they are relatively unchanged from
the current condition. Other parameters display similar ranges as observed with the nine Percentile Method climates
shown above.












 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


































Figure 5-4: Monthly average air temperature for nine future climates compared to the current climate.
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Figure 5-5: Monthly total precipitation for nine future climates compared to the current climate.





 



  
 


 



Figure 5-6: Mean annual meteorological parameters for current and SDSM future climates.
Figure 5-7 and 5-8 show the monthly average air temperature and precipitation for the two SDSM climates and the
two associated GCM climates, as compared to the current conditions. The same general patterns are seen here as
with the nine Percentile Method climates, i.e., relative consistency across the months for air temperature with higher
winter changes and a high degree of variability with precipitation.
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Figure 5-7: Monthly average air temperature for downscaled and associated GCM climates compared to the
current climate.



















































Figure 5-8: Monthly total precipitation for downscaled and associated GCM climates compared to the
current climate.
Additional statistics are examined for precipitation for the SDSM climates as these have altered variance from the
current climate. In these climates, precipitation characteristics are compared for days per year with precipitation (i.e.,
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wet days) and the average annual maximum drought duration (Figure 5-9). While the number of wet days is only
slightly changed, the average drought duration decreases in the future climates from 13 days to 9 or 10 days.

200
180
160
140
120
days/yr 100
80
60
40
20
0
60

61
Scenario ID #

99
Wet days

Dry days

Figure 5-9: Annual average number of wet and dry days for SDSM future climates compared to the current
climate.
o
o
This study also compared climates in terms of the number of hot days (i.e., > 30 C) and cold days (< 0 C) as
illustrated in Figure 5-10. In all cases, the number of hot days is expected to increase substantially with increases
ranging from 7 to 29 days above the current level of 5 days per year. Conversely, the number of cold days is
expected to decrease by 15 to 41 days per year.
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Figure 5-10: Annual average number of hot and cold days for all 13 future climates compared to the current
climate.
The following comments summarize the changes in the future local climates:
•

All climates show higher air temperatures, compared to the current climate, with average annual increases
ranging from 1.6oC (Scenario # 16) to 4.0oC (Scenario # 33). Temperature differences are generally larger in
the winter months. Accordingly, the future scenarios display trends of fewer cold days and more hot days on
an annual basis. The two SDSM climates resulted in 32 to 33 days per year with temperatures greater than
30oC. This is much greater than both the current climate (5 days per year) and the warmest GCM change
field climate (5 to 6 days) (i.e., #33, MIROC3.2hires-A1B). These SDSM climates also had more cold days
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than all other climates except the current climate, demonstrating the wide variance in temperatures compared
with the change field climates. When the SDSM temperatures are compared directly with the change field
climates created using the same GCMs that were used to generate the predictors, it is apparent that the
SDSM climates display more extreme results.
•

Annual precipitation is higher for all future climates, compared with the current climate, in all scenarios except
# 30. The range of annual change is from -6.3% to +13.6%. The SDSM climates have marginally more wet
days, exceeding the current climate annual average by 1 and 3 days on 176 days. The average drought
length is expected to decrease from 13 days to 9 and 10 days with the future SDSM climates.

•

Only three future climates display higher total annual solar radiation compared with the current climate. In all
cases the differences are small ranging, in relative terms, from -3% to +2%.

•

Average annual wind speeds are lower in three scenarios compared with the current climate. In general
future climates have higher winds in the winter months and lower winds in the summer months. Overall
differences in average annual wind speeds are small ranging from -0.2% to +0.8% compared with the current
climate.

•

Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is a direct function of air temperature and solar radiation in the method
used (Jensen and Haise, 1963). While all future climates are expected to yield higher temperatures, most
have lower solar radiation. Therefore in several cases the dependant variables (i.e., temperature and solar
radiation) will have opposite effects on PET. In all cases the net change is to higher PET, thus, the
temperature influence is dominant. Annual scenario PET differences range from +8% to +20%, compared
with the current climate. Relative differences are much higher in the winter months ranging up to increases of
+265% compared with maximum increases in summer months of +24%. Absolute differences are largest in
the summer months.
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To determine impacts to streamflow and water budget parameters, the Subwatershed 19 HSP-F streamflow
generation model was run using each of the developed future climates discussed in the previous section. The climate
change scenarios included: nine GCM scenarios selected using the Percentile Method; two SDSM scenarios and their
corresponding GCM scenarios; as well as the baseline (i.e., current condition) scenario. Simulated streamflow and
water budget parameters (i.e., precipitation, runoff, recharge, and ET) from each climate change scenario were output
from HSP-F at the daily time step.
To determine climate change impacts to the groundwater flow system, the Subwatershed 19 MODFLOW groundwater
model was run using a monthly stress period. For each month, the simulated mean monthly recharge rates from the
HSP-F model for each climate change scenario were input in the MODFLOW groundwater model. The MODFLOW
model was run with seven time steps per month, with simulated groundwater discharge output for each month. All
simulated data were compiled in a relational database for analysis.
Streamflow regimes are a function of climate, geology, vegetation, topography, land use and hydraulic infrastructure
(e.g. dams). In this assessment, only the climate was varied; all other factors were not modified from the current
conditions. This was done to isolate impacts due to climate change.
For the purposes of this case study, the climate change impact assessment was completed at the subwatershed
scale; however, investigation of impacts at smaller spatial scales (e.g., hydrologic response units) is also possible.
The impacts of climate change on the hydrology of Subwatershed 19 was assessed by comparing streamflow and
groundwater discharge under current (1961-1990) and future (2041-2070) climate conditions. This comparison
required the summary of current and future flow regimes into a variety of metrics (e.g., average monthly streamflow,
average monthly recharge), which are presented in the following sections.
Simulation results for the Percentile Method climates are examined separately from the SDSM climates because the
Percentile Method climates have been selected and grouped for their statistical significance. Results from this group
should be evaluated in terms of the distribution of outcomes. This distribution cannot be influenced by the SDSM
climates. The SDSM climates are examined specifically for the degree of climate variability they reflect and its effect
on hydrology, rather than their influence on mean conditions. SDSM climates are generally compared with the GCM
based change field climates that correspond to the GCM scenario run used to generate the required predictors.

 
To determine changes in streamflow, it is necessary to summarize long-term hydrographs into statistical metrics. This
is required due to the difficulty associated with detecting changes in long-term (30-year) hydrographs by direct
comparison alone. Examples of such statistical metrics are: mean annual and monthly flow, median monthly flow,
maximum daily streamflow, and low flows statistics, such as the 7Q20 streamflow (the 7 day low flow over a 20 year
period). These are discussed in Section 6.6.2 and Table 6.8 of the Guide.
Annual streamflow reflects the total volume of streamflow generated within a particular year for a subwatershed, and
is generally representative of precipitation, net of evapotranspiration. Changes in mean annual streamflow are
reflective of larger scale impacts due to climate change, namely changes in precipitation or temperature. Simulated
annual streamflow, predicted by the HSP-F model for the baseline climate (1961-1990) and for the nine GCM-based
future climate scenarios (2041-2070) are included in Figure 6-1. Mean annual streamflow for the entire study period,
both with current climate and the full range of future climates, is also shown on the figure. Over the 30 year period,
the nine future climate scenarios predict a change in mean annual streamflow ranging from +16% to –11%. On an
individual basis, there are more future scenarios that predict an increase in mean annual streamflow than a decrease.
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The distribution of mean annual streamflows by relative amount of deviation from the current climate streamflow is
shown as a histogram in Figure 6-1: HSP-F annual streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.
This histogram indicates the prevailing trends with a central tendency and extremes in terms of mean annual
streamflow among the nine future climates. Four out of nine climate change scenarios predict up to a 10% increase in
mean annual flow. Two scenarios predict an increase greater than 10%; two scenarios predict a 0 to 10% decrease,
with one scenario predicting a decrease in mean annual flow greater than 10%.


 




















































Figure 6-1:

HSP-F annual streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.



















Figure 6-2:

Histogram of mean annual streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.

The seasonality and monthly distributions of streamflow are also significantly altered under climate change conditions.
This aspect of hydrology is of major interest to managers as hydrologic issues and concerns may be seasonal or
limited to specific periods of the year.
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Streamflow rates simulated with HSP-F for the current climate and the nine Percentile Method future climates are
shown in Figure 6-3. All nine future climates have streamflow distributions that follow a similar trend as the baseline
climate; peak spring flows receding to summer low flows, which then recover through the fall. However, the timing of
the decline in flow from the spring to the summer is shifted to earlier in the year. This seasonal shift is due to warmer
winter temperatures which lead to less snowpack and earlier spring snowmelt. In addition, the majority of future
climates will cause winter streamflow increases of up to 50%. Increases in winter streamflow are primarily caused by
a shift to more winter precipitation occurring as rainfall, rather than snowfall, and more winter precipitation in general.

 



















Figure 6-3:























HSP-F mean monthly streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.

To illustrate potential effects of climate change on low flows, a histogram of the projected changes in 7Q20 is shown in
Figure 6-4. The 7Q20 is the lowest 7-day average flow that occurs once every 20 years and is a commonly used as a
low flow index, particularly for regulating the discharge of wastewater (e.g. WPCP effluent). As shown in Figure 6-4,
five out of nine scenarios predict up to a 10% increase in the 7Q20. An increase in the 7Q20 suggests that the amount
of streamflow that is reliably generated by Subwatershed 19 will increase. This increase is likely due to the majority of
nine GCM future climates having overall increases in precipitation.

 




















 

Figure 6-4:

Histogram of 7Q20 streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.
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High flow statistics are important for reservoir storage and dam operation, as well as channel design. High flows can
be represented by the maximum daily flow experienced each year, and are shown in Figure 6-5. Overall, there is a
trend of increasing high flows, which is to be expected with the majority of future climates having higher precipitation
amounts. A single year (1974) shows a significant decrease. Reductions in high flows would be associated with a
reduced snowmelt occurring in spring, due to more frequent snowmelt events occurring throughout the warmer winter.
Several years show no appreciable difference in high flows between the baseline climate and the nine future climates.

 
















































Figure 6-5:

HSP-F maximum daily streamflow with GCM climate change scenarios.

The climate change assessment for Subwatershed 19 also considers additional future climates, generated by the
downscaling methods as outlined in Section 5. Mean annual streamflow under the baseline climate (1961-1990) and
the SDSM downscaled scenarios are shown on Figure 6-6. The GCM scenarios associated with SDSM climates are
also shown for comparison. SDSM climates do not match the sequence of events of the current climate, as change
field climates do. Therefore while the two GCM change field climates in this figure closely follow the pattern of the
current climate, the SDSM climates do not. For this reason these climates should be compared in terms of the
changes in extremes rather than changes in any particular year. In this regard, the SDSM climates produced the
lowest low flows and the highest annual average in any year (i.e., 1980).
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Figure 6-6:

HSP-F mean annual streamflow with SDSM climate change scenarios.

The mean monthly streamflow projections for the SDSM scenarios are consistent with the associated GCM scenarios,
with the exception of the winter period, as shown in Figure 6-7. During the winter period the SDSM climates result in
lower monthly flows and higher spring melt flows than the change field climates and the current climate. This trend is
counter to that observed with the Percentile Method climates for this period as well. During the remainder of the year
the results are not definitive with only small differences observed.

  

 




 



 

















Figure 6-7:























HSP-F mean monthly streamflow with SDSM climate change scenarios.
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Potential groundwater impacts from climate change are particularly significant within Subwatershed 19, as local
municipalities obtain their drinking water from groundwater sources. Understanding the range of potential impacts
can aid municipalities in their long-term water supply planning and in developing effective source water protection
strategies.
Monthly simulated groundwater recharge, estimated by the HSP-F model, for each climate change scenario was input
into the MODFLOW model. The range in simulated groundwater recharge predicted by the nine GCM scenarios
(2041-2070) is represented by the 5th, 25th, median, 75th and 95th percentiles of future monthly recharge rates included
in Figure 6-8. The monthly groundwater recharge for the baseline climate (1961-1990) is also included. Similar to the
monthly streamflow, the median monthly recharge under climate change conditions is generally higher in the winter
months, lower in spring and early summer, and similar for late summer and fall.









 














Figure 6-8:























HSP-F monthly recharge statistics with GCM climate change scenarios.

Using the estimates of monthly groundwater recharge, the MODFLOW model was run transiently from 1961-1990 for
each climate change scenario, as well as the baseline climate scenario. Monthly estimates of groundwater discharge
were output, and are presented in Figure 6-9 as annual total groundwater discharge. The climate change projections
show a large range in annual groundwater discharge; however, five out of nine scenarios remain within 10% of the
current climate.
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Figure 6-9:

MODFLOW mean annual groundwater discharge with GCM climate change scenarios.

Mean monthly groundwater discharge is shown in Figure 6-10 for each GCM climate change scenario, as well as the
baseline climate. Seasonal groundwater discharge trends remain generally consistent with the baseline climate. The
majority of climate change scenarios result in monthly mean groundwater discharge that is similar to the simulated
monthly mean groundwater discharge under the baseline climate. Six of the nine climate change scenarios predict
monthly groundwater discharge rates that are within the range (upper and lower deciles) of monthly groundwater
discharge rates for the baseline climate. Two of the nine climate change scenarios result in a significant increase in
groundwater discharge for all months, while one climate change scenario results in a significant decrease in
groundwater discharge.


 


















Figure 6-10:























MODFLOW mean monthly groundwater discharge with GCM climate change scenarios.
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Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 show annual and mean monthly groundwater discharge, respectively, from one of the
SDSM climates, with its corresponding GCM scenario. Groundwater discharge from the baseline climate is also
included. As seen in Figure 6-11, although the sequence of annual values is very different, the SDSM-predicted
annual groundwater discharge varies over the same range as the GCM change field climate.
Similarly to the streamflow projections (Figure 6-7), SDSM monthly groundwater discharge follows similar trends as
the GCM change field scenario values, except for the winter months when the SDSM groundwater discharge is lower
than the GCM scenario results. The explanation for the lower SDSM winter streamflow and groundwater discharge
lies in the air temperature. As shown in Figure 5-7, winter air temperatures are significantly lower with the SDSM
climates compared with the associated change field climates. The colder winter with SDSM would result in a more
typical annual pattern of runoff, with more snowpack and a larger spring freshet.












 
 
 


































Figure 6-11:

MODFLOW mean annual groundwater discharge with SDSM climate change scenarios.



 
 
 
  















Figure 6-12:























MODFLOW mean monthly groundwater discharge with SDSM climate change scenarios.
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The Subwatershed 19 climate change impact assessment compared streamflow and groundwater discharge under
future climates and under the current climate. The assessment requires recognizing uncertainties associated with the
streamflow model, the groundwater flow model, generation of future climates, the application of the future climates to
the two models, and the statistical representation of the results. These uncertainties are discussed below.
As all models require the use of certain assumptions to simplify the hydrologic and hydrogeologic systems, the
simulated results contain uncertainties. In the Subwatershed 19 HSP-F model, there are uncertainties associated
with the outflow of Island Lake as no continuous long-term records exist. In addition, there are missing data in
streamflow datasets, particularly in winter and spring months due to freezing conditions. This adds uncertainty;
however it is small as the source of missing data likely amounts to less than 1% of total measure flow volumes
(AquaResource, 2008).
In the MODFLOW model, the distribution of data points and the poor quality of some data (e.g., geological descriptors
in water well records) meant that a number of simplifying assumptions needed to be made regarding the geology or
the hydrostratigraphy of the system. In an area such as the Orangeville Moraine, the stratigraphy is highly variable,
and as the number of boreholes used to characterize the geology of the area is limited there is a level of uncertainty
associated with the properties applied in the model and whether they are representative of the real world conditions.
Despite the limitations noted above, the groundwater and surface water flow models were well calibrated and
simulated reasonable estimates of water budget parameters, streamflow, groundwater recharge and groundwater
discharge.
There is uncertainty associated with which future climate Subwatershed 19 will experience in the 2050s, and
subsequently with the magnitude of hydrologic impacts. To better quantify the range of uncertainty associated with
multiple future climates, a number of GCM scenarios were investigated. The range of future climates investigated
spanned the complete range of predictions, from significant warming to slight warming, from wet to dry. Investigating
multiple future climates allowed the upper and lower bounds of impacts to be quantified, as well as the central
tendency. Approaching uncertainty in this manner allows the investigator to determine the impact most often
predicted to occur in the future, while identifying the extremes.
There are significant uncertainties associated with the development of local climates from output generated from GCM
scenarios. These uncertainties include, but are not limited to: lack of local scale features (e.g., Niagara Escarpment,
Great Lakes) which affect climate; the inability to replicate sub-scale convective thunderstorm events; shifts in
precipitation intensity being poorly understood; and shifts in drought frequency and duration being poorly understood.
In an attempt to reduce these uncertainties, several downscaling techniques were investigated as part of this study.
In many cases, limitations with the GCM output caused the downscaled climates to be un-realistic, with the most
common issue being the drizzle effect. The drizzle effect is related to GCMs predicting small precipitation amounts
almost every day, while still predicting reasonable annual totals. The drizzle effect was subsequently passed on to
output generated by the weather generator and the regional climate model, and resulted in an implausible future
climate (precipitation occurred every day). As a result, these downscaling methodologies were not further considered.
The presentation of results adds a level of subjectivity and uncertainty to the climate change impact assessment.
Some forms of presentation are more subjective than others, such as the histograms, where the ranges of each block
are selected by the analyst (e.g., 0-10% vs. 0-5%). Presenting results in the form of the box-and-whisker diagrams, is
a more objective approach and allows the reader to visualize the inherent uncertainties and ranges of possible
impacts associated with the climate change impact assessment.
Despite the uncertainties, the Subwatershed 19 climate change impact assessment is able to provide insight into the
range of possible hydrologic effects related to climate change.
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The Clean Water Act (2006) was introduced by the Province of Ontario to ensure communities are capable of
protecting their municipal water supplies through the development of collaborative, locally driven, science-based
source water protection plans. Communities will identify potential risks to local water supply sources and will take
action to reduce or eliminate these risks. The Act was designed to identify threats to both water quality and water
quantity. The Ministry of Environment’s Technical Rules (2009), Part III describes the specific technical requirements
of the three water budget tiers which are completed to identify threats to water quantity, as follows:
•

Tier One Water Budget and Subwatershed Stress Assessment. The goal of the Tier One Water Budget
and Water Quantity Stress Assessment is to estimate cumulative hydrologic stresses placed on a
subwatershed. The study team undertaking the Tier One Assessment will estimate the percent water
demand, the percentage of water supply that is demanded by water users. Watersheds where the percent
water demand is determined to be above a benchmark threshold value are termed ‘moderately’ or
‘significantly stressed’. Watersheds calculated as having a low percent water demand are termed ‘low stress
watersheds’ and will not be subject to additional water budget requirements.

•

Tier Two Water Budget and Subwatershed Stress Assessment. Tier Two Subwatershed Stress
Assessments are completed to verify the results of the Tier One Stress Assessment using additional data and
numerical water budgeting tools. The Tier Two Water Budgets are developed at the subwatershed scale,
similar to the Tier One level, and they require a continuous surface water model and a calibrated groundwater
flow model.

•

Tier Three Water Budget and Local Area Risk Assessment. The objective of the Tier Three Water
Quantity Risk Assessment is to estimate the likelihood that municipalities will be able meet future water
quantity requirements. A Tier Three Risk Assessment is carried out on all municipal water supplies located in
subwatersheds that were classified in the Tier Two Assessment as having a ‘moderate’ or ‘significant’
potential for hydrologic stress. The Tier Three Assessment uses refined surface and/or groundwater flow
models, and involves a much more detailed study of the groundwater or surface water sources available.

CVC has completed a Tier Two Water Budget and Subwatershed Stress Assessment following the Technical Rules
and published the results in the Tier Two Integrated Water Budget Report (CVC, 2009). This report outlines the
technical work required to complete the Tier Two Stress Assessment, including; development of consumptive water
demand estimates, the development and calibration of groundwater and surface water models, and the completion of
the subwatershed stress assessment.
As a result of the Tier Two Stress Assessment, CVC was required to complete Tier Three Risk Assessments for
Subwatersheds 10, 11, and 19, all of which contain municipal groundwater supplies. In 2006, The Ministry of Natural
Resources (MNR) initiated a Tier Three Pilot Project for Subwatershed 19 containing the municipalities of Orangeville,
Mono, and Amaranth. The purpose of this pilot study was to test and demonstrate the methodologies needed to
complete the Tier Three Risk Assessment and to modify those methodologies where required based on the results of
the pilot study.
This case study demonstrates how the climate change impact assessment may be incorporated into a Tier Two or
Tier Three assessment based on CVC’s Tier Two and Tier Three experiences. The case study documented herein
should be considered as an example, as the climate change impact assessment was completed specifically to support
this case study and may not be consistent with future work completed by the Source Protection Authority.
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A subwatershed’s potential for stress is estimated by comparing the amount of water consumed with the amount of
available water. The percent water demand is calculated using the following formula (MOE, 2009):






 



In this equation, QDEMAND is equal to the consumptive demand calculated as the estimated rate of locally consumptive
takings. Note that demands are grouped into surface and groundwater takings. QSUPPLY is the water supply term,
calculated for surface water as the monthly median flow for the area to be assessed and for groundwater supplies as
the estimated annual recharge rate plus the estimated groundwater inflow into a subwatershed. QRESERVE is the water
reserve, defined as the specified amount of water that does not contribute to the available water supply. For surface
th
water supplies, reserve is estimated using the 90 percentile monthly low flow, at a minimum (i.e., the flow that is
equalled or exceeded 90% of the time). Groundwater reserve is calculated as 10% of the total estimated groundwater
discharge within a subwatershed.
For surface water systems, the above equation is applied using monthly estimates. The maximum percent water
demand for all months is then used to categorize the surface water quantity potential for stress into one of three
levels; significant, moderate or low (see Table 7-1).
Table 7-1: Stress thresholds for surface water and groundwater Tier Two Stress Assessments.
Surface Water Stress Levels

Groundwater Stress Levels

Stress Level
Assignment

Maximum Monthly
Percent Water Demand

Stress Level
Assignment

Average Annual Percent
Water Demand

Maximum Monthly
Percent Water Demand

Significant

> 50%

Significant

> 25%

> 50%

Moderate

> 20%

Moderate

> 10%

> 25%

Low

0 - 19 %

Low

0-9%

0 - 24 %

For groundwater systems, the stress assessment calculation is determined for the average annual demand conditions
and for the monthly maximum demand conditions. The stress level for groundwater systems is categorized again into
three levels (significant, moderate or low) according to the thresholds listed on Table 7-1.
Subwatersheds are classified as having a ‘significant’ or ‘moderate’ potential for hydrologic stress so the
subwatersheds with a higher probability of experiencing water quantity related environmental impacts can be flagged
and studied in greater detail (Tier Three). The Tier Three studies are more detailed to improve the local
understanding of the potential impacts on municipal drinking water sources from various drinking water threats.
Subwatersheds identified as having a ’low’ potential for stress are not likely to be affected by water takings under the
current water taking regimes, and therefore a more detailed level of study is unnecessary unless increased or
additional water takings move the subwatershed into a higher stress class (e.g. ‘moderate’ or ‘significant’ potential for
hydrologic stress).

 
Estimating water demand is a key part of conducting a Tier One, Tier Two or Tier Three assessment. CVC (2009)
describes the water demand estimates that were estimated as part of the Tier Two Water Budget. The primary data
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source for the water demand estimate was the Ministry of Environment’s (MOE) Permits to Take Water (PTTW)
database that contains records of the permitted water users located within the watershed.
Consumptive water use refers to an estimate of the volume of water that is not returned to its source by a water taking
operation. Consumptive use rates were estimated for each PTTW by applying published seasonal and consumption
factors to all permits. Wherever available, reported water taking rates were used in this analysis. While nonpermitted water takings (e.g., rural residential takings) are considered to be less significant than permitted takings on
the overall watershed water budget, these takings were still included in the water demand estimates.
The Tier Two water budget study estimated consumptive groundwater and surface water demands for each
subwatershed. Table 7-2 summarizes the estimated consumptive groundwater use across the entire Credit River
Watershed.
Table 7-2: Average annual consumptive groundwater for the Credit River Watershed.
Average Annual Consumptive Groundwater Use
Water Use Category

3

m /d

Percent of Total

Municipal

26,957

69%

Aggregate

7,780

20%

Rural Domestic

1,549

4%

Other

1,752

4%

Golf Course

941

2%

Agriculture

411

1%

Bottled Water

225

1%

39,615

100%

Total

As summarized in Table 7-2 above, municipal supplies represent the largest proportion of groundwater use in the
watershed, with these demands being concentrated in several municipalities including the Town of Orangeville
(Subwatershed 19) and the Towns of Acton and Georgetown (Subwatersheds 10 and 11).

 
The Tier Two Stress Assessment was completed using groundwater supply estimated using the watershed’s
calibrated surface water and groundwater flow model as well as the consumptive water demand estimates for each
subwatershed. Figure 7-1 illustrates the results of this assessment for each subwatershed.
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Subwatershed 19 is a
‘Moderate’ Stress
Subwatershed .

Figure 7-1: Tier Two groundwater Stress Assessment (CVC, 2009).
The Tier Two Subwatershed Stress Assessment conducted in this study identified Subwatersheds 10, 11, and 19 as
having the potential for moderate or significant hydrologic stress under current and future water demand conditions.
Within these subwatersheds, Acton and Georgetown, within the Regional Municipality of Halton, and the Town of
Orangeville are required to complete a Tier Three Water Quantity Risk Assessment to meet their requirements under
the Clean Water Act.

 
The objective of this case study is to demonstrate how the results of the subwatershed stress assessment might be
affected after considering the potential impacts of climate change. The climate change impact assessment considers
a total of 12 climate scenarios (11 future climates plus the current climate) as described earlier in this case study,
each of which estimates an average annual groundwater recharge rate as needed to complete percent water demand
for each subwatershed. The surface water flow model was run to estimate groundwater recharge for each of the 12
scenarios. Table 7-3 lists each of the climate scenarios considered, with groundwater supply recalculated for each of
the scenarios. Groundwater reserve and consumptive demand were assumed to be constant, at current levels in
order to calculate a new percent water demand for each of the 12 climate scenarios.
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Table 7-3: Groundwater percent water demand calculation using climate change scenarios.
















 

 

 

 
















 











 











 











 











 











 











 











 











 











 











 









As summarized in Table 7-3, percent water demand for each of the climate scenarios ranges from 11% to 17%
(shown in blue and yellow, respectively) compared to 14% (shown in orange) for the current climate (baseline)
scenario. These results are illustrated graphically on Figure 7-2 below. As described previously, a subwatershed is
classified as having a moderate potential for hydrologic stress if the percent water demand for groundwater ranges
from 10% to 20%. The percent water demand estimated for each of the climate change scenarios remains within this
range and as a result the subwatershed would remain in the moderate stress category for all scenarios.
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Figure 7-2: Groundwater Percent Water Demand for each Climate Change Scenario.
The case study results discussed here apply only to Subwatershed 19 and do not consider impacts from land
development or increased water demands. As documented in CVC’s Tier Two report (CVC, 2009), there are no
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permitted surface water takings in subwatershed 19 and as a result a stress assessment cannot be completed for the
subwatershed. However, the assessment of climate change impacts on a surface water stress assessment would be
completed very similar to the groundwater case, with the surface water supply terms being recalculated for each
climate change scenario.

 
 
A Tier Three Water Budget and Local Area Risk Assessment is completed to estimate the likelihood that a
municipality will be able to sustain its planned pumping rates and to identify drinking water threats that may influence
the municipality’s ability to meet its planned pumping rates. A local area water budget must be developed using a
Local Area (Tier Three) Water Budget Model for all Type I, II and III drinking water systems where:
1. There have been historical source water issues meeting demand, or
2. The Tier Two subwatershed stress level is moderate or significant.
A Tier Three water budget uses detailed groundwater and/or surface water numerical models, refined from the Tier
Two models whenever possible. These models should be developed with the accuracy and refinement needed to
evaluate hydrologic or hydrogeologic conditions directly at a water supply well or intake; be of sufficient spatial scale
to evaluate the potential impacts of increased future water demands on external water quantity receptors such as
other water users and the environment; represent a refined conceptual hydrologic or hydrogeologic model; and be
calibrated to the best extent possible to represent average typical conditions as well as longer term climatic trends.
In a Tier Three Local Area Risk Assessment, the water budget models are used to estimate the likelihood that a well
or surface water intake will be able to pump an allocated pumping rate in response to a series of water demand,
climate and land use scenarios. The risk associated with operating a well or intake is ‘significant’ if there are potential
problems meeting demand under a specific scenario or, by operating the well, there are significant impacts to other
water uses. The risk of operating a well or intake is moderate if allocated demands can be met but there are potential
impacts to other users. The risk of operating a well or intake is ‘low’ if planned demands can be met during each
scenario and there are no impacts to other users.
In 2006 MNR initiated a Pilot Project for the Tier Three process in Subwatershed 19. This pilot project included the
development of the detailed surface water and groundwater flow models used for this case study.
Vulnerable areas, referred to as the WHPA Q1 and WHPA Q2 for groundwater and the IPZ Q for surface water are
delineated as part of the Tier Three process. Examples of these areas for groundwater are shown on Figure 7-3 for
the municipal water supplies in Subwatershed 19. If municipal wells located within this area are found to have a
significant risk, all consumptive water demands within the vulnerable area are classified as significant threats. These
classified threats are key deliverables from the Tier Three process.
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Figure 7-3: Water Quantity Threats Identified in the WHPA Q1 and WHPA Q2.

 
The process of completing a Tier Three Risk Assessment includes a series of water demand and climate scenarios
designed to assess the capability for municipal wells or intakes to meet their future demands. For groundwater
supplies, a three-dimensional groundwater flow model is simulated in long-term transient mode in order to assess the
groundwater conditions at wells during average, wet, and dry (drought) periods. Groundwater levels are estimated at
the locations of municipal wells to determine if wells will be able to pump their allocated rates during dry, or drought
periods.
While the Tier Three Local Area Risk Assessment for Subwatershed 19 has not been completed at the time of this
case study, the purpose of this example is to illustrate how climate change scenarios could be considered within a
Tier Three assessment. This case study considers an example where the groundwater flow model is run for a long
period of time using groundwater recharge rates estimated for the 12 climate change scenarios. The daily
groundwater recharge rates estimated using the HSP-F streamflow model are aggregated into a time series of
monthly values and applied to the groundwater flow model over the 1961-1990 time period.
Figure 7-4 illustrates the change in the elevation of groundwater at a municipal well over a 30 year period for each of
the global climate models considered (Table 7-3). The results show that the water levels predicted by each of the
climate scenarios reflect drought conditions during the first five years. There is a wide range of estimated water level
elevations 20 years into the scenarios.
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Figure 7-4: Change in Water Level for each Future Climate Scenario.
For this example, only one climate scenario (#30, IPSLCM4-SR-A2) shows a long-term trend of decreasing
groundwater levels as compared to the current climate scenario. All other scenarios simulate groundwater levels that
are either similar to or higher than those resulting from the current climate scenario. This climate scenario has the
lowest annual precipitation of all those examined.
If these results were translated into the actual Tier Three Local Area Risk Assessment, it could be concluded that the
global climate models indicate a likelihood that groundwater levels at the municipal well identified may rise in the
future. These scenario results apply only to Subwatershed 19 and do not consider impacts from other future
conditions such as land development or increased water demands.

Guide for Assessment of Hydrological Effects of Climate Change in Ontario
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The following are recommendations based on the climate change impact assessment for Subwatershed 19:
•

Data gaps should be filled to reduce uncertainties within the hydrologic modelling exercises and climate
change impact assessment. Key data gaps are itemized below in terms of the intensity and spatial extent of
streamflow and meteorological monitoring. Improvements in these areas allow for more spatially detailed
model calibration. Another data gap relating to climate change impact assessment includes estimates of
future rainfall intensity, duration and frequency that, if available, would allow simulation of peak flow response.

•

Low temperature and winter evapotranspiration should be investigated within Subwatershed 19 to ensure that
this component of the water balance is accurately represented.

•

Continuously monitoring streamflow gauges should be established at representative tributary sites so that
headwater tributaries can be calibrated. Recommended sites include the outlet of Island Lake and near the
mouths of Monora Creek and Mill Creek as a minimum.

•

Solar radiation, cloud cover, evaporation (daily) and precipitation (hourly) should be monitored in or near
Island Lake.

•

Downscaling techniques were applied to address the potential effects of changes in climate variability;
however, these methods may not be practical if drizzle effect is observed in datasets, as in this case study.

•

The climate change impact assessments should be reevaluated as new information becomes available, such
as improved downscaling techniques, including Regional Climate Model (RCM) scenarios.

•

Climate change adaptation methods for Subwatershed 19 should consider methods to increase groundwater
recharge (i.e., infiltration) and reduce surface runoff as these processes may change in the future.

•

If climate change leads to intensification of storm events, there flood prone areas may be higher risk of floods.
It is recommended that adaptation measures should be identified to minimize flood risk in these areas.

•

Water management in Subwatershed 19 should minimize water taking in summer months, shifting
withdrawals to winter periods, where possible.

•

A list of potential adaptation measures should be developed for Subwatershed 19 and these should be tested
in a feasibility study. In general, potential adaptation measures should include those that retain water in the
subwatershed as groundwater or in wetlands, reducing surface runoff and promoting recharge year round;
those that reduce summer stream warming which stresses aquatic habitat and elevates evaporation rates;
and those that promote water conservation to reduce water demand and groundwater pumping.

•

Island Lake water management should be evaluated in a climate change impact assessment with specific
regards to its capability to provide augmenting flow and recreational habitat into the future.
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